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Abstract

In the last decade a new paradigm in computer networks gained a lot of popularity,
especially in the wireless network research community: mobile ad hoc networks.
The main difference between this new and the existing conventional networking
paradigm lies in the architecture of the network and the role of the different net-
work components. In the conventional paradigm, a person with a computer con-
nects to a pre-established network infrastructure, which consists of dedicated de-
vice to transport and deliver information among computers. In ad hoc networks,
the pre-existing infrastructure is missing. Instead, the network is created on de-
mand, with the help of each person and her/his computer. Thus, the computers of
individuals take the role of the networking devices. The independence from any
pre-installed network infrastructure allows these networks to be ad hoc deployable
and to operate at low costs. However, the ad hoc communication paradigm also
raises many questions, on if which is how to ensure the participation of the in-
dividual persons in the network. If the network participants do not cooperate by
providing the network service to others, but only want to use the network selfishly,
the network ceases to exist.

Because many open questions could not be satisfactory answered yet, mo-
bile ad hoc networks are not widely used outside the research community. With
multi-hop cellular networks, this situation might change. Multi-hop cellular net-
works combine the flexibility of mobile ad hoc networks and the reliability of
infrastructure-based networks. Usually, they are comprised of an ad hoc as well
as a conventional cellular network part. Therefore, these networks can provide
access to persons or information located outside an ad hoc network. Because of
the increased reachability and their low deployment costs, they appear to be a vi-
able option for wireless Internet service providers. Still most of the open questions
from ad hoc networks remain, however some can be addressed with the help of the
provider.

In this thesis we argue that cooperation among network participants is a fun-
damental requirement of ad hoc networks and needs to be guaranteed in order to
show the viability of multi-hop communications. Therefore, we propose a novel
cooperation and accounting architecture for multi-hop cellular networks, which en-
sures cooperation among network participants. In particular, we specify a charging
and rewarding mechanisms for network participants, which makes cooperation a
rewarding alternative to selfishness. In order to retain as much as possible of the
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flexibility of mobile ad hoc network, we use decentralized charging and reward-
ing on the computers of the participants. At the same time we want to keep the
provider in control of the cash flow and therefore use the centralized exchange of
rewards at dedicated terminals. To decrease the dependency on these terminals,
we introduce resellers, which are selected network participants. Resellers are al-
lowed to exchange the rewards of normal participants without a terminal. Further,
we evaluate our mechanism via simulations as well as tests in a real environment
using an implementation under Linux. Finally, we describe the possibilities of net-
work planning and how our cooperation and accounting architecture can support
the provider in this process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Multi-hop cellular networks are a promising network architecture, which give the
mobile ad hoc communication paradigm the opportunity to become commercially
viable and thus widely used. Ad hoc networks fundamentally differ from the ex-
isting conventional networking paradigm. In the conventional paradigm, a person
with a computer connects to a pre-established network infrastructure. This exist-
ing infrastructure consists of dedicated devices, which perform specific network-
ing tasks such as the transportation and delivery of information among computers.
Thus, there is a clear distinction regarding the role in the network between normal
computers operated by individuals at home or in a company and the network de-
vices operated by provider. This separation is removed in ad hoc networks. Instead
of each computer connecting to an existing network infrastructure, the computers
directly interconnect to each other. Thus, the computers take the role and tasks
of the network devices from the provider, who is not required anymore in such a
scenario. The independence from any pre-installed network infrastructure allows
these networks to be ad hoc deployable and to operate at low costs.

The ad hoc communication paradigm raises many questions for example re-
garding the overall performance and the security. In a conventional network, ded-
icated network devices maintained the network. In the ad hoc paradigm, the com-
puters operated by persons have to maintain the network in addition to their already
existing tasks. Considering that the ad hoc communication paradigm is especially
appropriate for mobile communications, the disadvantages of wireless (radio) tech-
nology such as the limitation of the available bandwidth and the high amount of
transmission errors as well as the consequences of mobility come to effect. All
this leads to a reduced performance of ad hoc networks compared to conventional
networks. The security of ad hoc networks is important, because the trust relations
become much more complex. In the conventional paradigm, each person oper-
ating a computer has to trust the network infrastructure provider, for example an
employee trusts his administrator to ensure the secure operation of the company’s
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

network. In the ad hoc paradigm, each participant has to inherently trust all other
participants, because they are her potential network service provider. Another open
question closely related to security is how to ensure the participation of the indi-
vidual persons in the ad hoc network, i.e. how to make sure that they cooperate by
providing the network service to others and not only want to use it selfishly.

Because many open questions could not be satisfactory answered yet, mo-
bile ad hoc networks are not widely used outside the research community. With
multi-hop cellular networks, this situation might change. Multi-hop cellular net-
works combine the flexibility of mobile ad hoc networks and the reliability of
infrastructure-based networks. Usually, they are comprised of an ad hoc as well
as a conventional cellular network part. Therefore, these networks can provide ac-
cess to persons or information located outside an ad hoc network. Because of the
increased reachability and their low deployment costs, they appear to be a viable
option for wireless Internet service providers. Still most of the open questions al-
ready known from ad hoc networks remain, however some can be solved with the
help of the provider.

One of these issues is the cooperation among the participants in the multi-hop
cellular network. Without cooperation, the participants do not provide the network
service to others and thereby cause the bigger ad hoc part of the network to stop
functioning. Therefore, we identify cooperation as a fundamental requirement,
which needs to be ensured to show the viability of multi-hop communications.
Consequently, we study cooperation mechanisms for multi-hop cellular networks
in this thesis. We are especially interested in an incentive-based cooperation assur-
ance and favor a decentralized design to retain the flexibility and attractiveness of
mobile ad hoc networks. We propose a novel cooperation and accounting architec-
ture for multi-hop cellular networks, which consists of a charging and rewarding
mechanisms for network participants, a reseller extension for selected participants
and network management support for the provider.

In the remainder of this chapter, we motivate and present our work in the con-
text of the current state of the art. We also summarize the main contributions and
conclude with an outline of this thesis.

1.2 Motivation

Cooperation among network participants is vital for the correct operation of multi-
hop cellular networks. Without the participants providing the network service to
each other, connections are lost and the network ceases to exist. Cooperation
among network participants can be ensured in two ways, either through the fear
of punishment in case of selfishness or by the hope for rewards in case of cooper-
ativeness. The first are also called detection-based approaches, because they rely
on monitoring the behaviour of the participants and react accordingly in case of
selfish behaviour. The latter are called motivation-based approaches, as they dis-
tribute rewards in case of cooperative behaviour. All detection-based schemes in
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the literature target mobile ad hoc networks, most of the motivation-based schemes
target multi-hop cellular networks.

The correct identification of misbehavior and false accusations seems very dif-
ficult in detection-based approaches. Therefore, we favour motivation-based ap-
proaches, as they seem more suitable for the applications in civilian scenarios.
The existing motivation-based approaches, mostly rely on a centralized authenti-
cation and/or accounting infrastructure, which reduce the flexibility and dynamics
initially gained from the ad hoc communication paradigm. The only decentral
motivation-based scheme has difficulties in terms of ensuring a long-term opera-
tion, because it can not guarantee the availability of virtual currency required for
transmission over time. Therefore, we designed a partly decentralized coopera-
tion framework, which retains as much of the flexibility from ad hoc networks as
possible and also ensures a long-term operation.

1.3 Contributions

Cooperation among node is one of the fundamental requirements in multi-hop com-
munications and its assurance a challenging task. Throughout this thesis, we have
explored the area of cooperation in multi-hop cellular networks and researched sev-
eral new ideas, which lead us to the design of a new cooperation and accounting
architecture. With this architecture, a wireless network provider is able to stimulate
the cooperation among his network participants via virtual charges and rewards.
This ensures the correct functioning of the multi-hop cellular network and thereby
saves the provider the costs of additional base stations.

We also give the provider complete control over the virtual cash flow of charges
and rewards, so that he can regulate the amount of virtual money in the network.
In particular, the provider has the possibility to dynamically adapt the costs for
the customer and thus maximize his revenue. We achieve this control by requiring
the provider or a representative for the acquisition of new virtual money as well
as for the exchange of obtained rewards. We introduce service stations, which
are similar to low-bandwidth, stationary terminals, where customers can engage in
the accounting. In addition we allow dedicated nodes to act as resellers to make
up for the immobility of the service stations. We also offer two possibilities of
charges, i.e. globally fixed and dynamic hop count related charges. Further, we
share the charges between the originator and recipient of a communication, i.e.
each communication participant only pays for the connection to her gateway. This
gives the provider a better possibility to map the expenses as well as revenue to his
individual multi-hop cellular networks.

Our evaluations through simulations show that a low number of service stations
and resellers provide the best performance, in the sense that few nodes are rarely
short of virtual money and thus unable to cover the cost for transmission or recep-
tion of packets. In such a setting our architecture comes close to the performance
of a network without any cooperation framework, i.e. where all nodes are assumed
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to cooperate out of free will. The results also indicate that when we set the fixed
charges close to the average hop count, the nodes are able to transmit more pack-
ets. We also obtained promising results with the reduction of the granularity of
the rewards, i.e. by sending them less often, and at the same time increasing their
value.

From our evaluations of other cooperation schemes, we found that a self-
perpetuating cycle of virtual money is very difficult to achieve and thus additional
sources of income are required to ensure the constant availability of virtual money.
This result justifies the presence of a central instance (such as a provider) - even in
an ad hoc network.

This presence is also helpful for ensuring the security. We analyzed various
attacks on our architecture and found fraudulent attacks to be not beneficial for
the adversary. In addition, our security architecture supports the identification of
suspected malicious attackers.

We also gained more insight from the implementation of our cooperation ar-
chitecture under Linux. While we found the introduced delay to be acceptable
for small number of hops, it showed us that the security functionality is very de-
manding. We noted the strong influence on the jitter by computers with different
processors.

Last, we see promising possibilities for the management of multi-hop cellular
network provided by our cooperation and accounting architecture.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is structured into the following chapters:
Chapter 2 gives an overview of multi-hop cellular networks. We show the

development process of multi-hop cellular networks to their current state and de-
scribe the underlying wireless technologies and interconnecting protocols. We also
present the possible benefits and application scenarios of multi-hop cellular net-
works. In this context, we identify important challenges and give a brief overview
on the related work in this research area.

Chapter 3 presents the challenge of cooperation in multi-hop cellular networks.
We motivate the necessity for cooperation in multi-hop networks and describe the
possible approaches to cooperation. Further, we analyze the related work in this
research area and compare the existing concepts and architectures according to
their key characteristics.

Chapter 4 introduces our cooperation and accounting strategy for hybrid net-
works. We describe the architecture and explain the different operation phases. We
also give a security analysis of CASHnet, both from a general view as well as re-
lated to the different operation modes. In addition, we present a resale extensions
to CASHnet and show its support in the management of multi-hop networks.

Chapter 5 shows our evaluation of CASHnet in the network simulator ns-2.
We describe the network simulator ns-2 as well as our implementation of CASH-
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net into it. We explain our simulation setup and evaluation criteria. In addition,
we identify the key parameters in CASHnet and analyze their effect. Further, we
discuss the simulation results of CASHnet and compare them to Nuglet.

Chapter 6 describes our implementation and evaluation of CASHnet under
Linux. We present our developing environment and the used netfilter/iptables.
Further, we explain our testbed and our evaluation criteria. Then, we analyze and
discuss the results from our tests.

In Chapter 7 we summarize our main findings and conclude the thesis.





Chapter 2

Multi-hop Cellular Networks

2.1 Introduction

A multi-hop cellular network is an architecture for wireless communication. It re-
sults from the combination of two prominent network architectures: mobile ad hoc
networks and infrastructure-based wireless networks. The combined flexibility of
mobile, ad hoc deployable infrastructure and reliability of stationary infrastructure
covers scenarios, where both architectures would fall short alone. For example,
in areas with no pre-installed infrastructure, multi-hop cellular networks allow the
provision of connectivity among users and to the Internet at low costs. It is also in-
teresting for scenarios, where the connectivity demand is highly variable over time,
such as at public gatherings for games, etc. Compared to an infrastructure-based
wireless network, the benefits achieved by the combination include the extended
coverage at reduced infrastructure costs, the dynamic adaptation of the network
topology to current needs, an increased efficiency in the usage of the available fre-
quencies and the availability of indicators for network planning. Multi-hop cellular
networks are also called hybrid wireless networks.

In this chapter we discuss the concepts and mechanisms of multi-hop cellu-
lar networks. We start with a description of the development process to illustrate
the origin of these networks. Then, we explain the elements of this architecture
in a general way and list the possible benefits. We continue with a presentation
of current and future wireless technologies as well as interconnecting protocols,
which enable multi-hop cellular networks. We also show application scenarios and
analyze important challenges in these networks. Last, we give an overview about
related work in the area of multi-hop cellular networks and summarize this chapter.

2.2 Development Process

Multi-hop cellular networks were first proposed by Hsu and Lin [HL00] with the
intention to benefit from the advantages of combining mobile ad hoc networks and
infrastructure-based wireless networks. Both network architectures originate from
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the US military projects on packet radio networks. We summarize the development
process in the following two sections.

2.2.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

The first work on mobile ad hoc networks dates from the early 70s. The US military
was in need of a communication infrastructure, which would not depend on pre-
placed components and be easily movable. Radio communication was chosen to
mobilize the network infrastructure. However, it also introduces limitations. Radio
frequencies higher than 100 MHz do not propagate beyond the line of sight.

In the beginning of the 60s Baran [Bar64] and Davies [DBSW67] had inde-
pendently discovered the packet switching paradigm, which introduced bandwidth
sharing and store-and-forward routing. Inspired by the effectiveness of packet
switching and its application to a mobile wireless environment, the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency, DARPA launched the Packet Radio Network
project in 1973 as described by Freebersyser and Leiner in [FL01]. It addressed
the radio coverage limitation by using multi-hop store-and-forward routing tech-
niques. Within the project the first mobile ad hoc network was created.

Several consecutive projects solved issues regarding the scalability, security,
performance and energy efficiency of the network. With the appearance of com-
mercial radio technologies (e.g. IEEE 802.11) in the mid 90s, the potential for
mobile ad hoc networks outside the military domain attracted many researchers.
Even a few commercial solutions have been developed, such as Motorola’s Mobile
Mesh Networks [Mot05] and SPANworks’ MultiPeer [SPA05]. In the early 2000s
the major interest in the wireless research community focussed on wireless sensor
networks.

In their extensive survey Chlamtac et al. [CCL03] also give some detailed in-
sight on the development process of mobile ad hoc networks. Mobile ad hoc net-
works are also called infrastructureless networks.

2.2.2 Infrastructure-based Wireless Networks

Beside the work on infrastructureless wireless networks, research was also con-
ducted in the area of infrastructure-based radio networks. These networks consist
of base stations covering a certain area called cells and mobile stations roaming
between these cells. A prominent commercialization is the cellular communica-
tion system (e.g. ETSI GSM) introduced in the 80s. With the standardization of
radio technology for computer communication in the mid 90s (e.g. IEEE 802.11)
wireless communication in local area networks began to spread. Starting as an
extension to the wired Ethernet, the so called wireless LAN technology addressed
the increasing need for mobility and connectivity in the civilian sector. In the early
2000s, new standards defined wireless communication in metropolitan area as well
as personal area networks.
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2.3 Multi-hop Cellular Network Architecture

Hybrid wireless networks are composed of base stations and mobile stations. A
base station is a stationary device which provides the interconnection between the
wireless access network and the wired backbone network. A base station is also
called access point. A mobile station is a device which moves around and is ca-
pable of connecting to a wireless network in range. A mobile station is also called
mobile node. All wireless devices have a limited communication range.

For comparison, a simplified view of infrastructure-based, infrastructureless
and the resulting hybrid wireless networks is given in Figure 2.1 - 2.3. The maxi-
mum communication range is indicated by a surrounding border in form of a circle
or a hexagon. Each device can only communicate with devices inside its border.
A wireless connection between two devices is indicated by a dashed line. A wired
connection to a backbone network is indicated by solid line. We distinguish be-
tween stationary (gray) and mobile (white) coverage areas. The total coverage area
of a network is composed of all circles or hexagons.

Figure 2.1 depicts an infrastructureless wireless network, which is also known
as mobile ad hoc network, MANET. It solely consists of wireless (mobile) sta-
tions. In such a network, connections over multiple hops between mobile stations
are necessary to allow building up the network as no other infrastructure besides
the mobile stations themselves is available. The coverage area of the network is
completely dynamic due to the movement of the mobile stations and mostly lim-
ited by the communication range of the mobile stations.

Figure 2.2a and Figure 2.2b illustrate two infrastructure-based wireless net-
works; a cellular network and a wireless LAN. Both architectures consist of base
stations and mobile stations. In these networks only direct, single-hop connections
between a mobile station and a base station are supported. The base stations them-
selves are interconnected via a (stationary) wired or wireless backbone network.
All connections between the mobile stations have to pass via the base station and
- if necessary - via the backbone network. The coverage area of such a wireless
network is therefore mainly limited by the number and location of deployed base
stations.

Figure 2.3 shows a hybrid network, which consists of base stations and mobile
stations. In this network architecture, multi-hop connections are used to increase
the existing coverage area provided by the base stations. The base stations are
interconnected via a wired backbone network. A connection can either pass solely
via mobile stations or via mobile stations and base stations. The coverage area
of the base stations is fixed; the coverage area formed by the mobile stations is
changing due to their movement.

The theoretical benefits resulting from the combination of infrastructureless
and infrastructure-based wireless networks are numerous. However, in practice
some of the benefits can not be used due to the limitations of the current predomi-
nant wireless technologies and communication protocols.
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Figure 2.1: Infrastructureless wireless network

(a) Cellular network (b) Wireless LAN

Figure 2.2: Infrastructure-based wireless networks

Figure 2.3: Hybrid wireless network

Extended coverage at reduced costs: The coverage of an infrastructure-based
wireless network depends on the number of base stations. However, a wireless
Internet service provider will deploy a base station only if the revenue covers the
initial deployment costs in foreseeable time. Therefore, the base stations are mostly
deployed in so called hot spots, where the number of potential users is expected to
be constantly high. Typical examples are airports and train stations. The need of
a certain number of users prevents the deployment of base stations in large scale.
Thus potential customers outside hot spot areas can not be reached. With multi-
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hop networks, the coverage of the network can be extended without requiring pre-
installed stationary infrastructure. Only a certain number of cooperative users is
required in the vicinity of an existing access point.

Dynamic network topology: The deployment of several base stations to cover
a hot spot area is rather expensive, especially the measurements and adjustments
of signal propagation are time intensive tasks. Once the base stations have been
set up, their location can not be changed easily. With multi-hop networks, the base
stations is like an anchor point, around which a dynamic cloud of cooperative users
accumulates. The user behaviour (movement, cooperativeness) directly influences
the network topology.

Spatial frequency reuse: As mentioned above, infrastructure-based networks
only support single-hop connections within a cell. The communication between
two mobile stations in the same cell has to go via the base station. Additionally,
their communication uses frequencies which are then not available in the whole
cell. In multi-hop networks, the spatial reuse of frequencies is possible due to
shorter communication ranges. Directly communicating node pairs which reside
in the base stations’ cell and which do not interfere with each other can use the
same frequency for their communication.

Network planning indicators: The cost of deploying base stations is quite high.
To reduce the financial risk, only areas with an assured amount of users receive
coverage. Even in popular locations, it may not be obvious where exactly the cov-
erage is required and how lasting the demand is going to be. The wireless Internet
provider can use multi-hop cellular networks to test an area for its connectivity de-
mand and finally support the decision about and location of the deployment of a
base station.

2.4 Wireless Technologies

Several wireless technologies with support for multi-hop networks already exist or
are in the process of standardization. Each technology targets specific application
scenarios and therefore differs in supported data rate, communication range and
mobile station speed. The targeted network size ranges from body (worn by a
person) and personal (close to a person) over local (up to 1 m2) to metropolitan
(city-wide) areas.

At the beginning of 2005, the predominant wireless technology in local area
networks is wireless LAN based on the standard IEEE 802.11. However, IEEE
802.11 works best indoor (less than 100 m range) and with few users (less than
20 per base station). These restrictive characteristics exclude many important ap-
plication scenarios. The increasing demand for ubiquitous broadband connectiv-
ity lead to the foundation of several new working groups IEEE 802.15 [I1505],
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Figure 2.4: Wireless technologies related

802.16 [I1605] and 802.20 [I2005] with the task to specify standards which enable
wireless broadband communication in personal and metropolitan area networks.

We find it arguable whether devices in a body or personal area network require
incentives for cooperation. In such networks the devices typically belong to one
person, who should be the single authority for them and thereby render the need
for stimulation of cooperation among these devices obsolete. Another point is that
these devices are designed to perform simple tasks and only have limited resources.
An additional cooperation framework would pose an unbearable burden for them.
To date, we see the problem of cooperation in local area networks, where each
communicating node is operated by an individual person. It will probably expand
to metropolitan area networks with future wireless technologies. In Chapter 3 we
explain our view on cooperation in detail.

Figure 2.4 relates several ratified and draft standards according to the specified
data rate, mobile station speed, and communication range. Table 2.1 lists the exact
values. Note, that these values represent the theoretical maxima and that in prac-
tice a reduction of 20% or more is to be expected. IEEE 802.11, 802.15, 802.16
and 802.20 complement each other as they address different application scenarios
and make ubiquitous mobile broadband wireless access feasible. Figure 2.5 shows
an example of a possible future interaction of the different technologies. IEEE
802.16 provides connectivity between corporation buildings or community houses,
IEEE 802.16e is targeted at vehicles, e.g. bus and car. IEEE 802.11 and IEEE
802.15.3 will coexist depending on the application in the local and personal area,
e.g. IEEE 802.11 allows web browsing and reading E-mail while IEEE 802.15.3
enables streaming video and voice. In the following paragraphs, the four base
standards are briefly explained, with a focus on IEEE 802.11.

2.4.1 IEEE 802.11

With the ratification of the first standard called IEEE 802.11 [IEE99] in 1998, the
usage of Wireless Local Area Network technology has continuously increased in
the public, private and commercial sector. The IEEE 802.11 working group [I1105]
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.11 .15 .16
IEEE 802 Standards

.g1 .n2 .11 .31 .41 -20041 .e2 .202

Data rate [Mbps] 54 200 1 55 0.25 75 15 1
Range [m] 100 100 10 30 10 5-8 k 2-5 k 15 k
Speed [kmph] 3 3 - - - none 130 250

Table 2.1: Wireless technologies in detail

IEEE 802.16 IEEE 802.16e IEEE 802.11 / 802.15.3

Figure 2.5: Ubiquitous Mobile Broadband Wireless Access

defined several amendments to the standard, adding new and optimizing existing
functionality. Since the standard leaves many decisions to the implementors, the
Wi-Fi alliance ensures the interoperability of devices from different vendors by
certifying products compliant to a common functional set. The current Wireless
LAN standards define a peak data rate of 54 Mbps (IEEE 802.11a/g) and oper-
ate in license-exempt frequency bands at 5/2.4 GHz. A future amendment (IEEE
802.11n) is expected to achieve data rates well above 100 Mbps [AFN04].

When using radio technology all nodes share the same medium, but due to the
limited communication range not all nodes can hear each other. This can lead to
nodes interfering with their transmission/reception of packets. Therefore, special
mechanisms are required to ensure reliable communication. In the following, we
focus on the Distributed Coordination Function, DCF which is used in infrastruc-
tureless networks. IEEE 802.11 DCF uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance, CSMA/CA for access to the medium. CSMA/CA is a con-
tention based scheme, where all nodes have to compete for the access.

A node senses the medium before it transmits its packet. If the medium is busy,

1Ratified Standard
2Draft Standard
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Figure 2.6: IEEE 802.11 4-way handshake

it defers for a time derived from the binary exponential backoff algorithm. If the
medium is free for a short time period, the node is allowed to transmit. The recip-
ient of the packet verifies its CRC and - if correct - sends and acknowledgement
(ACK) packet to the sender. If the sender does not receive an acknowledgement,
a transmission error has occurred. The sender then retransmits the packet until an
acknowledgement is received or the maximum number of allowed retransmissions
is reached.

To reduce the probability of two nodes colliding because they can not hear
each other (hidden node problem) a virtual carrier sense mechanism is specified.
It is called virtual because, instead of sensing the physical medium directly, it is
performed at the MAC layer. Before transmitting its data packet, a node sends a
short request to send (RTS) control packet, which includes the sender, recipient and
duration of the following transmission. If the medium is free, the recipient replies
with a clear to send (CTS) control packet including the same information. Now, all
nodes within the communication range of sender or recipient know and respect the
information contained in the RTS/CTS packets and wait before transmitting their
own packets.

Figure 2.6 shows a sequence diagram of the 4-way handshake, which is neces-
sary to transmit data from one node to another. Node B wants to transmit data to
node C. Node B sends an RTS, node C replies with a CTS. Now node B transmits
data and node C acknowledges its correct reception. Node A and D overhear the
RTS/CTS respectively and defer their transmission for the indicated duration.

2.4.2 IEEE 802.15

In 1999 the IEEE 802.15 working group for wireless personal area networks was
established. Its goal was to specify a standard, for small-sized, low-cost and low-
power communication devices. In the same year Ericsson ratified Bluetooth, an
industrial specification for wireless personal area networks. The working group
ratified its first standard called 802.15.1 [IEE02] in 2002. It is an adaption of
the Bluetooth 1.1 specification. IEEE 802.15.1 supports data rates up to 1 Mbps
and a communication range up to 1 m. It operates in license-exempt frequency
bands at 2.4 GHz. In Bluetooth, a master node manages up to seven slaves. This
group is called a picconet. Up to ten picconets can coexist within communication
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range. The interconnection of picconets is called scatternet and requires a node
which is at the same time master and slave in a different picconet respectively. The
master node schedules the medium access via a polling and reservation scheme.
The medium access is based on Time Division Multiple Access, TDMA. The up-
and downlinks are separated via time division multiplexing.

Initially, the 802.15 working group focussed on Bluetooth only. However,
Bluetooth is neither suitable for broadband applications nor for sensor/actor sce-
narios. Therefore, IEEE 802.15.3 [IEE03a] and 802.15.4 [IEE03b] respectively
have been ratified in 2003. IEEE 802.15.3 allows a data rate up to 55 Mbps, a
communication range up to 30 m and operates in the licence-exempt frequency
band 2.4 GHz. Future amendments will support data rates up to 100 Mbps. The
WiMedia alliance has been established to ensure interoperability of ultrawideband
technologies. IEEE 802.15.4 supports a data rate up to 250 kbps, a communication
range up to 10m and operates in license-exempt frequency bands at 915 MHz, 868
MHz and 2.4 GHz. In 2004, the ZigBee alliance defined a security, network and
application extension to IEEE 802.15.4.

2.4.3 IEEE 802.16

Because no wireless standard was available for metropolitan area networks and
with the intention to cover the last mile and standardize broadband wireless ac-
cess, IEEE initiated a working group called 802.16 in 1999. The ratification of
the most recent standard IEEE 802.16-2004 [IEE04] includes all previous amend-
ments and further improvements. It provides a data rate of up to 75 Mbps with an
expected communication range of 5-8 km. However, recent analysis of Ghosh et
al. [GWAC05] show the performance to be well below these values. IEEE 802.16-
2004 operates in licensed as well as licensed-exempt frequency bands between 2
and 11 GHz and does not support mobile stations (subscriber stations). A future
amendment (IEEE 802.16e [IEE05]) will address connectivity for mobile stations
supporting speeds up to 130 kmph and data rates up to 15 Mbps. The alliance
for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, WiMax ensures the inter-
operability of devices based on IEEE 802.16. So far, IEEE 802.16 focusses on
single-hop connections, permitting only direct connections between base stations
and subscriber stations (point-to-multipoint). Beginning of 2005, the support for
multi-hop connections over subscriber stations (point-to-point) is still under dis-
cussion.

The access mechanism to the medium is more sophisticated than in IEEE
802.11. A base station schedules the access for the subscriber stations, with a
distinction between up- and downlink. Because multiple subscriber stations may
try to access the base station simultaneously, the medium access mechanism on the
uplink uses Demand Assignment Multiple Access-Time Division Multiple Access,
DAMA-TDMA. On the downlink, only the base station initiates the access to the
medium. Therefore, a Time Division Multiplexing, TDM mechanism is used.

The subscriber stations have to compete for a time slot on the uplink once. Af-
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ter successfully registering with the base station, a subscriber station gets assigned
time slots on demand. The base station can dynamically enlarge or shorten the al-
located time slots to reflect changes in the requirements of the subscriber stations.

2.4.4 IEEE 802.20

As IEEE 802.16 initially supported stationary devices (subscriber and base sta-
tions) only, IEEE established the 802.20 working group in 2002 to specify a stan-
dard for ubiquitous mobile broadband wireless access. IEEE 802.20 intends to
support mobile station speeds up to 250 kmph, data rates up to 1 Mbps and a com-
munication range up to 15 km. It operates in licensed frequency bands below 3.5
GHz. The work is still in preliminary stages and a first draft standard is expected
in late 2006.

While IEEE 802.16e and 802.20 both aim at providing broadband wireless
access to mobile devices, there are some important differences. IEEE 802.16e will
be based on the already existing standard IEEE 802.16-2004, while IEEE 802.20
will be designed from scratch. Also, in contrast to IEEE 802.16e, which provides
connectivity up to 130 kmph, IEEE 802.20 will support mobile stations moving at
higher speed, e.g. fast cars and trains.

2.5 Interconnection of Mobile Stations

The interconnection of multiple hops to form a network requires addressing and
routing mechanisms. In multi-hop cellular networks, the nodes have additional
abilities compared to nodes in a single-hop network. Besides transmitting self-
generated packets and receiving packets addressed to it, each node acts like a
router, i.e. it receives and forwards packets addressed to other nodes. Therefore,
each node needs to discover the address of the destination and decide how to for-
ward the packet based on that information. The mobility of the nodes makes these
challenging tasks.

On the one hand, a multi-hop cellular networks can just be seen as a mobile ad
hoc network with one important destination being the base station, which provides
the interconnection to the stationary backbone network, e.g. the Internet. Here the
routing schemes from ad hoc networks only need to be extended with base sta-
tion discovery mechanisms. This approach retains as much of the flexibility and
dynamics of a mobile ad hoc network, but does not take advantage of the exist-
ing infrastructure. On the other hand, the base station can be made to an integral
part in the routing scheme, thereby centralizing the network management. This
can increase the reliability of the network. To date several proposals have been
made, some of which we discuss in the related work in Section 2.7. As no stan-
dard has been agreed upon yet, it is common to use standardized mobile ad hoc
routing protocols and extend them with the appropriate functionality. Therefore,
we briefly introduce characteristics and classifications of mobile ad hoc network
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routing schemes. We also categorize well-known protocols according to these clas-
sifications and give an overview on the routing protocols AODV and DSR. We also
describe the necessary extensions to AODV for global connectivity support, which
we use in our evaluations.

2.5.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Network Routing

Routing in mobile ad hoc networks has to adopt to the specific properties of this
architecture. Routes must be discovered over multiple hops from the source to
the destination. A fast reaction to reflect changes in the topology is required. A
minimal control message and processing overhead is necessary to allow the effi-
cient usage of resources, such as network bandwidth and node battery power. The
prevention of routing loops also supports resource efficiency. These requirements
partly exclude each other (e.g. fast reaction and minimal control messages) and an
enormous amount of research in optimizing these properties has been conducted
in the last decade. The resulting number of routing protocols is so huge, that we
focus on the initial proposals and classify them according to three characteristics:

• Information the routing decision is based on: Topology-based schemes are
based on the network topology, which consists of the existing connections
among nodes. They need to establish and maintain routes to destinations.
Position-based schemes rely on the geographic positions of the source, its
one-hop neighbor and the destination. They do not need to establish and
maintain a route to the destination. Instead, they require a location service,
which provides the geographical position of nodes. Such a service can be
based on the global positioning system, GPS.

• Acquisition and maintenance of routing information: Proactive strategies
maintain information about all the available paths in a network - independent
of their current use. The maintenance of these paths consumes a consider-
able amount of bandwidth, especially when the network changes frequently
due to node mobility. Reactive strategies try to address this communication
overhead by reducing the number of maintained routes to the ones only cur-
rently in use. Here the drawbacks lie in the initial delay needed to discover a
route before it is usable and the increased packet loss probability due to route
changes during transmission. In scenarios with a high number of moving and
communicating node pairs, reactive protocols may even perform worse than
proactive ones. Hybrid strategies combine proactive and reactive routing
techniques to better adapt to the current network situation.

• Support for hierarchy: Hierarchical routing places nodes into groups, also
called clusters based on location or functionality of the nodes. The inten-
tion behind the hierarchy is to reduce the number of routing entries and
the involved maintenance per node and make routing in mobile ad hoc net-
works more scalable. It requires hierarchical identifiers for nodes (e.g. IP
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Routing DSDV OLSR AODV DSR ZRP LAR
Protocols [PB94] [CJL+01] [PR99] [JMB01] [HP01] [KV00]
Decision topology topology topology topology topology position
Acquisition proactive proactive reactive reactive hybrid reactive

Table 2.2: Mobile ad hoc networks routing protocols

addresses), which might not be usable in mobile ad hoc networks (e.g. a
node with an external IP address). Flat routing does not take hierarchical in-
formation into account and therefore each node needs to maintain a routing
entry for its active destination.

Table 2.2 classifies a selection of established routing protocols according to the
characteristics mentioned above. This selection does not include any hierarchical
routing protocol, as the research to date has not yet lead to a widely accepted
solution. Belding-Royer [BR04] gives an overview on routing in mobile ad hoc
networks in general and analyzes some protocols in detail.

AODV

The Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector protocol, AODV [PR99] is a topology-
based, reactive routing protocol. AODV combines the hop-by-hop routing, se-
quence numbers and beacons of DSDV with the basic route discovery and main-
tenance of DSR. The sequence numbers ensure loop freedom. AODV has reached
the request for comments status, RFC3561 [PBRD03]. AODV has four message
types: route request RREQ, route reply RREP , route error RERR and route
reply REP − ACK acknowledgement. All AODV messages are transmitted via
UDP. A routing table entry maintained by AODV contains the following informa-
tion:

• Destination IP Address

• Destination Sequence Number

• Valid Destination Sequence Number flag

• Other state and routing flags (valid, invalid, repairable, being repaired)

• Network Interface

• Hop Count (number of hops needed to reach destination)

• Next Hop

• List of Precursors (nodes, which use this routing entry with the current node
as next hop)

• Lifetime (expiration or deletion time of the route)
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Figure 2.7: AODV route discovery operation

Route Discovery AODV reactively creates routes upon request. If a node re-
quires a route to a destination, it broadcasts a route request. The route request
includes a hop count field set to zero, the incremented originator’s sequence num-
ber and - if known - the destination sequence number. Each intermediate node
which receives the RREQ message increases the contained hop count field. The
node also creates or updates the reverse path to the originator of the route request
by setting the destination sequence number to the originator sequence number from
the RREQ message.

When the route request reaches the destination or another node with a fresh
route entry to the destination, the respective node sends back a unicast route reply
to the originator of the RREQ message. The destination increments its own se-
quence number and puts it in the destination sequence number field of the RREP
message. The intermediate nodes use the reverse routes created earlier to forward
the RREP message. When the originator node receives the route reply, it is able
to transmit data packets to the destination. Figure 2.7 illustrates the route discovery
process in AODV.

Route Maintenance The maintenance of routes in AODV relies on beacons and
observation of the local connectivity status. Each node, which is part of an active
route broadcasts connectivity information to its one-hop neighbors using a beacon
message called HELLO. Such a HELLO message is a route reply message with
the TTL flag set to one. A node can monitor the link status to its active neighbors
by observing the HELLO messages or information from the link layer.

If a node does neither receive a HELLO nor other messages from a neighbor
in an active route it assumes the link to be broken. The node notifies those active
one-hop neighbors called precursors, which use the node as next hop towards their
destination by sending a route error message.

AODV only keeps routes as long as they are needed. In case a route is not
active for a specified amount of time, the corresponding entry is removed from the
routing table.

DSR

The Dynamic Source Routing protocol, DSR [JMB01] is a topology-based, reac-
tive source routing protocol. It is expected to reach the request for comment status
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Figure 2.8: AODV route discovery operation

and is currently an Internet-Draft [JMH04]. The route discovery phase of DSR is
similar to AODV. The main difference lies in the routing of data packets. In AODV
data packets are forwarded hop by hop. In DSR the complete route information
from the source to the destination is specified in advance, i.e. a source route, which
includes every hop from the source to the destination. This source route is included
in every data packet and the packet is routed accordingly. In order to obtain the
complete route to the destination, the route request and reply messages accumulate
the route information during their travel through the network.

Figure 2.8a shows the process of the route discovery. The originating node
places its own IP address as well as the destination IP address into the route re-
quest RREQ and broadcasts this message to its neighbors. When a neighbor node
receives a RREQ message, it updates its route to the source and appends its own
IP address to the route request. As the RREQ message travels through the net-
work all traversed nodes are accumulated in the route request. Also, intermediate
nodes, which receive a route request can update their route to all nodes passed so
far until the source.

When a node receives a route request of which it is the destination or for which
it has a route to the destination it generates a route reply RREP . The node includes
the complete source route in the RREP message. If the node is the destination, it
uses the accumulated route from the RREQ. If it is not the destination, it combines
the accumulated route with its existing route to the destination. Then, the node
reverses the source route, adds it to the route request and unicasts it back along
the same path to the source. The transmission of the route reply is illustrated in
Figure 2.8b. Again, as intermediate nodes receive the RREP message, they can
update their route information to any node on the source route.

In case of a link break, the node upstream of the break sends a route error
RERR to the source. Because DSR allows to store multiple routes per destination
in the route cache of each node, a RERR message may not necessarily result in
the transmission of a route request. Instead, alternative routes from the route cache
may be available.
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2.5.2 Global Connectivity Support for AODV

The routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks consider them to be isolated
networks with exclusive, interior addressing and routing. In multi-hop cellular
networks, connectivity outside the mobile ad hoc network is required and thus
addressing and routing becomes more demanding. The idea of global connec-
tivity support for IPv4 mobile ad hoc networks has been initially proposed by
Belding-Royer et al. [BRSP01]. This Internet-Draft is now expired, but Wakikawa
et al. [WMP+05] continue the work on global connectivity support for IPv6 mobile
ad hoc networks.

Hamidian studied the support of Internet connectivity in mobile ad hoc net-
works and extended the AODV implementation in ns-2 accordingly as part of his
master thesis [Ham03b]. We use his AODV extension called AODV+[Ham03a] in
our simulations. He adds support for gateway discovery similar to the previously
mentioned Internet Drafts.

Gateway Discovery

In case a node wants to communicate with a recipient located outside of the current
mobile ad hoc network, it needs to find a gateway. This task is performed by
the routing protocol - in our case AODV+[Ham03b], an extension of the AODV
protocol - which runs on each node including the gateway. There are three methods
to acquire information about a gateway: proactive, reactive and hybrid gateway
discovery.

In the proactive gateway discovery the gateway periodically broadcasts a gate-
way advertisement GWADV throughout the mobile ad hoc network. In order
to limit the additional load introduced by this flooding, the advertisement interval
needs to be sufficiently large. Figure 2.9 illustrates the propagation of a gateway
advertisement throughout the mobile ad hoc network, where the gateway floods the
network with a gateway advertisement.

The reactive gateway discovery is based on the route discovery messages from
AODV RREQ and RREP , which are each extended by an additional flag called
Internet-Global Address Resolution Flag. An originator in need for a global con-
nectivity broadcasts an extended route request RREQI . Only a gateway replies to
this message with an extended route reply RREPI , while all intermediate nodes
towards the originator node add the path information to the gateway as default
route. Figure 2.11 shows the operation of the route request and reply phase, where
the originator broadcast an extended route request and the gateway answers with
an extended route reply.

On the one hand proactive gateway discovery provides up to date routes, but
introduces considerable communication overhead due to the flooding with gateway
advertisements. On the over hand, reactive gateway discovery has no unnecessary
overhead, but introduces delays because the route to the gateway must be acquired
before any normal traffic can be transmitted. The hybrid gateway discovery scheme
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tries to combine the advantages of both, proactive and reactive methods. The mo-
bile ad hoc network is separated into two zones from the gateway perspective. In
the proactive zone, gateway advertisements are broadcasted. The range of the gate-
way advertisements and thus the range of the proactive zone is limited via the TTL
field. The remaining part of the mobile ad hoc network, which is not reached by
gateway advertisements is called the reactive zone. Here, the nodes have to re-
actively acquire path information to a gateway. Figure 2.10 depicts the operation
of the hybrid gateway discovery, where the proactive zone has been restricted to a
maximum distance of 2 hops from the gateway.

When a node learns about a gateway, it adds the path information as default
route to its routing table. Upon transmission of a packet, the node looks up a route
for the packet recipient. If the node does not find an entry for the recipient in the
routing table, the node transmits a normal route request. If no route reply arrives
within a specified interval, the node assumes the recipient to be located outside the
current mobile ad hoc network and transmits the packet to the gateway using the
default route.

2.6 Application Areas

Multi-hop cellular networks have numerous areas of application. Generally speak-
ing, they can be used when the deployment of a complete stationary network in-
frastructure is infeasible due to the costs, the environment or the application. With
the benefits listed in Section 2.3 in mind we see the following possibilities for
multi-hop cellular networks.
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2.6.1 Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless sensor networks represent the next step towards extensive environment
monitoring. Due to the recent advances in miniaturization, it is possible to build
small devices capable of sensing and processing information. Wireless sensor net-
works consist of stationary sensor nodes, which act as routers. The flow of data
is usually directed towards a sink, where the monitored information is processed.
Wireless sensor networks require self-organizing capabilities and are similar to ad
hoc and hybrid wireless networks. Example applications include disaster recovery,
healthcare and home automation. In their survey, Akyildiz et al. [ASSC02] show
open issues in sensor networks.

2.6.2 Wireless Mesh Networks

Wireless mesh networks represent the next step towards ubiquitous connectivity,
with the intention to provide networking across different wireless technologies
such as IEEE 802.11, 802.15 and 802.16. They consist of stationary mesh routers
and stationary or mobile mesh clients. The clients themselves can also act as
routers. Thus, wireless mesh networks are closely related to mobile ad hoc net-
works, in particular to hybrid wireless networks. Example applications include
the interconnection of communities, neighborhoods and enterprises. Akyildiz et
al. [AWW05] give an extensive survey on wireless mesh networks. An overview
of mesh networks is presented by Bruno et al. [BCG05].

A special case of mesh networks are relays. A relay network consists of mo-
bile stations which are connected to base stations directly (single-hop) or via a
relay station (multi-hop). These relay stations only store and forward data, they
do not generate packets themselves nor do they provide a connection to a wired
backbone. They are deployed and operated by the provider. Example applications
include coverage extensions to previously dead spots. Pabst et al. [PWS+04] give
an overview on the technical aspects of deploying relays.

2.7 Related Work on Multi-hop Cellular Networks

Considerable work has been done in the area of multi-hop cellular networks. The
proposals study the theoretical and practical improvements achievable through the
usage of multi-hop cellular networks. The results are rather encouraging, as the
multi-hop architecture enables better reuse of frequencies while the available back-
bone network reduces traffic load. However, node mobility and high node density
pose problems to IEEE 802.11 with its contention-based medium access control
mechanism. The research on IEEE 802.11 MAC layer improvement tries to ad-
dress this weakness. In the following sections we distinguish between proposals
on new architectures and studies on the theoretical capacity of multi-hop cellular
networks.
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2.7.1 Multi-hop Cellular Network Architectures

As mentioned before, Hsu and Lin [HL00] first defined multi-hop cellular networks
as a new architecture. The authors investigate the general principles of using multi-
hop paths to base stations. They compare single-hop and multi-hop cellular net-
works in terms of mean hop count, hop-by-hop throughput, end-to-end throughput,
and mean number of channels (i.e. simultaneous transmissions) under different
traffic localities and transmission ranges. Their numerical evaluation shows that
multi-hop cellular networks can perform better than single-hop networks in terms
of throughput per node. Lin et al. [LHO+00] continue their pioneering work and
present a prototype implementation of their scheme based on IEEE 802.11. The
define a bridging protocol, which enables routing and roaming between the base
stations. The authors perform some tests with up to three hops to demonstrate the
feasibility of their scheme.

Ananthapadmanabha et al. [AMM01] extend the architecture proposed in the
pioneering work before. They concentrate on single-hop and multi-hop cellular
networks based on IEEE 802.11. The authors specify a routing protocol for multi-
hop cellular network. They evaluate their work via simulations and show that their
routing algorithm increases the end-to-end throughput in the multi-hop network
compared to the single-hop network. Wu et al. [WQDT01] introduce an ad hoc re-
laying architecture to cellular networks to reduce congestion caused by unbalanced
traffic. So called ad hoc relay stations are placed within the cells and dynamically
transfer traffic from one cell to another. The authors compare their architecture
with traditional cellular systems in terms of call blocking/dropping probability,
throughput and signaling overhead using analysis and simulations. They find that
with a limited number of ad hoc relaying stations in a congested cellular network
the overall systems performance can be improved.

Hsieh and Sivakumar [HS02] study the benefits of using an ad hoc network
model in cellular wireless packet data networks. They use a communication model
based on IEEE 802.11, DSR and TCP. They analyze their model with simulations
in terms of throughput, energy consumption, mobility and fairness. Their results
indicate, that although multi-hop communication allows for better spatial reuse,
it does not automatically lead to increased throughput. To the contrary, the au-
thors find that compared to single-hop connections within a cell, the throughput
decreases for their communication model. They attribute this to the weaknesses
in the used protocols. Dousse et al. [DTH02] consider a large-scale wireless net-
work with low density, where they deploy fixed and interconnected base stations
to increase connectivity. They evaluate their work using analysis and simulations
based on poisson distribution and real population data by comparing pure ad hoc
and hybrid networks in terms of node connectivity. The authors conclude that for
nearly one-dimensional node densities the deployment of base stations increases
connectivity, whereas for normal two-dimensional node density the connectivity
does not increase.

Luo et al. [LRS+03] describe an architecture to increase cell throughput of
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third-generation (3G) wireless data networks. To do so, each mobile station is
equipped with a 3G and an IEEE 802.11 interface. Packets with destinations on
poor quality 3G channels are routed via the IEEE 802.11 radio other multiple hops.
They also introduce a new ad hoc routing protocol to reflect the availability of the
3G network. The authors evaluate the performance of their scheme through simu-
lations. They find that the aggregate throughput on downlink (from base station to
mobile station) can be increased up to 60%. Lee et al. [LBB04] present a multi-hop
architecture based on IEEE 802.11, which is interoperable with existing single-hop
wireless LANs. To evaluate their proposal, they perform measurements in real-life
scenarios with up to three hops towards the base station using a single channel.
They also perform simulations for two hop scenarios using more channels. The
authors conclude, that nodes with multi-hop extensions as well as nodes without
these extensions benefit from their architecture, because the throughput per node is
increased.

2.7.2 Capacity of Multi-hop Cellular Networks

The per user throughput of a network is a strong indicator for the overall network
performance. The aggregated throughput is also referred to as capacity. Gupta and
Kumar first studied the capacity for mobile ad hoc networks in [GK00] and found
the per user throughput to be Θ(W/

√
n log n), where W is the data rate for each

wireless node and n is the number of nodes in the network.
Based on the pioneering work in mobile ad hoc networks, Liu et al. [LLT03]

investigate the aggregate throughput capacity of hybrid wireless networks. The au-
thors consider a model with base stations placed on a regular grid and randomly
distributed mobile stations. They use two different routing strategies and study the
scaling behaviour of such networks. Their analysis shows that for n nodes and m
base stations to achieve a considerable capacity gain the number of base stations
should be at least

√
n. Kozat and Tassiulas [KT03] extend the model proposed

in [LLT03] by distributing both, base and mobile stations randomly. They show
that a per source node capacity of Θ(W/ log n) can be achieved. Zemlianov and
de Veciana [ZdV05] build on work from [LLT03] and [KT03] to specify the per
user throughput. They also use a model where mobile and base stations are ran-
domly distributed. However, they allow base stations to adjust their transmission
range. The authors show that the number of deployed base stations m must exceed√

n/ log n for the users to effectively share the spatially distributed infrastructure.

2.8 Challenges of Multi-hop Cellular Networks

The multi-hop cellular network architecture not only brings benefits, but also intro-
duces challenges. The allowance of connections to pass via multiple, mobile and
individual hops requires special care. Challenges arise in the area of interaction
among existing protocols, mobility management, power consumption as well as
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security and cooperation. Most of these challenges are known from mobile ad hoc
networks, where a majority of research has been conducted in the area of routing.

2.8.1 Weaknesses of Existing Technologies and Protocols

Some limitations arise directly from the multi-hop paradigm applied to current
technology and protocols. The prevalent wireless technology for mobile ad hoc
networks is IEEE 802.11, with nodes having only one wireless interface. The base
stations in a multi-hop cellular network are unable to coordinate the access to the
medium for all mobile stations, since only a certain number of mobile stations
is within communication range. When using IEEE 802.11 DCF, the base station
competes like any other mobile station for access to the medium. Also, the perma-
nent unscheduled access to the medium leads to an increased collision probability,
especially under high mobile station density.

For connection-oriented communication, the standard protocols in the Inter-
net, TCP/IP are usually taken. However, TCP is unable to handle the effects of
mobility, such as packet loss, correctly. Being designed for the (nearly) loss free
cable medium, it interprets packet loss as sign of congestion and therefore starts its
congestion control mechanism. This decreases throughput even more.

Based on these preferences most evaluations find that the throughput of multi-
hop cellular networks decreases exponentially with the number of hops. A good
solution requires coordination among the different layers, which had been initially
introduced to support better abstraction and separation of tasks and functionalities
in the protocol stack. Anastasi et al. [ACG04] give a detailed overview on the
issues of mobile ad hoc networks based on IEEE 802.11.

Most computer communication protocols are designed according to a layered
communication model, e.g. the ISO/OSI model [ISO94]. Such a model helps to
abstract and separate the functionality and the information flow among the layers.
However, this model assumes stationary communication partners and is therefore
not applicable to a mobile environment. In a mobile environment more information
exchange is required, e.g. to notify higher layers about changes at lower layers.
One approach in this direction is to design protocols with cross-layer communi-
cation in mind. Conti et al. [CMTG04] describe an approach to cross-layering,
where protocols from different layers commonly share network status information,
yet operate independently on their respective layer.

2.8.2 Mobility Management

The mobility of the nodes in multi-hop cellular networks raises two issues. One
is how to locate a node in such a network. The other is how to keep the loca-
tion information up to date. Therefore, a node requires a unique identification and
some means to propagate and retrieve location information of nodes. A centralized
solution is available with Mobile IP [PRP02]. The presence of a base station is
a clear advantage over mobile ad hoc networks. However, the multi-hop connec-
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tions over mobile nodes limit the scalability of a centralized mobility management
scheme. Mauve et al. [MWH01] describe some location service schemes in the
context of position-based routing in mobile ad hoc networks. Mobility manage-
ment in multi-hop cellular networks has not received many attention, but with the
increasing popularity of wireless mesh networks, this is expected to change.

2.8.3 Power Consumption

A multi-hop cellular network attributes base station functionality (forwarding) to
mobile stations and thereby also increases the power consumptions on the mobile
stations. Because mobile stations run on battery power, their resources are limited.
Although the multi-hop communication paradigm decreases the energy consump-
tion for a single transmission due to the reduced communication distance compared
to infrastructure-based networks, the overall number of transmissions increases due
to the forwarding of other nodes’ packets. Another issue is that nodes close to the
base station will likely have to forward more packets towards and from the base
station and thus experience a faster battery depletion. Numerous proposals exist
for energy efficiency ranging from protocols to overall system design. Jones et
al. [JSAC01] wrote an extensive survey about this research area.

2.8.4 Security

The vulnerabilities in multi-hop cellular networks are numerous. The wireless
medium allows for passive attacks, e.g. sniffing of information. This informa-
tion can then be used by an adversary to perform an active attack. Due to the
multi-hop communication, an intermediate node can drop packets instead of for-
warding them. An adversary can also attack the management protocols (routing,
cooperation) of the multi-hop cellular network, either provoking a disruption or a
malfunction of the provided services.

A major source for the security problems lies in the lack of a reliable authen-
tication of nodes. Although, base stations are available in multi-hop cellular net-
works, many nodes do not have a direct (single-hop) connection to them. In a
communication session, it is thus necessary to authenticate all nodes on the path
within the multi-hop cellular network. However, with increasing node mobility the
establishment and maintenance of security sessions between nodes and the base
station does not scale. Depending on the scenario the security issues in multi-hop
cellular networks are closely related to the ones in mobile ad hoc networks. The
report from Buttyán and Hubaux [BH03a] shows approaches in this research area.
Sanzgiri et al. [SLD+05] propose a protocol called authenticated routing for ad hoc
networks, which is based on public key cryptography and allows secure routing in
managed and open environments, where not all participants need to be authenti-
cated in order to participate.
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2.8.5 Cooperation

Behind each node in a civilian (public or commercial) multi-hop cellular network
stands an individual. There are several reasons for a node to deny cooperation
and refrain from forwarding other nodes’ packets. Forwarding packets occupies
transmission time, which the node can not use for transmitting its own packets.
Transmitting packets consumes battery power, which is an exhaustible resource on
mobile devices. However, with uncooperative nodes communication over multiple
hops becomes impossible as no packets get forwarded and the multi-hop cellular
network ceases to exist. Therefore, cooperation is one of the key factors in civilian
multi-hop cellular networks.

The solution is to effectuate the cooperation of nodes either by punishing non-
cooperative behaviour or by rewarding cooperative behaviour. In Chapter 3 we
discuss the challenge of cooperation and accounting in multi-hop cellular networks
in more detail.

2.9 Conclusion

Multi-hop cellular networks have some distinguishing characteristics which make
them attractive for commercial or public wireless Internet service providers as well
as customers. The provider can benefit from low deployment costs, flexible adap-
tation to the demand in connectivity, better spatial reuse of frequencies as well as
new network planning indicators. In addition, the user or customer can receive
connectivity outside hot spot areas.

Nonetheless, multi-hop cellular networks - as mobile ad hoc networks - still
have open issues, which hinder their wide-spread use. The wireless research com-
munity tries to address the challenges in all areas. While the focus on mobile ad
hoc networks has turned in favor to wireless sensor networks, the upcoming appli-
cations in ubiquitous broadband wireless access lead to increasing research in the
area of wireless mesh networks. Both architectures, wireless sensor and wireless
mesh networks, include communication over multiple hops and the combination of
infrastructureless and infrastructure-based networks, which relates them closely to
multi-hop cellular networks.

The improvements in radio technology, such as adaptive antennas as well as
the cross-layering paradigm for protocol design are very promising and will most
likely weaken some of the issues and make multi-hop wireless communication
more attractive. A majority of research so far focussed on physical and network
issues. But with the civilian use of multi-hop cellular networks, the individuality
of nodes brings up the question of cooperation among nodes. In our work we focus
on this challenge of cooperation in multi-hop cellular networks and we explain our
view on the subject in the next chapter.



Chapter 3

Cooperation in Multi-Hop
Networks

3.1 Introduction

Cooperation in multi-hop networks is another term for describing the participation
of nodes in the packet forwarding process. It is important because without cooper-
ation among nodes, the network can not function. If all nodes only transmit their
own packets, but never forward packets from other nodes, the nodes stay largely
disconnected - except when the destination is a direct neighbor. Depending on the
application scenario, cooperation among nodes can not be taken for granted. The
research community in the wireless network area has studied this challenge for 5
years now. Buttyán and Hubaux [BH00] as well as Marti et al. [MGLB00] were
the first to present cooperation work and several approaches and concepts followed.
However, their assumptions and requirements on architectures and security render
most of them suitable only for specific scenarios.

In this chapter we describe the challenge of cooperation in multi-hop networks
in detail. We begin with a motivation as to why cooperation is necessary and why
it has to be ensured. Then, we illustrate the two possible approaches to effectuate
cooperation. We present the related work in detail and give a comparison based on
the key characteristics of the presented schemes and architectures. We conclude
with a summary on the current state of the cooperation in multi-hop networks.

3.2 Motivation

Cooperation among nodes is vital in multi-hop networks. Without nodes forward-
ing other nodes packets, communication over multiple hops is impossible and the
nodes remain disconnected. Thus, a constant contribution from all participants
of a multi-hop network is necessary to keep the nodes connected and thereby the
network operational.

29
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Considering the military origin of multi-hop networks, cooperation among
nodes is not an issue in the corresponding application scenarios. This is true for
all scenarios, where nodes are under control of a single authority and the multi-
hop network is established for the purpose of the application. Example scenarios
include military operations and disaster recovery.

In scenarios without any single authority, cooperation among nodes is not ob-
vious. A single authority prescribes the behaviour for all nodes respecting this
authority. Thus, the single authority can ensure cooperation. When each user of a
node is her own authority, she can decide by herself what to do. This individual
freedom of each user leads to selfishness. Helping other users by forwarding their
packets results in the consumption of the own node’s limited resources, such as
processing and transmission time as well as battery power. Regarding the resource
consumption, it is better for a node owner to be uncooperative, because he can save
the resources for his own transmissions. When applying this attitude to all nodes
in a multi-hop network, no forwarding takes place and communication over mul-
tiple hops becomes impossible. Although a common goal in connectivity among
the nodes might exist, the necessity of cooperation to achieve that goal is difficult
to comprehend by individual users. Especially, when the communication partner
is located outside the current multi-hop cellular network, e.g. in the Internet, the
benefit of helping neighbors is not apparent.

Therefore, the cooperation in non-single authority application scenarios must
be effectuated by additional measures. The challenge of achieving cooperation in
multi-hop networks lies in the management of cross-layer information flows and
the coordination of actions on different layers. Cooperation clearly requires cross-
layer protocol design and is tightly connected to security.

3.3 Cooperation Approaches

Cooperation in multi-hop networks can be looked at from two sides, the network
and the user/node perspective.

From the network perspective, the nodes have to cooperate because they act as
the backbone infrastructure. If they do not cooperate, the communication over mul-
tiple nodes becomes impossible. Thus, any uncooperative node harms the network
and poses a threat to the network’s correct functioning. Often, an uncooperative
node is considered as a security threat, because it reduces the number of available
communication paths and thereby the overall connectivity in the network. The
consequence is, that cooperation must be enforced by all possible means.

In the cooperation enforcement schemes, uncooperative nodes get punished so
severely, that they have no other choice but to cooperate. The underlying assump-
tion is that all nodes are always able to cooperate. So, uncooperativeness is just a
sign of bad behaviour and must be corrected using appropriate measures.

However, this assumption ignores situations, where a node may not be able
to cooperate at all, even if it wants to. This includes nodes running on very low
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Figure 3.1: Notation for the operation figures of the cooperation schemes

battery power, nodes located at border areas with few packets to forward or nodes
with a full buffer. A node might be located at a congestive point in the network
and it might not be able to process all packets in time, thus the queue fills up and
packets get dropped. Another problem arises in the determination of the coopera-
tiveness of a node. In enforcement approaches it is common to perform some kind
of neighborhood watch, that means each node is monitored and evaluated by its
neighbors. Therefore, the enforcement approaches are also called detection-based
schemes. The surveillance results are then used to optimize the operation of the
network.

From the user perspective, cooperation is costly, because it consumes resources
such as processing and transmission time as well as battery power. It is not obvious
for a user, to allow her node to forward other users’ packets. To make up for this
loss in resources caused by cooperation, the nodes should obtain some kind of
reward. Thus, cooperation must be encouraged by giving an incentive to the user.

Encouraging cooperation in multi-hop networks is based on the assumption,
that nodes may be reluctant or unable to cooperate. Reasons for uncooperative
behaviour include the avoidance of additional costs imposed on a user/node or the
inability caused by the state of the node or the network, e.g. congestion. To make
up for the additional costs of cooperation, the user should be compensated. This
compensation should be high enough to overcome the user’s reluctance and make
cooperation attractive. Also, in case of the inability to cooperate, nodes do not get
punished.

Due to the usage of incentives to encourage cooperation, an additional valuable
good is introduced into the architecture. Therefore, the encouragement approaches
are also called motivation-based schemes. Besides the connectivity, the chosen
incentives must be protected from misuse. This requires security measures beyond
simple trust relations.

In the following three sections, we describe the related work. We start with
the enforcement approaches and continue with the encouragement approaches in
chronological order (publication date). Figure 3.1 shows the symbols we used to
describe the important operation phases of each scheme. Last, we summarize the
work of cooperation principles based on game theory and the position papers in an
extra section.
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3.4 Related Work on Cooperation by Enforcement

From 2000 to 2002, the majority of the publications on cooperation approached
the matter by imposing such severe punishments on selfish nodes, that they have
no other choice than to cooperate, if they want to use the network. Usually, the co-
operativeness of each node is observed by its neighbors and - in case of selfishness
- punished by (partial) exclusion from the network. In their survey on ad hoc net-
works, Chlamtac et al. [CCL03] dedicate a section to the cooperation area, with a
focus on detection-based mechanisms. Buchegger and Le Boudec [BL05] discuss
and compare several detection-based cooperation schemes in a recent publication.

3.4.1 Mitigating Routing Misbehavior

Marti et al. [MGLB00] are the first to introduce detection-based routing protocol
enhancements for mobile ad hoc networks. They add observation and circumven-
tion techniques to a routing protocol to avoid uncooperative nodes by choosing
another path. In this scheme, cooperation is neither enforced nor encouraged. The
authors evaluate their scheme via simulations and find that in the presence of 40%
selfish nodes, the overall network throughput increases by 17% compared to a net-
work without a detection-based routing protocol.

Assumptions: The authors assume that neighbor nodes can overhear the com-
munication of each other, i.e. that each node’s network interface card operates in
promiscuous mode. The authors also require the source routing protocol DSR (see
Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1 on page 19).

Operation: Each node runs two programs: a watchdog to identify misbehaving
nodes and a path rater to support the routing protocol in avoiding these nodes. The
watchdog keeps a copy of every transmitted packet and compares every overheard
transmission to it until the packet matches or a timeout is reached. In case of a
timeout, a failure counter for the neighbor node that should have forwarded the
packet is increased. The path rater also rates nodes, where the initial value is
neutral (0.5) and misbehaving nodes are rated negatively based on the averaged
failure counters on the nodes. The path rater tries to find the most reliable route by
choosing the one with the highest sum of node ratings. Thus, an increasing failure
counter leads to the circumvention of the misbehaving node, however the node is
still able to transmit its own packets. Figure 3.2 illustrates the avoidance caused by
uncooperative behaviour.

Discussion: The scheme has some critical issues. The authors do not consider
the problem of node identification and trust among nodes. Thus, false accusations
are easily possible. Also, there is neither a disadvantage for an uncooperative node
nor an advantage for a cooperative one. This stimulates uncooperative behaviour,
as the node has an advantages, when it does not forward other nodes’ packets and
thereby saves its own resources.
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Figure 3.2: Mitigating Routing Misbehavior operation

3.4.2 CONFIDANT

Buchegger and Le Boudec [BL02] propose a concept, which enforces cooperation
among nodes in mobile ad hoc networks. They add observation, detection and
reaction mechanisms to a routing protocol to exclude uncooperative nodes from the
network. The security architecture is based on a distributed trust manager running
on each node. The authors evaluate their concept via simulations and find that it
can support up to 60% selfish nodes and still perform like a network without selfish
nodes.

Assumptions: The authors assume that each node is authenticated and that no
identities can be forged, i.e. some tamper resistant hardware is used. The authors
also require the source routing protocol DSR.

Operation: Each node runs a monitor program, which observes all one-hop
neighbors. Upon detection of a potential misbehavior event, the information is
given to the node’s reputation system, which decides about its significance. If the
event is classified as misbehavior, the rating of the originator node is updated ac-
cordingly. When a node’s rating exceeds a certain threshold, all paths containing
the accused node are deleted from the route cache and an alert message is sent
to potentially interested nodes, e.g. the source of the route. The alert message is
processed by each node along its path and the credibility of its sender is evaluated
with the help of the trust manager. An increasing bad rating leads to the isolation
from the network, i.e. the misbehaving node is neither given any packets to for-
ward nor are its own packets forwarded. Figure 3.3 depicts the exclusion due to
uncooperative behaviour.

The scheme addresses misbehavior by the threat of punishment, that is the
exclusion from the network. The reputation system maintains a list of all nodes
and their negative ratings. The reputation system rates all events according to the
characteristics of the source, e.g. location and trust. The trust manager maintains a
list of nodes and indicates their trust level. The incoming alert messages are rated
according to the trust of their generator. The trust manager also has a list of trusted
nodes, which a node can alert about detected misbehaving nodes.

Discussion: The idea to use the social attribute of reputation for forwarding de-
cisions is tempting. However, the weaknesses in this concept clearly lie in the trust
manager and the reputation system. How to attribute and measure trust in a mobile
ad hoc network with individual nodes is not an easy task. Another problem is the
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correct detection of misbehavior by the reputation system. In a mobile ad hoc net-
work the reason for not forwarding a packet can have other causes than selfishness,
e.g. a link break. In addition, false accusations from colluding nodes seem pos-
sible. Although the authentication of nodes is assumed, it does not prevent them
from changing their identities to circumvent the punishment. Also, the reintegra-
tion of nodes, which become cooperative after they have been uncooperative, is
left open. Buchegger and Le Boudec [BL03] extended the protocol to weaken the
effect of the alert messages. To result in a bad reputation, the alert messages have
to be recent and sent by a considerable number of friends.

3.4.3 CORE

Michiardi and Molva [MM02] study mechanisms to enforce node cooperation in
mobile ad hoc networks. They use a watchdog and a reputation mechanism to keep
track of the node’s cooperativeness. Uncooperative behaviour is punished locally,
cooperative behaviour is propagated globally.

Assumptions: The authors assume that each node’s network interface card op-
erates in promiscuous mode, so that neighbors can overhear their communication.
The authors also base their model on the source routing protocol DSR.

Each node has a watchdog and a reputation table. The authors distinguish
between different types of reputation (subjective, indirect and functional) to reflect
the information source, which has been used to calculated the reputation. Nodes
are seen as service requesters and providers.

Operation: When a node requests a service from another node, it activates the
watchdog and specifies the expected result. The watchdog monitors the provider
node and evaluates the result. If the node provides the service as expected, a posi-
tive report is propagated through the network (indirect). If not, a negative rating is
entered in the local reputation table (subjective), which results in a denial of service
to the previously misbehaving node. Negative ratings are only performed locally at
the monitoring node and not propagated throughout the network. A misbehaving
node has the possibility to repent by providing service to other nodes, by which it
has not been rated negative yet. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of uncooperative and
cooperative behaviour.

Discussion: The exclusive distribution of positive information protects against
misuse. A weakness of the model seems to be the high computation and com-
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munication overhead, as each successful request results in the adjustment of the
reputation table and in propagating the success. Each unsuccessful request also re-
sults in an adjustment. How to identify nodes and to trust the propagated messages
in such an environment is also not obvious.

3.4.4 Context Aware Detection of Selfish Nodes

Paul und Westhoff [PW02] specify a cooperation enforcement framework for the
source routing protocol DSR in mobile ad hoc networks. They introduce neighbor-
hood watch, accusation messages and context-aware inference to exclude uncoop-
erative nodes from the network.

Assumptions: The authors assume previously established pairwise shared se-
crets between all nodes participating in the accusation and inference process. They
assume the network interface card of each node to operate in promiscuous mode
and that the identity of a node can not change, i.e. its IP and MAC addresses are
protected by tamper resistant hardware. They require the source routing protocol
DSR to be used.

Operation: The protocol particularly secures the route discovery and mainte-
nance phases. When a source transmits a route request, it adds a hash on its own
identity, the identity of the destination and the shared secret. Each intermediate
node computes a new hash over the old hash and its identifier. The destination
recomputes the hash and compares it to the received one. To detect attacks on the
route discovery process, the neighbor nodes monitor the progress of the route re-
quest messages and compare them to previous route requests. Upon detection of
a misbehaving node, the accusing node sends the observed change, its own iden-
tity and the identity of the accused attacker to the source of the route request. If
the number of accusations exceeds a threshold the accused node is blacklisted on
the source node. If only one accusation is received, the source node blacklists the
accuser. Figure 3.5 illustrates the protocols functioning.

Discussion: The reporting to the source, minimizes the communication over-
head and the threshold for accusations reduces the probability of false exclusion.
The assumption of previously existing trust relations and pairwise shared secrets
between participating nodes is difficult to realize in practice. The possibility of be-
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ing punished if the own accusation is the only one arriving at the source makes re-
porting less attractive. No possibility for the reintegration of uncooperative nodes,
which become cooperative again, is given.

3.4.5 Self-Organized Network Layer Security

Yang et al. [YML02] propose a network layer security architecture, which also en-
forces cooperation among nodes in mobile ad hoc network. They introduce a token
for each node, which allows the node to take part in the network. The nodes moni-
tor each other and misbehaving nodes can not renew their token, resulting in their
exclusion from the network. The security architecture is based on decentralized
public-key cryptography, with a single public-/private-key pair.

Assumptions: The authors assume limited collaboration among attackers. The
authors also require each node to be uniquely identifiable and each node’s network
interface card to support the promiscuous mode.

In an initial phase, each node receives a token signed with the private key. The
token is bound to the node and expires over time. If the token expires, the node
must obtain a new one with the help of its neighbors. The private key is shared by a
polynomial among the nodes and only with a certain amount of neighbors, a valid
token can be created. Each node also maintains a token revocation list, where the
tokens of misbehaving nodes can be listed.

Operation: When a node wants to take part in the network it has to present its
token. If the token has not expired and is not blacklisted, the node is allowed to
participate, e.g. forward other’s or transmit own packets. Each node monitors its
neighbors. Upon detection of misbehavior, each node broadcasts alert messages in
three phases. Exceeding the thresholds on all three phases leads to the revocation
of the accused node’s token. A node with a revoked token is permanently excluded
from the network. Figure 3.6 describes the main phases of the scheme.

Discussion: The token renewal from neighbors functions like some kind of
social group pressure, which works in case of pre-existing social links among the
group members. The scheme’s 3-phased broadcasting of alert messages places
a considerable communication overhead on the network. The requirement for a
certain number of neighbors to be available when issuing a new token seems vul-
nerable to misuse and difficult to achieve in practise.
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3.4.6 CineMA

Frank et al. [FMP04] describe a cooperation enforcement scheme for mobile ad
hoc networks. They introduce a watchdog module to monitor the neighbor nodes,
a reputation system to rate their cooperativeness and an interface queue to punish
detected selfish nodes. Trusted nodes form a group in which reputation information
is exchanged and by which punishment is executed, i.e. reducing the throughput
of the accused node according to its selfishness. The authors evaluate their scheme
using simulations. They find that for a detection rate of 80% and a transmission
range of 250 m 8 enhanced nodes per km2 are required. For a transmission range
of 150 m 17 nodes per km2 are necessary.

Assumptions: The authors assume that nodes initially form a group and estab-
lish a common secret to protect future communication among the group members.
They require each group member’s network interface card to operate in promiscu-
ous mode and a source routing protocol, e.g. DSR.

Operation: A group node maintains two lists for each neighbor node, one for
incoming, the other for forwarded packets. The cooperation level of a node is de-
termined according to the ratio of incoming and forwarded packets. An aggregated
version of the lists is exchanged among group members. Each group member has
an interface queue, which drops packets of selfish nodes according to their level of
cooperation. Figure 3.7 depicts the main operational phases of the scheme.

Discussion: The constant monitoring of a nodes performance allows the rein-
tegration of previously uncooperative nodes, which become cooperative again, in
the network. The grouping concepts allows the coexistence with nodes not oper-
ating under the scheme. Grouping in real life requires some kind of previously
existing social links, e.g. students in the same semester. However, in a lot of real
life situation this can not be assumed. The authors also do not address how the
group communication is to be secured nor how malicious group members are to be
treated.

3.5 Related Work on Cooperation by Encouragement

Beginning of 2003, the majority of publications in the area of cooperation focussed
on motivation-based mechanisms. In these architectures, the cooperativeness of
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each node is traced with the help of reports and each node is remunerated according
to its contribution by some virtual currency.

3.5.1 Nuglet

Buttyán and Hubaux [BH00] present a scheme to ensure cooperation among nodes
in mobile had hoc networks. They introduce a virtual currency called Nuglet,
which is used to charge for the transmission of packets and to reward the forward-
ing process. The security infrastructure is based on public-key cryptography, with
additional symmetric-key sessions between each communicating pair of neighbors.
They give an analysis of the implementation.

Assumptions: The authors assume a tamper resistant security device, such as
a smart card, that manages the nuglets account and stores the cryptographic keys.
This smart card is loaded with an initial amount of nuglets. Other assumptions are
an existing public-key infrastructure, a slow changing neighborhood, the reliable
estimation of the initial amount of nuglets in the packet purse model and the reliable
determination of the resell price in the packet trade model.

Operation: The authors describe two charging mechanisms, the packet purse
model and the packet trade model. In the packet purse model, the originator of
the packet places nuglets inside the packet. The amount is based on the estimated
hop count to the destination of the packet. Each intermediate node towards the
destination takes some nuglets from the packet it forwards. If an intermediate node
finds that the amount of nuglets inside a packet does not cover the node’s cost of
forwarding, it drops the packet. In the packet trade model, the packet is resold
among nodes until it reaches the destination. A node receives the packet from the
originator for free and sells it to another interested node. This node tries to resell
the packet (at a higher price to reflect its cost of forwarding) to another node. At
some point the packet is sold to the destination, which pays the total cost.

The scheme also implements an exclusion mechanisms for nodes, which con-
tinuously do not forward packets. In a so called fine counter the number of packets,
which have been sent to a neighbor node and not forwarded by this node, is regis-
tered. Forwarded packets are acknowledged by the security module of each node.
The fine counter is advertized to the respective node, which gets the chance to re-
duce the counter. After the counter exceeds a certain threshold, no more packets
are sent to that node.
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Discussion: The introduction of a virtual currency allows fine-grained control
over the cooperation among nodes. The drawbacks in this scheme lie in the charg-
ing mechanisms. In the packet purse model, the correct estimation of the amount of
nuglets required for a packet to reach the destination and not being dropped along
the way seems rather difficult. An underestimation wastes resources of all involved
nodes (battery power) and the network in general (bandwidth) as the packet will
not reach the destination and has to be retransmitted. An overestimation lets nodes
run out of nuglets quickly, as the overestimated amount of nuglets is lost. As the
overall amount of nuglets in the network decreases, the number of packets being
(successfully) transmitted also decreases, which leads to non-functional network.
In the packet trade model, the originator of a packet is not charged, but the desti-
nation pays the total costs from all the resales. Because the nuglet account balance
of the destination is not considered when the packet is generated, the network can
become overloaded quickly.

Buttyán and Hubaux [BH03b] proposed a revision of their previous scheme,
with a new charging mechanism. They evaluate it using simulations and find that
the amount of virtual currency in the network is related to the cooperativeness of
the nodes. Instead of sending nuglets along with each packet, each originating
node is charged with the estimated number of intermediate nodes to the packet
destination. If a node can not afford the transmission, the packet is dropped. The
rewarding is now done by the neighbors of a node. A node keeps a pending Nuglet
counter for each neighbor node, with which it has established a symmetric-key
session. When a node receives a forwarded packet, it increases the pending Nuglet
counter of the forwarding neighbor node. The distribution of the pending nuglets is
done periodically, via a specific synchronization protocol based on a timer. Nodes,
which are not reachable at the time of synchronization lose their pending nuglets.
Figure 3.8 shows the charging and rewarding during the transmission of a packet
and the synchronization phase.

Discussion: The problems in this proposal lie in the additional network traffic
caused by the synchronization protocol and the correct coordination of the syn-
chronization phase itself.

The issues we see in both, the initial and the revised scheme, is that a node
can be excluded from the network without the node itself being at fault. A node
might not get enough packets to forward from its neighbors, so that it will not earn
enough nuglets to transmit its own packets. Also, the complete scheme must run
on the smart card. Despite the usage of a virtual currency to stimulate cooperation,
both mechanisms really enforce cooperation as there is no alternative for the node.
If nodes do not cooperate for whatever reason, they are excluded from the network.

3.5.2 A Micro-Payment Scheme Encouraging Collaboration

Jakobsson et al. [JHB03] are one of the first to encourage cooperation in (asymmet-
ric) multi-hop cellular networks via rewards. The authors use payment tokens to be
sent along with the self-generated packets and an accounting center, which is con-
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nected to the base station. Rewards are granted similar to a lottery, which is based
on the payment tokens as proposed by Micali and Rivest [MR02]. The security
architecture is based on secret-key cryptography. The authors give a case-by-case
analysis of their security scheme.

Assumptions: The authors assume an asymmetric multi-hop cellular network,
that is the path from the node to the base station (up-link) can contain multiple
hops, but the path from the base station to the node (down-link) is always single-
hop.

Operation: The originator node adds a payment token to its self-generated
packet. A token is considered as a lottery ticket for intermediate nodes and their
two neighbors on the up- and downwards direction of the path towards the base
station. The intermediate node can claim its reward from a base station, which
forwards the request to the accounting center. Before claiming a reward, the node
itself can apply a function to the payment token, to see if the token is a winning
ticket. The base station sends a fraction of the arriving payment tokens to the
accounting center. The accounting center processes payment tokens from origina-
tors and reward claims from forwarders statistically. Originators are charged on a
usage-based fee and forwarders and their two one-hop neighbors on the path to-
wards the base station get rewarded if no cheating behaviour can be detected. The
reward is inversely proportional to the frequency of winning tickets to ensure an
appropriate remuneration. Figure 3.9 illustrates the transmission and the rewarding
phase.

In their concept, the authors address cheating by making it financially unattrac-
tive to the nodes. The rewarding of neighbors stimulates the forwarding of payment
tokens, which did not win for the current node. However, the main security focus
lies in the detection of misbehaving nodes with the help of statistical analysis of
tokens from originators, claims from forwarders and user location reports from the
base station.

Discussion: The scheme’s management traffic is reduced by only selecting a
fraction of the payment tokens to be winning. The availability of the single-hop
downlink can probably not be guaranteed easily - although it is beneficial, since it
eliminates the need for rewarding intermediate nodes on the downlink connections.
The detection of cheating behaviour heavily relies on the statistical analysis of
tokens and claims, which are generated inside the network. The reliable detection
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of colluding fraudulent attacks (e.g. generating and passing tickets of intercepted
packets towards the base station) seems difficult. The initial request for cooperation
sent to a neighbor node before the actual data packet gets transmitted, introduces
an additional overhead.

3.5.3 Sprite

Zhong et al. [ZCY03] make one of the first proposals, which uses rewards to en-
courage cooperation among nodes in mobile ad hoc networks. The authors in-
troduce a virtual currency called Credits and a centralized account management
via a Credit Clearance Service for all nodes. Also, here the transmission of self-
generated packets is charged and the forwarding of other nodes’ packets is re-
munerated. The security architecture is based on public-key cryptography. The
authors use game theory to give a formal model and analysis. They also implement
a prototype of their proposal and their evaluation find that the introduced overhead
is low.

Assumptions: The authors assume the periodical availability of a fast con-
nection to the Credit Clearance Service for reporting the receipts, e.g. via using
another wireless technology. As there is no tamper resistant device, the scheme
requires a scalable public-key infrastructure, in particular, scalable certificate man-
agement. Also, the sender has to know the full and correct path to the destination,
e.g. a secure source routing protocol is assumed.

Operation: When a node transmits a packet, it looses Credits to the network
and when it forwards packets, it gains Credits. For each transmission, the Credit
Clearance Service balances the accounts of all involved nodes, according to their
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role in the transmission, e.g. the originator is charged and the forwarders get re-
warded. The nodes have the possibility to buy additional Credits from the Credit
Clearance Service. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the report generation during a packet
transmission and the reporting to and charging at the Credit Clearance Service.

To correctly balance the accounts, the Credit Clearance Service needs to keep
track of each transmissions in the mobile ad hoc network. For this purpose, a node
generates and keeps a receipt of each forwarded message. Each node periodically
transmits the collected receipts to the Credit Clearance Service, which determines
the charges and rewards based on all reported receipts.

To prevent nodes from cheating, the authors introduce some security measures
in conjunction with the accounting. Sprite only supports sender-based payment to
avoid DoS on the receiver. The Credit Clearance Service uses different rewards for
cooperative and selfish nodes. For example, the last node towards the destination
which received the message but did not forward it, obtains less credit than previous
nodes. To prevent colluding attacks with false receipts, the amount charged from
the originator and rewarded to the intermediate nodes depends on the successful
delivery of a message.

Discussion: The central accounting allows a global view of the nodes involve-
ment in each transaction. The possibility of filling up its own account using real
money gives the freedom of choice to the node. The problems of Sprite lie in the
centralized accounting and authentication as well as the local collection of receipts
on each node. The centralization of the accounting and the authentication run con-
trary to the scalability in an mobile ad hoc network. Also, the scheme consumes a
lot of resources on the nodes, which have to store receipts until they find a connec-
tion to the Credit Clearance Service.

3.5.4 Node Cooperation in Hybrid Ad Hoc Networks

Ben Salem et al. [BBHJ03, BBHJ05] also propose a scheme for cooperation en-
couragement in multi-hop cellular networks. They add traces to the packets to
identify the originator, the intermediate nodes and the recipient. The accounting
is done by the operator, which maintains the accounts of all nodes. The security
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architecture is based on secret-key cryptography. The authors give a case-by-case
security analysis of their scheme and calculate the communication and computa-
tion overhead introduced by their protocol.

Assumptions: The authors assume all nodes to be registered at the single oper-
ator as well as a shared long-term secret key to be established between each node
and the operator. All traffic in the multi-hop cellular network is required to pass
via the base station. A routing protocol, which delivers the full route between orig-
inator and recipient is assumed. The scheme also assumes reduced node mobility
for longer lifetime of the route.

Operation: The scheme considers both, up and down-link connections to and
from the base stations. The originator located in one multi-hop cellular network
establishes an authenticated path to the destination located in another multi-hop
cellular network. For this, each node on the path authenticates with its base station
using its long-term secret key and obtains a symmetric session key. The originator
node creates a message authentication code over the packet using its session key.
Further, the node encrypts the packet using a stream cipher with its session key
as input. Each intermediate node towards the base station computes and stores
a receipt of each received packet. Before retransmission, the intermediate node
encrypts the packet using its own session key.

At the up-link base station, all session keys for the nodes on the upstream
route of the current packet are retrieved. The base station than recomputes all the
stream ciphers to decrypt the original packet and to verify the message authentica-
tion code. If the verification is successful, the originator’s account is reduced and
the intermediate nodes get rewarded. The packet is now transmitted to the down-
link base station. Here the base station applies the stream cipher for each interme-
diate node in advance and sends the packet to the destination, each intermediate
node uses its session key to decrypt the packet until it reaches the destination. The
destination acknowledges the reception of the packet to the down-link base station.
The base station then distributes the rewards. Figure 3.11 shows the transmission
and the rewarding phase of the scheme.

The authors address possible attacks with the help of the base stations, which
maintain all session information. Also, a deposit on the account of a destination is
charged and only refunded if an acknowledgements is received by the base station.

Discussion: The exclusive use of symmetric cryptography reduces the com-
putational overhead considerably. Although the redirection of all traffic via the
base station helps to better cope with attacks, it leads to inefficient routes for all
communications within the same multi-hop cellular network. Also, the signaling
communication with the base station is high, especially the transmission of receipts
in case of missing rewards increases the overhead. The requirement on low node
mobility compensates the cost of the session establishment but limits the possible
application scenarios.
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3.5.5 Charging Support for Ad Hoc Stub Networks

Lamparter et al. [LPW03] describe an architecture to encourage cooperation in
multi-hop cellular networks, which they call ad hoc stub networks. They use traces
of the originator, the intermediate nodes and the recipient to be sent along with
each packet, and which are reported to the base station. The base station decides
about the charges and the rewards and transmits the result to an accounting center
which maintains the accounts of all nodes. The security architecture is based on
public-key and secret-key cryptography. The authors give a formal validation of
their proposed charging protocol as well as a case-by-case security analysis of their
scheme.

Assumptions: The authors assume an initial mutual authentication between
each node and the base station of the multi-hop cellular network and that a sym-
metric session key has been established. They propose to use a central authentica-
tion, authorization and accounting (AAA) infrastructure for this task. Also, their
scheme requires a source routing protocol.

Operation: The originator digitally sings the complete path information to the
recipient and initializes a keyed hash chain with its session key. This information
is sent along with the packet. Each intermediate node verifies the signature and
computes a new hash value using the hash value from the packet and its session key.
The destination node generates a receipt of the received amount of data, digitally
signs it and sends it to the last intermediate node. This node informs the base station
about the receipt and the involved forwarding nodes. The base station verifies this
information and calculates the charges and rewards. If the keyed hash chain is
invalid no intermediate node gets rewarded. Figure 3.12 depicts the transmission
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and the rewarding phase of the scheme.
The authors address the attacks by making it financially unattractive to cheat

the system. The base station is expected to detect replay attempts for obtaining
more money and the intermediate nodes to prevent forwarding of unauthorized
packets.

Discussion: The decentralized and secure tracing of intermediate nodes is more
scalable than a centralized solution and reduces the probability of misuse. Prob-
lems may arise due to the centralized authentication and accounting. The assumed
reliable establishment of a symmetric session between each node and the base sta-
tion in a multi-hop cellular network is not an easy task, in particular considering
the security and scalability. The constant reporting of the last intermediate hops to
the base station also introduce additional traffic in the network. Also, the required
source routing does not scale well under high node mobility.

3.6 Related Work on Cooperation Principles

Besides the detection and motivation-based cooperation mechanisms, formal mod-
els of cooperation based on game theory provide some principles of cooperation
in multi-hop networks. Further, position papers on the value of cooperation ap-
proaches in general appeared.

3.6.1 Cooperation from the Game Theory Perspective

The cooperation among nodes in multi-hop networks can also be seen as a non-
cooperative game, in which the nodes represent the players and their actions are
to forward or not to forward other node’s packets. Thus, game theory can be used
to derive optimal strategies under certain conditions (typically energy constraints)
emerging from the Nash equilibrium [Nas50].

Urpi et al. [UBG03] develop a general model which formally describes the
characteristics of mobile ad hoc networks. They analyze different cooperation en-
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forcement mechanism from the literature and propose a simple strategy resulting
in an equilibrium. This indicates that in their model, cooperation is possible out of
a node’s self-interest. Srinivasan et al. [SNCR03] obtain similar results. They use
an algorithm based on the generous tit-for-tat (GTFT) strategy. GTFT has been the
winning strategy to solve the iterated prisoner’s dilemma in a tournament initiated
by Axelrod [Axe85]. In GTFT each player mimics the action of the other player in
the previous game and in addition is also slightly generous. In the case of packet
forwarding, a node would occasionally also forward packets from selfish nodes.

Wrona and Mähönen [WM04] propose a dynamic game theoretic model of
cooperation based on evolutionary game theory. In this model the network is com-
prised of selfish nodes and learning nodes, which can dynamically adjust their
strategies to maximize their payoff. The authors show that if an ad hoc network
implements a reputation mechanism, the majority of the nodes in the network will
be cooperative.

Félegyházi et al. [FHB05] investigate whether cooperation can exist in wire-
less ad hoc networks without incentive mechanisms. They propose a model based
on game theory and graph theory to investigate equilibrium conditions for packet
forwarding strategies. Their model is the first to considers the network topology.
They find that in theory conditions for cooperation out of self-interest exist, but
their simulation show that in practice these conditions are almost never satisfied
and there will always be nodes which need an incentive to cooperate.

3.6.2 Position Papers on Cooperation

Huang et al. [HCW04] state that incentives for cooperation in mobile ad hoc net-
works may not be necessary at all, because of the way new technologies and archi-
tectures have been adapted in the past. They argue that cooperation schemes only
add complexity and thereby hinder the deployment of mobile ad hoc networks. The
authors propose to leave out cooperation in the early deployment stages, because
only (friendly) early adopters will use the network anyway. At a later stage, when
mobile ad hoc networks enter the mainstream market, incentive-based cooperation
systems should be deployed. However, these systems should be adaptive to the
application and not generic.

The authors’ view leaves out some important aspects of the development over
the last decades regarding new technologies. A good example is the mainstream
adoption of the Internet, which was possible mainly due to its open architecture.
However, the initial open design left out security, which would add complexity.
Although security was and still is added to the protocols, Internet users suffer from
the initial decision to abstract away security issues, e.g. authentication of com-
munication participants. Junk E-mail and distributed denial-of-service attacks are
unpopular examples. What we can learn from the development in the Internet is,
that it is better to consider security from the beginning than to add it at a later
stage (when it may be too late). Cooperation as security are cross-layer issues
and should be considered from the start. The author’s argument that file-sharing
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peer-to-peer networks can exist without incentives, omits that the main incentive
in file-sharing networks is the mostly copyrighted content, which the user can ac-
cess for only the flat-rate connectivity cost. The ”charts” of online shared media
files from BigChampagne [Big05] illustrate the motivation by content very well.
This company measures parts of the peer-to-peer network traffic of numerous file
sharing applications. Also, most peer-to-peer networks consist of stationary nodes,
which do not have the resource limitations of nodes in mobile ad hoc networks,
such as the wireless bandwidth and the battery power supply.

Lamparter et al. [LPW05] investigate the value of cooperation approaches for
multi-hop ad hoc networks using statistics. They let each node decide for each
packet whether it forwards or drops the packet. The authors assume the forward-
ing/dropping ratio to be uniformly distributed over all nodes in the network. They
analyze to what extent the presence of a cooperation approach (either detection
or motivation-based) increases the path reliability and thereby the overall network
throughput. The authors find that cooperation approaches have the highest effect
on performance in network with a low average hop count (4-5) between originator
and destination.

3.7 Comparison of Cooperation Schemes

In Table 3.1 on page 48 we summarize all presented cooperation schemes accord-
ing to their main characteristics and differences. We distinguish between detection-
based approaches, where the nodes monitor their neighborhood and approaches
which rely on motivation.

The detection-based schemes are listed in Table 3.1a. They were all designed
for mobile ad hoc networks, use a decentralized architecture and require network
interface cards to operate in promiscuous mode. All detection-based enforcement
approaches also assume some pre-existing trust relations between nodes, which ex-
change reputation information and unchangeable identities of all nodes, e.g. tamper
resistant hardware to ensure the effectiveness of the punishment. We list the gen-
eral approach to cooperation and by what measures it is ensured. We also show the
target of the measures for effectuating cooperation, the possibility of reintegration
in the network as well as the type and destination of the propagated information.

The motivation-based schemes are listed in Table 3.1b. All of them introduce
a virtual currency and most of them offer the possibility of spending real money to
adjust the balance on the virtual account. We list the general approach to cooper-
ation and by what measures it is ensured. We specify the accounting architecture
and how a node can proof its cooperativeness. We also indicate, how nodes are au-
thenticated and between what parties a symmetric session is established. Further,
we give the number of supported hops on the up- and downlink to the base station,
the target network of the scheme and the requirements on the routing protocol.
We also indicate the supported node mobility, which we derive from the usage of
sessions and the employed routing protocol.
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Detection-based approaches built on the user’s fear of being punished. The
biggest challenges in detection-based cooperation schemes are the secure trust
management, reliable node identification and event detection. To date, these is-
sues have not been solved satisfactorily. All schemes are designed for mobile ad
hoc networks, while the availability of a provider in a multi-hop cellular networks
could at least improve the trust management. Still, the reports on node reputation
are vulnerable to misuse and increase the signaling overhead.

Motivation-based approaches built on the user’s interest in financial or other
type of gain. The challenges in motivation-based schemes lie in the reliable proof
of node cooperation and in the protection from misuse of the scheme to increase
the reward. Another issue is trade-off between scalability and computational com-
plexity of the security mechanisms.

3.8 Conclusion

Cooperation among nodes in civilian multi-hop networks must be ensured. While
the first work on cooperation was detection-based and targeted at mobile ad hoc
networks, most of the current work focuses on motivation-based approaches in
multi-hop cellular networks. These approaches all have a centralized accounting
infrastructure, which means that all signaling traffic (e.g. proof of cooperation and
proof of originating) must pass via the base station. This design decision places
additional load to the already busy links towards and from the base stations, as the
main reason for using multi-hop cellular networks is the network behind the base
station, e.g. the Internet. This so called funneling effect is known from wireless
sensor networks, where many nodes send packets to few sinks and thereby cause
congestion at links close to the sinks, as they share the same wireless medium.
Depending on the granularity of the reporting (e.g. per packet), the competition
of signaling and data traffic will lead to congestion in multi-hop cellular networks
too. Also, the security mechanisms required for centralized accounting only allow
low node mobility or are difficult to realize. Thus, existing schemes do not support
node mobility well.

We believe, that centralized accounting reduces the advantages and attractive-
ness of a multi-hop cellular networks, such as the reduced support for node mobil-
ity. Therefore, we propose a new original cooperation and accounting strategy for
multi-hop cellular networks, which separates the accounting into decentralized and
centralized tasks. In the next chapter we present our scheme in more detail.





Chapter 4

CASHnet - A Cooperation and
Accounting Strategy in Hybrid
Wireless Networks

4.1 Introduction

CASHnet, our cooperation and accounting strategy in hybrid wireless networks,
provides a framework for the commercial application of multi-hop cellular net-
works. CASHnet makes cooperation a rewarding alternative to selfishness, by in-
troducing gratifications for forwarding other nodes’ packets. CASHnet also applies
costs to the transmission of self-generated packets, which additionally stimulates
cooperation in order to cover the expenses. Further, CASHnet allows cost shar-
ing between sender and receiver located in different multi-hop cellular networks,
which enables the provider to clearly separate expenses and revenue of each multi-
hop cellular network. CASHnet uses highly decentralized accounting mechanisms,
and still leaves the provider in control of the cash flow, by the usage of service sta-
tions. CASHnet’s security mechanisms are based-on public-key cryptography and
the sensitive data is managed on smart cards. Last, CASHnet supports the provider
in the network planning process, by indicating potential hot and cold spots.

In the remainder of this chapter we explain the motivation for our a work, fol-
lowed by detailed descriptions of the architecture and operation of the CASHnet
framework. We analyze our scheme against possible security attacks. Further,
we describe our resale extension to CASHnet and its network management pos-
sibilities. Finally, we summarize the characteristics and benefits of our CASHnet
scheme.
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4.2 Motivation

In the previous two chapters we have presented civilian application scenarios for
multi-hop cellular networks and motivated their need for cooperation among the
participants of the network. We also showed that cooperation can be effectuated
in two ways: enforcement via fear of punishment or encouragement via hope for
rewards. We believe that in civilian application scenarios encouragement is the
more appropriate measure to ensure cooperation. Especially, when we consider
scenarios where no or only few pre-established social links and trust exist among
network participants, e.g. the individual customers in todays economic societies.

The first motivation-based cooperation scheme for multi-hop wireless networks
was published by Buttyán and Hubaux [BH00]. It is called Nuglet and targeted at
mobile ad hoc networks. Nuglet was the main inspiration for our work on coopera-
tion in multi-hop cellular networks. Our analysis of the scheme in Section 3.5.1 on
page 38 shows that Nuglet allows for only one way to earn the right for transmis-
sion by forwarding packets of other nodes. We suspected, that the limitation to a
single source of income may easily lead to exclusions of nodes from the network,
without the nodes being uncooperative. This may occur in areas, where nodes have
a low number of transmitting or forwarding neighbors. If a node does not receive
packets to forward, it can not earn nuglets and thus it can not afford to transmit its
own packets. The strict binding between charging and rewarding forces a node to
find packets to forward, which is an additional burden for the successful civilian
application of wireless networks.

Therefore, we designed a cooperation-based scheme, which gives the node
more freedom and reduces the probability of becoming excluded from the network.
Also, we focussed on the multi-hop cellular networks architecture first proposed by
Hsu and Lin [HL00], which provides a valid cause for a cooperation encourage-
ment scheme in wireless multi-hop network operated by a provider. In Section 2.6
on page 22 and Section 2.8 on page 25 we explain our view on the application
scenarios and challenges of multi-hop cellular networks. We designed a promis-
ing framework for cooperation encouragement [WB04a] followed by a detailed
description of the CASHnet architecture in [WB04b].

By the time other researchers also had proposed motivation-based coopera-
tion mechanisms in multi-hop cellular networks, such as Jakobsson et al. [JHB03],
Zhong et al. [ZCY03], Ben Salem et al. [BBHJ03] and Lamparter et al. [LPW03].
These schemes all use centralized accounting and thus require the respective signal-
ing traffic to pass via the base station or via another wireless network technology.
This puts additional load on the already stressed links to the base station, as many
services (e.g. Internet services) will be provided from outside the multi-hop cel-
lular network. Also, all schemes require source routing, excluding scenarios with
higher node mobility.

To evaluate our scheme, we implemented CASHnet in the network simulator
and published the results in [WSB04]. We added the Nuglet scheme to the simula-
tor in order to compare it with CASHnet. We found that CASHnet performs better
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with two or more service stations deployed in the network and showed these results
in [WSB05]. The results also helped us to further improve CASHnet. Chapter 5
describes our evaluation process. To better validate our CASHnet scheme, we im-
plemented a prototype under Linux, which we present in Chapter 6. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate motivation-based cooperation schemes
for multi-hop cellular networks via simulation scenarios using todays most com-
mon wireless technologies and protocols. In related work the evaluation is either
restricted to theoretical security and performance analysis or leaves out underlying
wireless technologies.

4.3 Conception

We developed our CASHnet concept as follows. First, we introduced rewards to
the packet forwarding service in order to stimulate the cooperation in multi-hop
cellular networks. That means, each node is rewarded if it forwards packets from
other nodes. We have chosen a virtual currency as reward called Helper Credits,
which need to have some value in order to be attractive for the node owner, e.g.
the right for transmission of self-generated packets. The transformation of rewards
into a valuable good is only possible with the help of the provider. This restriction
keeps the provider in control of the cash flow as we show later.

From the network provider perspective we introduce expenses in the form of
rewards, which can be used to generate more traffic by the nodes, so we also have to
take care for revenue. The cost for the rewards could be covered by the provider of
the wireless and backbone infrastructure, by the packet originator or shared among
both. We decided to generate revenue where the expenses of rewarding occur.
Therefore, we introduced another virtual currency called Traffic Credits, which is
required for the transmission of a self-generated packet. In case the recipient of
the packet is located in another multi-hop cellular network than the originator, the
recipient of the packet is also charged. This allows cost sharing between the orig-
inator and the recipient of a packet. The separation of the charging and rewarding
between originator’s and recipient’s multi-hop cellular network allows the provider
to have better control over the actual network costs and thereby optimize network
management and future planning.

Another design decision was where and how to perform accounting. In cur-
rent multi-hop cellular networks the wireless medium is shared and scarce, i.e. the
number of available frequency bands is limited. The signaling traffic of an account-
ing mechanism competes with the normal data traffic. Considering node mobility
and communication over multiple hops, each signaling message imposes a consid-
erable burden on the overall network throughput. Pure centralized accounting has
scalability issues and does not support node mobility well. Fully decentralized ac-
counting supports node mobility well, but leaves the provider without control over
the cash flow.

To retain the properties of multi-hop wireless networks, we created a hybrid
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Figure 4.1: CASHnet example scenario

solution, consisting of decentralized metering and charging on the node, decentral-
ized rewarding among nodes and centralized refill and reward exchange at service
stations. Thus the provider controls the cash flow, as he can decide about the ex-
change rate for the rewarding and the costs of the refill. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to propose such a hybrid accounting scheme in multi-hop
networks. We give the provider control over the accounting procedure and reduce
the signaling load on the base stations.

4.4 Architecture

Our architecture for the CASHnet concept contains both decentralized and cen-
tralized parts. A standard multi-hop cellular network consists of nodes and base
stations, which we also call gateways. The nodes are usually mobile, the gate-
ways are stationary devices. A node can be a laptop or a personal digital assistant.
A gateway can be any kind of base station, e.g. an access point. The gateway
provides the interconnection to the provider’s backbone network, via which other
networks can be reached, e.g. the Internet or other multi-hop cellular networks. For
CASHnet, we extend each mobile device with a smart card, which we use to man-
age all critical information, e.g. the node’s identity, cryptographic keys and credit
accounts. For the refill and exchange of credits, we introduce service stations. A
service station is similar to a low-cost terminal for loading prepaid cards and has a
secure, low-bandwidth connection to the provider, which is used for authentication
and payment operations. Figure 4.1 depicts an example scenario for CASHnet.
It shows a multi-hop cellular network with several mobile nodes equipped with
smart cards, two interconnected service stations and two interconnected base sta-
tions. The service stations and the base stations are connected to their respective
backbone network.

To protect the charging and rewarding process we use digital signatures. Each
packet is digitally signed by its originator and the currently forwarding node. Each
intermediate node and the recipient verify the signatures. Thus, we can ensure that
only packets from CASHnet nodes are transmitted via the network. In addition, we
do not charge or reward traffic within the same multi-hop cellular network, because
the provider does not have enough control inside the network to effectively prevent
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misuse. Only traffic passing the gateway can be monitored by the provider. If
we do not charge ad-hoc only traffic, this traffic might compete with the traffic
leaving the current multi-hop cellular network and thereby degrade the quality of
the service. On the one hand, an ad hoc network can always be established in
the area of the multi-hop cellular network without the help of a provider. On the
other hand, the smart cards offer an additional authentication service of the network
participants. We believe that the main attractiveness of a multi-hop cellular network
lies in the connection to other networks, such as the Internet and the usage of its
services. Further, the provider can cover the expenses of the smart card with a
monthly subscription fee. The circumvention of higher hop count related charges
by sending packets as ad hoc only traffic does not create a loss for the provider,
because no rewards are distributed for the forwarding nodes. In Section 4.6.2 we
explain this tunneling attack in more detail.

We require a tamper resistant device, such as a smart card and a corresponding
reader in each node. A smart card is a plastic card with embedded memory as well
as a microprocessor, which provides basic functions to manipulate information on
the card. In addition the smart cards have a cryptographic coprocessor, which
embeds cryptographic functions. Many recent laptops come equipped with a smart
card reader and all recent devices have an USB interface to connect a small-sized
smart card reader, such as the e-gate from Axalto [Axa05]. This device provides
a protected environment, where all the critical data is stored. It holds the node’s
unique identity, the node’s public/private key pair, the certificate from the provider,
which securely binds the node’s identity to the public key as well as the provider’s
public key. This information can only be changed by the provider at the service
station.

Also on the smart card are two accounts - one for each virtual currency, i.e.
traffic and helper credits. We assume the interaction between the CASHnet pro-
gram and the smart card to be secure, e.g. the CASHnet program can safely read
from and write to the smart card. In addition, CASHnet has a secured memory
area for the critical data structures, e.g. the authenticated nodes and expected re-
ward lists. We also assume, that before a self-generated packet leaves a node, its
traffic credits account is charged and the packet’s payload is digitally signed. We
also require that when a packet arrives at its destination, its traffic credits account is
charged. This can be achieved by securely binding the transmission and reception
of packets at the network interface card level with the counter on the smart cards.
For example, the firmware on the wireless network card would only work if the
smart card is present and operational.

Further, we assume the availability of a routing algorithm, which provides the
hop count to the gateway (e.g. AODV or DSR) for the dynamic transceiving cost
operation mode, where cost is related to the route length. For example, the cur-
rent AODV implementations supporting gateways provide this information. The
fixed transceiving cost operation mode requires no hop count information, as the
charges are equal for all nodes in the network. We also assume that a node can
determine whether the recipient is inside its current multi-hop cellular network or
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Figure 4.2: Notation for the operation figures of the CASHnet schemes

not. This could be achieved via appropriate addressing mechanisms. We note, that
unlike most other motivation-based cooperation schemes, we do not require source
routing.

Due to the usage of digital signatures, which are based on public key cryptog-
raphy, we require sufficient processing power and memory on the node. Laptops
and modern PDAs fulfill these requirements.

4.5 Operation

Our CASHnet charging and rewarding mechanism works as follows: Every time a
node wants to transmit a self-generated packet or receive a packet addressed to it,
the node has to pay with traffic credits. The amount is either related to the current
distance in hop counts to the gateway or a globally fixed price. Every time a node
forwards a packet, it gets helper credits. Traffic credits can be bought for real
money or traded for helper credits at service stations. In the following 6 sections
we first give an overview on the possible operation modes and then describe each
operation phase in detail.

4.5.1 Overview

Figure 4.3 shows the basic operation phases of CASHnet in a scenario, where orig-
inator and recipient are located in different multi-hop cellular networks using the
notation shown in Figure 4.2. This is the most complete scenario, which also in-
cludes cases, where only one of the two communication participants is located in
a CASHnet-enabled multi-hop cellular network. Figure 4.3a illustrates the trans-
mission process, where the originator and the recipient are charged and the inter-
mediate forwarding nodes are rewarded. The traffic and helper credits accounts on
each node get debited or credited according to the node’s role in the transmission
process. Figure 4.3b depicts the refill process, in which a node connects to a ser-
vice station and fills up its traffic credits account by exchanging the helper credits
on its smart card or paying with real money. With real money we describe a valid
currency in the country of the multi-hop cellular network.

The typical course of action for a customer, who wants to participate in a
CASHnet-enabled multi-hop cellular network, consists of five steps: preparation,
authentication, transmission/reception & charging, forwarding & rewarding as well
as refill. The first and the last step are performed at the service station, where the
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Figure 4.3: CASHnet operation

customer inserts her smart card. Figure 4.4 illustrates step two to four in a mes-
sage sequence chart in our example scenario. The numbered gray markers refer to
example positions of the actions from the following list.

1. Preparation: The customer obtains the smart card from the provider and
loads the traffic credits accounts at the service station.

2. Authentication: Preliminary to the normal communication with a recipient,
the originator O sends a certificate advertisement CADVO to the recipient
R. Thereby all intermediate nodes (A, B and C) and the recipient obtain
the authentication information of the originator. The recipient in turn replies
with a certificate reply CREPR addressed to O. Now all intermediate nodes
obtain the authentication information of the recipient.

3. Transmission / Reception & Charging: Before the transmission of a self-
generated packet, the originator’s traffic credits account is charged and the
packet is digitally signed. Upon reception of a packet destined to the current
node, the recipient’s traffic credits account is also charged.

4. Forwarding & Rewarding: At the reception of a packet, the node rewards the
previous forwarding node in case it was not the originator or a gateway by
sending a digitally signed acknowledgement ACK immediately or after re-
ceiving several forwarded packets. Receiving an ACK increases the node’s
helper credits account. The node also removes the digital signature of the
previous node and adds its own before forwarding the packet. In addition,
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Figure 4.4: CASHnet operation with both originator and recipient in a MCN

the node keeps the digital signature of each forwarded packet in order to
validate the ACKs.

5. Refill: After some time, the customer goes to a service station in order to
refill her traffic credits account by exchanging available helper credits and/or
buying traffic credits for real money.

Figure 4.5 describes the payload of the exchanged messages, when originator
O sends a packet to the recipient R. The messages towards the recipient have a
white background, the messages towards the originator have a gray background.
As it can be seen, the originator O adds her identity IDO as well as a nonce NO

to avoid replay attacks. She then digitally signs the payload. This new originator
payload PldO is digitally signed between each intermediate hop until it reaches
the recipient R. Each hop removes the signature from the previous hop (except
the originator’s). On the backbone of the provider the originator payload is not
singed, because there is no need to identify the forwarding nodes, i.e. routers, on
the backbone of the provider. Each intermediate hop rewards the previous hop
in the forwarding chain unless it is the originator or a gateway. We explain each
message in detail below.

In case one of the communication participants is not located in a CASHnet-
enabled multi-hop cellular network, but for example in the Internet, the gateway of
the partner in the multi-hop cellular network has to act as proxy, i.e. it takes the
role of the recipient for the authentication mechanisms and redirects the normal
traffic. Thus, the provider has to know about CASHnet-enabled networks. This
can be achieved for example with the help of selected address ranges or additional
attributes in location lookup services, which are required in any case to find a
node from outside the multi-hop cellular network. Figure 4.6 shows the message
sequence chart when the recipient is located in the Internet. Instead of the recipient,
the gateway sends a certificate reply to the originator. The originator accepts this
reply from the proxy gateway and starts the normal communication. The gateway
removes the information added by the CASHnet scheme from the payload, i.e. it
sends the inner payload from the originator to the recipient.
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Figure 4.5: CASHnet operation message payload
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the message sequence chart if the originator is located
in the Internet. The gateway sends a certificate advertisement in the name of the
originator to the recipient. The recipient answers with a certificate reply. The
payload from the originator is then signed by the recipient’s gateway and sent to
the recipient.

According to Figure 4.8, we distinguish between twelve operation phases in
the CASHnet framework and we categorize them into preparation, authentication,
charging, rewarding and maintenance. The preparation and the authentication ini-
tialize the nodes for the participation in CASHnet. The charging and rewarding
handle the accounting for the traffic in the network and the maintenance covers the
interaction with the service station, i.e. certificate update and refill of traffic cred-
its. We describe each operation phase in detail as algorithm (see Algorithms 1-12)
using the notation listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.7: CASHnet operation with originator outside of a Multi-hop Cellular
Network
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Figure 4.8: CASHnet operation phases

O Originator R Recipient
N Current node N − / + 1 Previous/next node
O → R O sends message to R O ← R O receives message from R

PldO Payload generated by O

IDO Unique identifier of O

KO/KPO Public/private key pair of O

CertX(O) Certificate issued by provider X binding O’s identity and public key
NO Nonce chosen by O

H(M) One-way hash function applied to message M

SigO(M) Digital signature of message M by O

⇒ leave to another phase and end current phase
⇀↽ execute other phase and return to current phase
2 end current phase

Table 4.1: Notation for the CASHnet operation phases, Algorithms 1-12

4.5.2 Preparation

First, the customer obtains a smart card for her computer from the provider and
loads the traffic credits account on her card (see preparation phase, Algorithm 1).
The smart cards holds the critical data of the customer, i.e. the unique identifier, the
public/private key pair, the certificate from the provider and the provider’s public
key. The certificate securely binds the identifier and the public key. The certificate
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Algorithm 1 Preparation phase
1 obtain personal smart card from provider X with an unique identifier IDN , a

public/private key pair KN/KPN , a certificate CertX(O) issued by provider
X for N and the provider’s public key KX

2 load traffic credits account at provider’s Service Station by paying with real
money

can be verified with the provider’s public key, i.e. by performing a digital signature
verification. Thus, the provider’s public key must be inherently trusted. All this
critical data can only be modified by the provider at the service station.

In addition, the customer loads the traffic credits account on the smart card
using a service station. At first, she can only buy traffic credits for real money.
Later, when she has forwarded other node’s packets she will be able to trade her
helper credits against traffic credits. Both accounts are also stored on the smart card
and the provider keeps a copy of the current state for reference when she comes
back.

4.5.3 Authentication

In order to perform the charging and rewarding securely, the involved nodes need
to be authenticated. The originator of a communication needs to be authenticated
to all nodes on the path towards the recipient. In addition, the previous and the next
hop of the path need to be authenticated to each intermediate node.

To authenticate itself, a node creates a certificate advertisement, which contains
its certificate, a nonce and a digital signature over the hash value of the certificate
and the nonce. The nonce protects against replay attacks. The digital signature
allows to verify the origin and integrity of the certificate advertisement and is com-
puted by encrypting the hash with the node’s private key. The certificate allows to
verify the binding between a node’s identity and its public key.

We decided, that only the owner of the certificate is allowed to transmit its
certificate in order to ensure the freshness of the certificate and in order to avoid
the additional complexity resulting from the management of non-authoritative cer-
tificate advertisements. In addition, the digital signature allows the tracing of the
propagation source of false certificates.

Certificate advertisements are generated upon request, i.e. previous to the start
of a communication the originator sends the advertisement to the recipient. In
addition, certificate advertisements are sent periodically to one-hop neighbors in
order to reduce the number of authentication messages. To complete the mutual
authentication, the node waits for the certificate reply from the recipient, which
acknowledges the advertisement and indicates an existing route to the recipient
(see certificate advertisement generation phase, Algorithm 2).

When a node receives a certificate advertisement, it first verifies the certificate.
A certificate typically includes the node identity and its public key as well as an
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Algorithm 2 Certificate advertisement generation phase
1 create a payload consisting of a nonce and the certificate of the originator
2 calculate digital signature over one-way hash from certificate and nonce
3 append digital signature to payload
4 transmit certificate advertisement to next hop towards recipient OR broadcast

it to all one-hop neighbors
5 repeat
6 wait
7 until certificate reply from recipient CREPR arrives OR timeout
8 if CREPR arrives then
9 go to certificate reply reception phase (Algorithm 5)⇒

10 end if
O → R : CADVO = CertX(O), NO, SigO(H(CertX(O), NO))

Algorithm 3 Certificate advertisement reception phase
1 if certificate for node from CADV valid then
2 if signature of node from CADV valid then
3 save tuple of identity and public key in authenticated nodes list
4 if current node == certificate advertisement recipient then
5 go to certificate reply generation phase (Algorithm 4)⇒
6 else
7 look up next hop towards recipient
8 forward certificate advertisement to next hop 2

9 end if
10 else
11 drop CADV 2

12 end if
13 else
14 drop CADV 2

15 end if
N ← N − 1 : CADVO = CertX(O), NO, SigO(H(CertX(O), NO))
N : TupleO =< IDO,KO >
N → N + 1 : CADVO

expiration date and information about the issuer of the certificate. It also includes
a digital signature over the computed hash value from this information. In CASH-
net, we assume the provider to issue certificates. In order to validate a certificate,
i.e. verify its digital signature, the provider’s public key is required, which we as-
sume to be on the smart card. If the validation fails the certificate advertisement is
dropped.

If the validation is successful, the node continues with the verification of the
digital signature by decrypting it with the public key of the originator node to
retrieve the one-way hash of the originator certificate and the nonce. The node
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Algorithm 4 Certificate reply generation phase
1 look up next hop towards originator O which send the certificate reply
2 create a payload containing a nonce and the certificate of the recipient R
3 calculate digital signature over one-way hash from certificate and nonce
4 append digital signature to payload
5 transmit certificate reply to next hop 2

R→ O : CREPR = CertX(R), NR, SigR(H(CertX(R), NR))

Algorithm 5 Certificate reply reception phase
1 if certificate for node from CREP valid then
2 if signature of node from CREP valid then
3 save tuple of node identity and public key in authenticated nodes list
4 if current node == certificate reply recipient then
5 end processing 2

6 else
7 look up next hop towards recipient
8 forward certificate reply to next hop 2

9 end if
10 else
11 drop CREP 2

12 end if
13 else
14 drop CREP 2

15 end if
N ← N − 1 : CREPR = CertX(R), NR, SigR(H(CertX(R), NR))
N : TupleR =< IDR,KR >
N → N + 1 : CREPR

computes the hash over the certificate and the nonce to compare it to the retrieved
hash value. If the decryption and comparison is successful, the node knows that the
originator has sent the certificate and that it has not been modified during transit.
In case the verification is not successful, the certificate advertisement is dropped.

If the verification is successful, the node stores the originator’s identity and
public key in the authenticated nodes list. If the node is not the destination of the
certificate advertisement, it forwards the message to the next hop otherwise it sends
a certificate reply to the originator (see certificate advertisement reception phase,
Algorithm 3).

In case a node has received a certificate advertisement, it sends back a certifi-
cate reply to the originator. The certificate reply contains the recipients certificate
and a nonce as well as a digital signature (see certificate reply generation phase,
Algorithm 4).

When a node receives a certificate reply, it verifies the certificate and the sig-
nature contained in the message. If the verification is unsuccessful the certificate
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Algorithm 6 Packet generation phase
1 if packet recipient location == outside of current MCN then
2 look up hop count to gateway towards recipient
3 calculate transmission fee
4 if transmission fee ≤ traffic credits account then
5 traffic credits account − transmission fee
6 else
7 drop packet 2

8 end if
9 end if

10 append originator identity and nonce to payload
11 calculate digital signature over one-way hash from payload, identity and nonce
12 append digital signature to new payload
13 transmit packet to next hop towards recipient 2

O → R : PldO = Pld, IDO, NO, SigO(H(Pld, IDO, NO))

reply is dropped. In case it is successful, the node saves the sender’s identity and
public key in the authenticated nodes list. If the node is not the destination of the
certificate reply, it forwards the message to the next hop otherwise the processing
ends (see certificate reply reception phase, Algorithm 5).

4.5.4 Charging

Now that the nodes between originator and recipient are authenticated, the commu-
nication between both parties can start. Before transmission, the current transmis-
sion fee is calculated. CASHnet supports two type of transceiving costs, dynamic
charges related to the hop count from the current node to the gateway or fixed
charges equal for each node in the current multi-hop cellular network. The hop
count to the gateway can be obtained from any ad hoc routing protocol with gate-
way discovery support ( see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2 on page 21). If the originator
can not afford the transmission, the packet is dropped. Otherwise the transmission
fee is debited from the traffic credits account. The originator appends its identity
and a nonce to the payload. The nonce helps to detect replay attacks. The origina-
tor then applies a one-way hash function to the payload, its identity and the nonce.
The resulting hash value is then encrypted (digitally signed) using the originator’s
private key. Last, the originator adds the digital signature to the extended payload
and transmits the packet (see packet generation phase, Algorithm 6). The digital
signature allows to validate the origin and the integrity of the payload.

Each intermediate node also appends a proof for its participation (i.e. its iden-
tity, nonce and digital signature) to the payload when forwarding a packet to the
next node. So, an intermediate node has to remove the identity, nonce and digital
signature from the previous node, except if it is the first node towards the destina-
tion from the originator’s perspective.
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Algorithm 7 Packet reception phase
1 if signatures of previous node AND of originator from packet valid then
2 if current node == packet recipient AND packet originator location ==

outside of current MCN then
3 look up hop count to gateway towards originator
4 calculate reception fee
5 if reception fee ≤ traffic credits account then
6 traffic credits account - reception fee
7 deliver packet to recipient’s protocol stack
8 increase the previous node’s packet counter
9 if previous node’s packet counter > packet counter ACK threshold

then
10 execute ACK generation phase (Algorithm 9) and end 2

11 end if
12 else
13 drop packet
14 alert gateway to filter for some time period 2

15 end if
16 end if
17 if previous node 6= packet originator AND (packet recipient OR originator

location == outside of current MCN) then
18 increase the previous node’s packet counter
19 if previous node’s packet counter > packet counter ACK threshold then
20 execute ACK generation phase (Algorithm 9) and return ⇀↽
21 end if
22 end if
23 go to packet forwarding phase (Algorithm 8)⇒
24 end if

N ← N − 1 : PldN−1 = PldO, IDN−1, NN−1,
SigN−1(H(PldO, IDN−1, NN−1))

When a node receives a packet, it first verifies the proof of participation from
the previous node. It does so by decrypting the digital signature with the public
key of the previous node to retrieve the one-way hash of the originator payload,
the identity and the nonce. Now the node computes the hash over the originator
payload, the identity as well as the nonce and compares it to the retrieved hash
value. If the decryption and comparison is successful, the node knows that the
originator payload has been forwarded by the previous node and that the payload
has not been modified. In case the verification is not successful, the packet is
dropped.

Now the node repeats the verification with the originator payload, i.e. it de-
crypts the digital signature with the public key of the originator, applies the one-
way hash function to the inner payload, the originator identity as well as the nonce
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Algorithm 8 Packet forwarding phase
1 retrieve encapsulated originator payload PldO from current packet
2 append current node identity and nonce to originator payload
3 calculate signature over one-way hash from originator payload, identity and

nonce
4 append digital signature to new payload
5 look up next hop towards recipient
6 save tuple of digital signature and identity of next hop in expected reward list
7 transmit packet to next hop 2

N → N + 1 : PldN = PldO, IDN , NN , SigN (H(PldO, IDN , NN )) N :
TupleN =< SigN (H(PldO, IDN , NN )), IDN+1 >

and compares it to the decrypted hash value from the signature. Again, when the
decryption and comparison is successful, the node knows that the originator has
submitted the inner payload. If the verification fails, the packet is dropped.

If the node is the destination of the packet, it calculates the reception fee for the
packet, which can be dynamic based on the hop count to the gateway or a globally
fixed cost. In case the node has not enough traffic credits, the packet is dropped and
the originator and by that the gateway are notified in order to stop the transmission
to the recipient and thereby the needless rewarding of intermediate nodes. The
gateway frees a blocked node when packets paid by the node arrive at the gateway
or after some time elapses.

When the node can afford the reception, its traffic credits account is debited
with the reception fee and the packet is passed to the protocol stack of the node.
The node also sends an acknowledgement to the previous node to reward its co-
operation. The rewarding can happen immediately per packet (when the packet
counter ACK threshold is set to 1) or collectively for several forwarded packets
when the packet counter ACK threshold is exceeded (see packet reception phase,
Algorithm 7). We describe the rewarding in Section 4.5.5.

In case the node is not the destination, it also sends an acknowledgement to
the previous node and prepares to forward the packet. First, the node retrieves
the originator payload and adds the proof for its participation (identity, nonce and
digital signature). It looks up the next node towards the destination and saves the
next node’s identity together with the previously computed digital signature into
the expected reward list. This list the signature of all forwarded packets and the
identity of the corresponding next hop, to which the packet has been forwarded.
This information is used to verify the acknowledgements sent by the next hops.
Last, the node transmits the packet to the next node (see packet forwarding phase,
Algorithm 8).
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Algorithm 9 Acknowledgement generation phase
1 create a payload consisting of node identity and nonce
2 calculate digital signature SigN over node identity IDN , nonce NN and digital

signature contained in the payload from the forwarding node SigF

3 append digital signature to payload
4 transmit packet ACKN to node F , which forwarded the packet

N → F : ACKN = IDN , NN , SigN (IDN , NN ,
SigF (H(PldO, IDF , NF )))

Algorithm 10 Acknowledgement reception phase
1 if digital signature SigN from ACK valid then
2 retrieve digital signature from rewarding node N contained in the digital

signature
3 if digital signature SigF and identity IDF as tuple in expected reward list

then
4 helper credits account + reward
5 remove tuple < SigF , IDF > from expected reward list 2

6 else
7 drop ACK 2

8 end if
9 else

10 drop ACK 2

11 end if
F ← N : ACKN = IDN , NN , SigN (IDN , NN , SigF )

4.5.5 Rewarding

The rewarding of cooperative nodes is done on a per-hop basis. That means, each
node rewards a node, from which it received a packet - unless this node is the
packet originator. The rewarding is either performed for each packet or for a num-
ber of packets. The packet counter ACK threshold specifies the granularity of the
rewarding and thereby the value of the rewards, i.e. the helper credits. For exam-
ple if we reward only every fifth packet, the value of a helper credit is five times
higher compared to when we reward every single packet. To reward the forwarding
node, a node creates a new acknowledgement message, which contains its identity,
a nonce as well as a digital signature over its identity, the nonce and the digital sig-
nature contained in the payload from the forwarding node. This acknowledgement
message is sent to the forwarding node (see acknowledgement generation phase,
Algorithm 9).

When a node receives an acknowledgement, it verifies the digital signature by
decrypting it with the public key of the node, which sent the acknowledgement.
This node is typically a one-hop neighbor and already authenticated, i.e. contained
in the authenticated nodes list. If the verification of the acknowledgement is not
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Algorithm 11 Maintenance update phase (at the service station)
1 if certificate lifetime expired OR due soon then
2 issue a new certificate
3 end if
4 go to maintenance refill phase (Algorithm 12)⇒

ServiceStation : CertX(O)

successful, the node drops it. Now, the node retrieves the contained digital signa-
ture and the sending node identity and looks for a matching tuple in the expected
reward list. If it does not find a matching entry, it drops the acknowledgement. If
the node finds one, it adds the reward to the helper credits account and removes the
entry from the expected reward list. Because of the removal of the entry, multiple
transmissions of the same acknowledgement or the same digital signature of the
forwarded packet do not result in additional helper credits (see acknowledgement
reception phase, Algorithm 10).

4.5.6 Maintenance

In order to reduce the attractiveness of misuse, the certificates issued to the nodes
have a short lifetime. Thus, the customer requires to refresh her certificate regularly
at a service station of the provider. When a customer removes the smart card from
her computer and enters it in a smart card reader at the service station to refill her
traffic credits account, the state of the smart card is checked first. If the certificate is
about to expire, a new certificate is issued by the provider to bind the given public
key with the node identity (see maintenance update phase, Algorithm 11).

When a node participates in the network, i.e. transmits self-generated packets
and forwards other nodes’ packets, its traffic credits account empties and its helper
credits account fills up over time. To continue participation, the node needs to refill
its traffic credits account. In order to ensure the control over the cash flow, the node
can only load its traffic credits account at a service station operated by the provider.

At the service station, the customer inserts her smart card and has two pos-
sibilities. First, she can exchange her helper credits against traffic credits at the
providers helper credits exchange rate. Second, the customer can also buy traffic
credits with real money at a given price. Via the helper credits exchange rate and
the traffic credits price in real money the provider can control the revenue. In order
to limit the number of transactions, we introduce thresholds for the exchange of
helper credits and the minimum number of traffic credits to be refilled in a single
transaction. The customer can combine helper credits exchange and real money
buy in order to reach the minimum traffic credits refill threshold (see maintenance
refill phase, Algorithm 12). We also limit the number of storable traffic and helper
credits on a smart card. Thereby we want to ensure, that customer regularly visits
the service stations and in turn allow the provider to monitor and detect possible
misuse.
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Algorithm 12 Maintenance refill phase (at the service station)
1 repeat
2 if traffic credits account < traffic credits storage threshold then
3 if helper credits account > helper credits exchange threshold then
4 calculate resulting amount of traffic credits from the exchange of helper

credits at the current exchange rate
5 if exchanged traffic credits amount < traffic credits refill threshold

then
6 calculate needed amount of real money to match the traffic credits

refill threshold
7 end if
8 show the customer the precomputed helper credits exchange and real

money buy conditions
9 offer the customer to modify the conditions within the given bounds

10 else
11 calculate needed amount of real money to match the traffic credits refill

threshold
12 show the customer the precomputed real money buy conditions
13 offer the customer to modify the conditions within the given bounds
14 end if
15 else
16 inform customer about traffic credits storage threshold 2

17 end if
18 until customer accepts refill conditions OR cancels refill process
19 if customer accepts refill conditions then
20 balance traffic credits, helper credits and real money accounts 2

21 end if

4.6 Security Analysis

CASHnet - like every other cooperation encouragement scheme - charges the trans-
mission of self-generated packets and rewards the forwarding of other node’s pack-
ets. The financial properties make motivation-based scheme worthwhile targets for
attacks. Adversaries may try to circumvent the charges and/or obtain rewards by
fraud. In the following we analyze possible attacks on the CASHnet scheme and
how CASHnet can cope with them. We start with a description of the adversary
model, which we use in our analysis and continue with general attacks and the
analysis of every operation phase in CASHnet.

4.6.1 Adversary Model

The adversary may either be malicious or fraudulent. A malicious adversary acts
regardless of the benefits for himself. His primary goal is to cause harm, e.g. to
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manipulate information (deletion) or to disrupt the availability of services (denial
of service). A fraudulent adversary acts in expectance of benefits for herself, e.g.
financial (transmission costs, rewards) or resource (energy, bandwidth). Her pri-
mary goal is to obtain an advantage and at the same time accepting the possibility
of causing harm to others. This behaviour is also called ”rational” in the literature.

An attack can be executed in two ways: passive or active. In a passive attack the
adversary analyzes data without modifying it. Passive attacks are difficult to detect
and the properties of wireless networks support passive attacks as the medium is
shared in an uncontrollable manner. Secrecy via encryption makes the analysis of
information more difficult. We do not consider passive attacks, as these can be
addressed via higher layer encryption protocols. In an active attack the adversary
analyzes and manipulates the data. Active attacks include dropping of packets,
replaying packets, modifying packets, impersonating nodes, tunneling of packets
and denial of service. Active attacks can be detected when an appropriate level of
data protection is available.

4.6.2 General Attacks

In general we address packet drops via rerouting. This makes fraudulent attacks
(e.g. to save energy) not beneficial to adversaries, because they will lose forward-
ing opportunities. Since we use nonces in every message, we can detect replayed
packets, which are dropped. The use of digital signatures allows us to validate the
origin and the integrity of each packet and thereby detect any modifications. Mod-
ified packets are dropped too. The impersonation of nodes requires the possession
of the private key, which in turn requires the possession or access to the smart card
of the node. Because CASHnet is highly decentralized, the provider has only lim-
ited control inside the network. However, the provider can monitor the traffic at
the gateways and the cash flow at service stations.

CASHnet does not provide a strong protection against malicious attacks, such
as packet drops without benefit. It relies on the routing protocol to avoid these
malicious nodes, e.g. by treating this attack as a link break and finding a new
route. In a multi-hop cellular network with a high node density, and few adversaries
this should not pose a problem. It is clear, that with an increasing number of
malicious adversaries, the network stops to function. However, CASHnet provides
the possibility to identify an attacker, because in CASHnet, every node needs to be
authenticated with the help of its certificate issued by the provider, before it can
receive packets. Nodes, which are not authenticated do not receive any packets.
Therefore, a node could monitor and report suspicious next hops via the service
station to the provider, which in turn can deny the renewal of the accused node’s
certificate. One possible indicator for a malicious adversary could be for example
periodic link breaks.

Colluding fraudulent adversaries may send packets as ad hoc only traffic (tun-
neling) from far locations close to the gateway in order to reduce the cost for
transceiving in case of dynamic, hop count related charges. This only makes sense
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when the colluding nodes are rather stationary, e.g. some close to the gateway and
some far away eager to reduce the transceiving costs. So instead of a distant node,
a node close to the gateway acts as a proxy and pays the transceiving costs. How-
ever, intermediate nodes, which forward ad hoc only traffic do not get rewarded
and thus the provider has no loss. Further, the traffic has to pass via the gateway
and thus must be digitally signed. The provider can monitor the traffic frequency
and identify possible colluders with abnormal traffic patterns. The provider can
also use the globally fixed transceiving costs.

Colluding fraudulent adversaries may try to artificially increase the route length
to earn additional helper credits. This is influenced by the robustness of the routing
protocol. Several attempts exist to provide a secure routing protocol as shown by
Buttyán and Hubaux [BH03a]. In order to avoid loss, the provider can regulate the
revenue via the exchange rate for the helper credits and the cost in real money of
the traffic credits.

In the Internet, denial of service attacks are difficult to prevent, because of the
missing authentication of the originator of a communication. CASHnet requires
every node to sign its packets, thus making the originator identifiable. However,
a malicious adversary might attack the signature verification process of a node
by sending false signatures. A countermeasure would be a filter with a possible
timeout for each entry.

We assume the secure storage of node identity, public/private keys and credits
accounts on the card. However, smart cards have been attacked in different ways
as published in 1996 by Anderson and Kuhn in [AK96]. Besides mathematical
attacks such as cryptanalysis, where attackers try to exploit statistical properties of
the used cryptographic algorithms, attacks on the implementation are also possi-
ble. Implementation attacks use the leakage of side-channel information, such as
power dissipation, timing information or faulty outputs. Messerges et al. [MDS02]
give an extensive overview on possible attacks and study power analysis attacks
in particular. They conclude, that power analysis attacks are possible and can be
prevented by reducing or rendering unusable the leaked side-channel information.

The manufactures of smart cards are well aware of the results from cryptanal-
ysis and continuously improve their products. It takes a considerable effort to per-
form these attacks and a broken smart card could only be used until the detection
by the provider. As every originator needs to sign its packets, in order for them
to leave the multi-hop cellular network, the originator’s identity is revealed to the
gateway. The provider can keep track of traffic from the originators and verify
expenses on their account. Thus, a node which is transmitting over a long time
period, but never refills its traffic credits account is suspicious.

4.6.3 Attacks on CASHnet Operation Phases

In this section we describe why attacks on the CASHnet operation phases are not
beneficial for fraudulent adversaries. As CASHnet interprets missing messages as
link break and initiates a reroute, a small number of malicious adversaries can also
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be circumvented.

Preparation & Maintenance

The preparation phase involves direct interaction with the provider. An adversary
might try to obtain a smart card through theft or social engineering from another
customer in order to avoid registering his personal information with the provider.
This would be discovered by the true owner of the card and the card would be
blocked, i.e. it would be impossible for the adversary to use the smart card any-
more. The adversary may also try to load the credits accounts by himself. Here
the adversary would have to imitate the operation of a service station. This would
require trial and error processing and the smart card can react accordingly, e.g.
lock or even destroy itself [NPSQ03]. The maintenance phase is similar to the
preparation phase and so are the possible attacks.

Authentication

In the authentication phase, a malicious adversary might drop certificate advertise-
ments and/or replies during their transit to the recipient and back to the originator.
In both cases, the originator of the certificate advertisement will never receive the
certificate reply from the recipient. The originator will try to use another route by
triggering a search via the routing protocol.

A fraudulent adversary has no advantage from dropping authentication mes-
sages, as she increases the signaling traffic with new certificate advertisements as
well as route discoveries, which may even lead to her exclusion from the route. It
is therefore not beneficial for a fraudulent adversary to attack the authentication
phase.

Charging

In the packet forwarding phase a malicious adversary might drop data packets it
has received. The loss of data packets can be interpreted as a link break and can
initiate the search for a new route. It is also not beneficial for fraudulent adversary
to drop data packets, as she can only obtain helper credits if the next hop receives
the packet and thus transmits an acknowledgement.

Rewarding

A malicious adversary might not send the rewards. The lack of reward messages
can be interpreted as a link break by the node and initiate appropriate actions, e.g.
trigger the routing protocol to search for a new route. A fraudulent adversary may
block the rewards in order to save battery power. However, in case the previous hop
looks for a new route, she may become excluded from the route and thereby earn
less helper credits. This renders dropping the reward messages not worthwhile for
a fraudulent adversary.
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To disclose the adversary, the node can hand the expected reward list to the
provider during the maintenance phase. The provider could react appropriately,
e.g. reduce the value of the adversary’s helper credits.

4.6.4 Summary

Attacks on CASHnet are not beneficial for fraudulent adversaries and can be cir-
cumvented via rerouting in case of a small number of malicious adversaries. It is
clear, that once a certain number of malicious adversaries is reached, every multi-
hop wireless network stops functioning.

Although CASHnet is highly decentralized and does not even require source
routing, it gives the provider several possibilities of control. The obligatory digital
signing of every message allows to identify its originator and ensure the integrity of
the message. Neither unsigned nor invalid packets can pass the gateway. Thus, the
provider can observe the traffic pattern of every originator at the gateway and com-
pare it with the cash flow at the service stations. As in real-life, being identifiable
is a psychological barrier in committing any kind of attack.

The provider can also balance the revenue using the helper credits and real
money exchange rates accordingly in order to distribute the loss. By setting glob-
ally fixed charges, some fraudulent attacks become unnecessary. The reporting
of the expected reward list helps to identify packet dropping attacks. In CASHnet,
the smart card contains valuable information. The short certificate life-time and the
limitations of the maximum number of traffic and helper credits enforce a regular
visit at the service station, where the integrity of the smart card can be verified.

4.7 Resale

In CASHnet the charging and rewarding is decentralized, however the exchange of
helper credits or real money into traffic credits is only possible at a service station.
In order to allow greater flexibility and independence from the service stations, we
introduce the possibility of resale of traffic credits against helper credits. A node
can act as a reseller by offering its traffic credits for helper credits to a buyer node.
A buyer node in lack of traffic credits can ask its one-hop neighbors for the resale
conditions.

Resale among nodes implies the exchange of virtual currency over the wireless
network. To secure the exchange, special requirements must be fulfilled. The re-
sale process has to be conducted between trusted entities in a secure environment
(e.g. programs also called agents on a smart card). Therefore, such an agent on
the smart card requires a dedicated public-/private-key pair together with a veri-
fiable certificate, which binds the agent’s identity with its public key and proves
the reseller status. The entity’s private key must be inaccessible to the user of the
node to protect against impersonation attacks on the resale agent. The complete
communication must be encrypted in order to ensure the secrecy about the resale.
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The protected environment for the resale operation can be provided by Java
Cards [BBE+99]. A Java Card is a smart card which runs a virtual machine capable
of executing applets programmed in Java Card [Sun05], a small subset of the Java
programming language.

In order to avoid the need for constant interaction between the customer and
its agent on the smart card, the customer should indicate her preferences for resale,
e.g. the minimum acceptable exchange rate for her helper credits and her expected
network usage profile. This would help the agent to determine at which account
balance the agent should start to buy traffic credits and also the optimal amount.

Figure 4.9 shows the resale operation phase of CASHnet, in which a node
trades its helper credits for traffic credits with the help of a reseller. We use the
notation from Figure 4.2 on page 56. The reseller offers traffic credits at a specific
exchange rate.

The typical course of action for the agents of node and a reseller, which want
to perform a resale consists of three steps. Figure 4.10 illustrates all steps in a
message sequence chart. The numbered gray markers refer to example positions of
the actions from the following list.

1. Advertisement: To advertize its existence, a reseller R periodically broad-
casts a reseller advertisement RADVR to all its one-hop neighbors if enough
traffic credits are available. The RADVR authenticates the reseller to its re-
cipient and the buyer agent B can add the reseller to its known reseller list.
Before a resale can take place, the buyer agent needs to authenticate towards
the reseller. To do so, it sends a buyer advertisement BADVB to a known
reseller from the list and which is a one-hop neighbor.

2. Offer: When a node has a low traffic credits account, its buyer agent B sends
an offer request OREQB to the reseller to which it has previously advertized
its certificate. The OREQB indicates the amount of helper credits the buyer
is willing to offer. Upon reception of an OREQR the reseller sends back
an offer reply OREPR to the buyer. The OREPR indicates the amount of
traffic credits the reseller is willing to trade for the offered amount of helper
credits.

3. Resale: If the buyer agrees with the conditions of the reseller, it sends a resale
request RREQB to the reseller. Upon reception of a RREQB the reseller
sends back a resale reply RREPR. When the buyer receives the RREPR it
reduces the helper credits and increases the traffic credits accounts accord-
ing to the resale conditions. The buyer also acknowledges the reception by
sending a resale acknowledgement RACKB to the reseller. Upon reception
of the RACKB , the reseller balances the accounts accordingly.

We distinguish between eight operation phases and divide them into two cat-
egories. Figure 4.11 illustrates the relation between the different phases. In the
authentication phase, a reseller agent advertizes its ability to trade traffic credits
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B Buyer agent R Reseller agent
HCO Helper Credits offer HCO Traffic Credits offer
NB Nonce chosen by B
ER(M) Public key encryption of message M with R’s public key
SigB(M) Digital signature of message M by B

Table 4.2: Notation for Resale Algorithms 13-20

for helper credits. In the resale phase, the exchange between a node’s agent and a
reseller’s agent is performed. We describe each operation phase in detail as algo-
rithm (see Algorithms 13-20) using the notation listed in Table 4.2.

4.7.1 Authentication

In order to announce the presence of reseller agents to buyer agents and to securely
exchange credits, the agents on the smart card must authenticate each other. This is
done by exchanging certificates between the agents on each smart card. To authen-
ticate itself, an agent creates a reseller advertisement, which contains its certificate
a nonce, and a digital signature over the hash value of its certificate and the nonce.
The digital signature allows to verify the origin and integrity of the certificate ad-
vertisement. The certificate indicates the reseller status of an agent and allows to
verify the binding between an agent’s identity as well as its public key. Reseller
advertisements are broadcasted periodically to all one-hop neighbors (see reseller
advertisement generation phase, Algorithm 13).
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Algorithm 13 Reseller advertisement generation phase
1 loop
2 if reseller advertisement interval elapsed then
3 create a payload consisting of reseller agent certificate and nonce
4 calculate digital signature over reseller agent certificate and nonce
5 append digital signature to payload
6 transmit packet RADVR to all one-hop neighbors
7 end if
8 end loop

R→ B : RADVR = CertX(R), NR, SigR(H(CertX(R), NR))

Algorithm 14 Reseller advertisement reception phase
1 if certificate for reseller agent from reseller advertisement RADV valid then
2 if signature of reseller agent from RADV valid then
3 save tuple of reseller identity and public key in known reseller list
4 else
5 drop RADV
6 end if
7 else
8 drop RADV
9 end if

B ← R : RADVR = CertX(R), NR, SigR(H(CertX(R), NR))
B : TupleR =< IDR,KR >

When a buyer agent receives a reseller advertisement, it first verifies the cer-
tificate and than the digital signature. If the verification of either is not successful,
the reseller advertisement is dropped. Otherwise, the agent adds a tuple of the re-
seller’s identity and public key, which are both contained in the certificate, to the
known reseller list (see reseller advertisement reception phase, Algorithm 14).

To complete the authentication, the buyer agent needs to advertize its certificate
in return to the reseller. This is done before the actual resale starts. The buyer
node creates a buyer advertisement, which contains its certificate, a nonce and a
digital signature over the hash value from the certificate and the nonce. The buyer
transmits the message to an available reseller in its one-hop neighborhood, which
it selects from its known reseller list (see buyer advertisement generation phase,
Algorithm 15).

When a reseller agent receives a buyer advertisement it verifies the signature
and the certificate and - if valid - stores the agent identity and its public key, which
are both contained in the certificate, as tuple in its known buyer list. In case, the
verification fails, the buyer advertisement is dropped (see buyer advertisement re-
ception phase, Algorithm 16).
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Algorithm 15 Buyer advertisement generation phase
1 look up all one-hop neighbors
2 if one-hop neighbor ∈ known reseller list then
3 create a payload consisting of buyer agent certificate and nonce
4 calculate digital signature over reseller agent certificate and nonce
5 append digital signature to payload
6 transmit packet BADVB to the selected reseller
7 end if

B → R : BADVB = CertX(B), NB, SigB(H(CertX(B), NB))

Algorithm 16 Buyer advertisement reception phase
1 if certificate for buyer agent from buyer advertisement BADV valid then
2 if signature of buyer agent from BADV valid then
3 save tuple of buyer identity and public key in known buyer list
4 else
5 drop BADV
6 end if
7 else
8 drop BADV
9 end if

R← B : BADVB = CertX(B), NB, SigB(H(CertX(B), NB))
R : TupleB =< IDB,KB >

4.7.2 Resale

When the traffic credits account of a node falls below a specified threshold and
it has enough helper credits, its buyer agent sends an offer request to a known
reseller agent within its one-hop neighborhood. To ensure secure bi-directional
communication between the buyer and reseller agent, the buyer agent sends a buyer
advertisement before the offer request.

The offer request contains the amount of helper credits the buyer is offering for
exchange, its identity, a nonce as well as a digital signature over these three fields.
This payload is encrypted with the reseller’s public key, so that only the reseller
can read it. By encrypting after signing we ensure that the signer has knowledge
about the encrypted data.

If the buyer does not receive an offer reply within a specified time frame, it
tries to contact another available reseller. If the buyer receives an offer reply, it
continues with the resale request phase (see offer request phase, Algorithm 17).

When a reseller receives an offer request, it decrypts the message with its pri-
vate key. It continues to verify the signature of the decrypted offer request, by
decrypting it with the public key of the buyer and comparing the result with the
remaining message payload. If the comparison fails, the message is dropped.

If it is successful, the reseller calculates the resulting amount of traffic credits
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Algorithm 17 Offer request phase
1 loop
2 if traffic credits account < traffic credits buy threshold AND helper credits

account > helper credits threshold then
3 execute buyer advertisement generation phase (Algorithm 15) and return

⇀↽
4 if one-hop neighbor ∈ known reseller list then
5 create a payload consisting of helper credits offer, node identity and

nonce
6 calculate digital signature SigB over helper credits offer HCO, node

identity IDB , nonce NB

7 append digital signature to payload
8 transmit packet OREQB to the selected reseller
9 repeat

10 wait
11 until offer reply OREP arrives OR timeout
12 if OREP arrives then
13 go to resale request phase (Algorithm 19)⇒
14 end if
15 else if timeout then
16 select another reseller
17 end if
18 end if
19 end loop

B → R : OREQB = ER(HCO, IDB, NB, SigB(HCO, IDB, NB))

according to its exchange rate and the amount of helper credits offered by the buyer.
Then, the reseller agent creates an offer reply, which contains the resulting amount
of traffic credits, the offered amount of helper credits, its identity, a nonce and a
digital signature of the four fields. The offer reply is encrypted with the buyers
public key to ensure confidentiality of the resellers offer. The reseller waits for a
resale advertisement from the buyer to arrive and if it does proceeds with the resale
reply phase (see offer reply phase, Algorithm 18).

In case the buyer agent receives an offer reply, it decrypts the message using
its private key and verifies the signature with the reseller’s public key. In case
the verification fails, the message is dropped. If it is successful, the buyer agent
retrieves the reseller’s offer and checks whether it is acceptable. An acceptable
minimum threshold is specified by the node owner in advance.

If the buyer agent can accept the reseller’s offer, it creates a resale request,
which contains the offered amount of traffic credits offered by the reseller, the
buyer’s identity, a nonce and a digital signature over the three fields. The resulting
payload is encrypted with the reseller’s public key and transmitted to it. The buyer
waits for the reseller to confirm the resale with a resale reply.
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Algorithm 18 Offer reply phase
1 decrypt offer request OREQ
2 if signature from OREQ valid then
3 if traffic credits account > traffic credits resale threshold then
4 retrieve amount of helper credits offered by the buyer
5 calculate resulting amount of traffic credits
6 send a offer reply OREP to the buyer
7 repeat
8 wait
9 until resale request RREQ arrives OR timeout

10 if RREQ arrives then
11 go to resale reply phase (Algorithm 20)⇒
12 end if
13 end if
14 else
15 drop OREQ 2

16 end if
R→ B : OREP = EB(TCO, HCO, IDR, NR,

SigR(TCO,HCO, IDR, NR))

Upon reception of a resale reply, the buyer decrypts the message and verifies
the signature. If an error occurs, the resale reply is dropped. Otherwise, the buyer
agent balances the accounts by charging helper credits and debiting traffic credits
according to the resale conditions. Finally, the buyer advertizes the finalization of
the resale with an acknowledgement (see resale request phase, Algorithm 19).

When the reseller agent receives a resale requests, it decrypts the message using
its private key and verifies the digital signature using the buyer agent’s public key.
The reseller compares the included traffic credits offer with its own and if they are
identical, creates a resale reply. The resale reply consists of the reseller identity,
the nonce from the reseller and the nonce of the buyer from the resale request as
well as a digital signature over the three fields. The resale reply is then encrypted
with the buyer’s public key to ensure secrecy about the exchange and transmitted
to the buyer. The reseller waits for the buyer to announce the resale completion
with a resale acknowledgement.

Upon reception of a resale acknowledgement, the reseller agent debits the
helper credits and charges the traffic credits accounts according to the condition
of the resale (see resale reply phase, Algorithm 20).

4.8 Network Management

The optimal management of multi-hop cellular networks is a major concern of the
provider. It includes network planning, i.e. analyzing the current state and identi-
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Algorithm 19 Resale request phase
1 decrypt offer reply OREP
2 if signature from OREP valid then
3 retrieve resale conditions of the reseller
4 if resale conditions within specified acceptance range then
5 send a resale request RREQ to the reseller
6 repeat
7 wait
8 until resale reply RREP arrives OR timeout
9 if RREP arrives then

10 decrypt RREP
11 if signature from RREP valid then
12 helper credits account - helper credits offer
13 traffic credits account + traffic credits offer
14 send a resale acknowledgement RACK to the reseller 2

15 else
16 drop RREP 2

17 end if
18 end if
19 end if
20 else
21 drop OREP 2

22 end if
B → R : RREQ = ER(TCO, IDB, NB, SigB(TCO, IDB, NB))
B → R : RACK = ER(TCO, IDB, NB, SigB(TCO, IDB, NB))

fying possibilities to improve the service and the revenue. Due to the dynamics of
multi-hop cellular networks, the network management requires the frequent verifi-
cation of the current network state, the reliable identification of changes as well as
the fast adoption to the new conditions. In the following sections, we describe the
management instruments in a multi-hop cellular network, network state indicators
and a possible monitoring architecture. We also perform an exemplary case study.

4.8.1 Network Management Instruments

In CASHnet, the main management instruments for the provider are the number
and location of deployed gateways, service stations and resellers. Further, the
helper credits/real money exchange rates for traffic credits can be used to influ-
ence the behaviour of customers and resellers.

• The gateways provide the interconnection of the mobile ad hoc network and
the multi-hop cellular network. If correctly placed, multiple gateways can
considerably reduce the average route length from a node inside the net-
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Algorithm 20 Resale reply phase
1 decrypt resale request RREQ
2 if signature from RREQ valid then
3 if traffic credits offer from RREQ = own traffic credits offer then
4 send a resale reply RREP to the node
5 repeat
6 wait
7 until resale ACK RACK arrives OR timeout
8 if RACK arrives then
9 decrypt RACK

10 if signature from RACK valid then
11 helper credits account + helper credits offer
12 traffic credits account - traffic credits offer 2

13 end if
14 else if timeout AND retry threshold not exceeded then
15 resend the RREP to the buyer
16 end if
17 end if
18 else
19 drop RREQ 2

20 end if
R→ B : RREP = EB(IDR, NR, NB, SigR(IDR, NR, NB))

work to the gateway and thereby increase the per-node throughput. How-
ever, gateways are a big expense factor in the multi-hop cellular network
of the provider. Thus, an optimal balance between amount and coverage is
desirable.

• The service stations allow the customers to refill their traffic credits account
and update a certificate. At the same time, they enable the provider to mon-
itor and analyze the cash flow as well as reports generated by the node. The
service stations only require a low bandwidth connection to the provider
and are comparable with a terminal for loading prepaid cards. Also for the
service station the correct placement is important in order to ensure short
distances and easy accessibility for the customer.

• The resellers compensate for the immobility of the service stations. They are
able to exchange the helper credits of normal customers into traffic credits.
Thus, the provider can use the resellers to virtually extend the coverage of
the service stations. We note, that the customers still have to regularly visit
the provider to renew their certificates.

• The exchange rates for traffic credits directly influence the revenue of the
provider. The customer has the possibility to trade traffic credits for helper
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credits at the service stations and with the reseller. In addition, she can buy
traffic credits for real money at the service station. Therefore, the provider
can dynamically adapt the exchange rates according to the current network
conditions.

4.8.2 Network State Indicators

We identify three indicators in CASHnet for an optimal application of the previ-
ously defined instruments: the route length to the gateway, the cash flow and the
starvation history of each node. These indicators rely on collected data related to
the customer. Due to privacy issues the collected information will most probably
be stored anonymously.

• The averaged hop count to the gateway per node allows the provider to draw
conclusions about the general state of the network. By analyzing the peaks
in the route length the phenomena can be isolated. Long routes to the gate-
way typically indicate that the coverage of the multi-hop cellular network
increases, i.e. a change in the distribution of customers. This can be caused
by new customers joining the network or customers moving to a new area or
a mixture of both. In either case, every additional hop decreases the through-
put drastically.

• The analysis of the cash flow and the maintenance of the account state history
allows the provider to identify changes in the forwarding behaviour of a
customer. For example, a reduction in the amount of helper credits traded
may indicate that the overall network traffic decreased, and thus a change in
the node environment has occurred (e.g. fewer neighbors). Together with
the hop count information, the provider can identify possible thin out zones
and take appropriate actions.

• Closely related to the cash flow is the starvation information. It describes
the beginning and ending of a period, where the node was unable to transmit
self-generated packets or receive packets destined to it due the lack of traffic
credits. High starvation periods on a node may indicate that the node was
unable to find a service station or a reseller in time and the provider should
try to increase the number of resellers in the network.

The accuracy of these indicators greatly depends on the possibility of map-
ping them to geographical information of the multi-hop cellular network, which in
turn depends on where we collect this information. From the perspective of the
gateway, the hop count describes a circle at best. Thus, the direction in which the
network is expanding or shrinking is not deducible from the hop count alone. The
starvation alone does not indicate where in the network the node starved. However,
the distance to the gateway, the distance to the next service station and the num-
ber and movement path of the resellers represent important information, which are
required to actually derive effective strategies to reduce starvation in the network.
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Indicator Properties Decentral Central

Hop count Location of acquisition Node Gateway
Requirements Position (GPS) Gateway environment
Interface to provider Service station -

Cash flow Location of acquisition Node Service station
Requirements Position (GPS) Account state history
Interface to provider Service station -

Starvation Location of acquisition Node -
Requirements Position (GPS) -
Interface to provider Service station -

Table 4.3: Network management indicators in CASHnet

4.8.3 Monitoring Architecture

The decentralized characteristics of multi-hop cellular networks make it more dif-
ficult to gather information from within the network. On the hand, the provider
can use the existing infrastructure, that is the gateways and the service stations, to
monitor the average hop count by analyzing the passing traffic as well as the cash
flow via the service station. On the other hand, each node can keep track of the
same information, which could be stored on the smart card and transferred to the
provider via the service station. Also, some information is only available on the
node, such as possible starvation occurrences and resales. In practice, a combi-
nation of both, the centralized and the decentralized monitoring is most feasible,
i.e. to elect some independent customers (e.g. the resellers) as probing nodes and
compare their observations with the centrally gathered data.

In both approaches the collected network state information has to be mapped to
the geographical location of the network infrastructure (e.g. node position) to be of
any use. Without the position information, the reliable evaluation of the indicators
as well as the appropriate reaction is not possible. For example, from the starvation
indicator alone, the provider does not know where in the network the node starved
and thus can not effectively direct the countermeasures (service station or reseller).
Table 4.3 gives an overview of the network state indicators and their properties
in case of a decentral and a central approach. The centralized approach requires
information about the surroundings of the gateways and the estimated coverage
area of the network (e.g. park, street, plaza) in order to locate the area of the
potential new hot spots. The decentralized approach requires the node position for
each collected data set. This can be obtained by an appropriate service (e.g. GPS).

While the centralized approach does not require any additional information
from the node, it does not allow precise localization of the monitored phenomena.
The decentralized approach is very precise thanks to the position information of the
nodes, but may not be feasible in practice due to the unavailability of a positioning
service at the node (missing GPS device).
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Figure 4.12: Network management in CASHnet

4.8.4 Exemplary Case Study

In Figure 4.12a, we show a simplified multi-hop cellular network with two gate-
ways (GW1 and GW2) and several nodes. The nodes are colored according to
their respective default gateway, which they use to communicate with nodes lo-
cated outside the multi-hop cellular network. We can see that the majority of the
nodes is connected to GW1. The provider uses centralized monitoring as described
above. From the analysis of the traffic passing the gateway and the routing tables
he discovers, that the average route lengths at these two gateways is very high. In
addition, the provider analyzes the account state history of the nodes in this multi-
hop cellular network, which show a high number of exchanged helper credits. Both
observations are strong indicators for the deployment of a new gateway.

In order to avoid long routes, which decrease the per-node throughput and high
expenses caused by helper credits, the provider decides to deploy an additional
gateway. With the help of the environment information of the current gateways,
the provider identifies a potential new hot spot and deploys a new gateway (GW3).
If the estimations were correct, the average route length at the two older gateways
should decrease again, since the routing protocol on the nodes close to the new
gateway updates the default route as shown in Figure 4.12b. Because the route
length at best describes a circle and no direction, there could be more than one
potential hot spot, which the provider would have to test by temporarily deploying
more gateways and removing the less used again later on.

In case the provider uses a decentralized monitoring architecture, the interpre-
tation of the observed phenomena becomes much more accurate and so does the
localization of new hot spots.
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4.9 Conclusion

We presented CASHnet, our cooperation and accounting strategy in hybrid net-
works. With CASHnet we aim to make the deployment of multi-hop cellular net-
works feasible and profitable for both providers and customers. We give customers
incentives to cooperate and the providers means to control and secure their network
service.

With the highly decentralized CASHnet architecture, we retain the flexibility
of mobile ad hoc networks by performing the charging on the node of the customer
and the rewarding among forwarding neighbors. At the same time we keep the
provider in control of the cash flow with the help of service stations, which are
similar to immobile, low-bandwidth terminals for prepaid cards and connected to
the accounting center of the provider. At the service station, the customer is able
to refill its traffic credits account by exchanging helper credits or real money. In
addition, we introduce reseller nodes, which are operated by customers with special
exchange conditions at the service station. The resellers can exchange traffic credits
for helper credits from normal nodes. Still, the provider remains in control of the
cash flow as the resellers have to go via the service station to transform the traded
helper credits into traffic credits. Thus, the resellers are a beneficial enhancement to
the immobile service stations. Further, we describe how the CASHnet framework
supports the provider in the network planning process.

Our security analysis shows that fraudulent attacks on CASHnet are not ben-
eficial and malicious attacks can be detected to a certain extent with the help of
the digital signatures on all packets and monitoring at the gateways and service
stations.

In order to validate our design, we implemented CASHnet in the network sim-
ulator ns-2 as well as tested it in a real-life prototype under Linux. We describe the
implementation process and the obtained results in the next two chapters.





Chapter 5

Evaluation of CASHnet

5.1 Introduction

CASHnet, our cooperation and accounting strategy for hybrid networks provides a
framework to encourage cooperation among nodes in multi-hop cellular networks.
It introduces a considerable number of changes to a normal multi-hop cellular net-
work, such as charges to the transmission process of self-generated packets and to
the reception process of packets destined to the current node as well as rewards to
the forwarding processes of other node’s packets. CASHnet also introduces new
equipment, the service stations to control the cash flow and at the same time bring
reliability in the provision of traffic credits for the network participants. In order
to estimate the impact, which CASHnet has on a multi-hop cellular network, we
evaluate our cooperation scheme using the network simulator ns-2.

In the remainder of this chapter, we start with the motivation for our approach.
We continue with a description of the network simulator ns-2 and our changes to
it. Then, we explain our simulation setup, scenario and parameters as well as our
evaluation criteria in detail. Also, we identify and analyze the effect of the key
parameters of CASHnet. Next, we analyze our simulation results from CASHnet
an compare them to Nuglet. Finally we conclude with a summary.

5.2 Motivation

To validate CASHnet we have to measure the performance and impact of our co-
operation and accounting framework on a multi-hop cellular network. We started
with the evaluation via simulations, because they enable us to find the upper and
lower boundaries as well as improve and optimize our scheme by variation of the
available parameters. Furthermore, simulations allow us to place our work in re-
lation to other cooperation schemes. All this is difficult to achieve with real-life
implementations, as many side-effects and limitations influence the measurements
results. Also, due to the application scenario a large and expensive testbed would

87
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be required. Nevertheless, we implemented a prototype of the CASHnet frame-
work, which we present in Chapter 6.

At the time of writing the evaluation of cooperation schemes in the literature
is mostly restricted to theoretical security and performance analysis leaving out
current available technologies and protocols. To best of our knowledge, we are
first to show the impact of a cooperation scheme on a multi-hop cellular network
build of current technologies and protocols.

5.3 The Network Simulator ns-2

When we searched for a suitable simulator, we had several requirements in mind.
The simulator should be established in the research community for comparable re-
sults and provide implementations of recent protocols and technologies. It should
also support node mobility and be easily extendable. We chose the network simu-
lator ns-2 [BEF+00], because it provides a large library of protocols and is widely
used in the research community. It implements a full protocol stack for mobile ad
hoc networks and can be extended to also support multi-hop cellular networks.

The network simulator ns-2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at network
research. It has been developed by UC Berkeley and UCS/ISI as part of the VINT
project. Its source code and documentation are available online [NS204, FV03]
and various contributions from other projects have been added over time. Ns-2 is
available at no charges.

We use ns-2 allinone version 2.27 with the wireless and mobility extensions
from the CMU Monarch project [Ric99] and an extended version of the AODV
protocol called AODV+ from Hamidian [Ham03b], which adds Internet gateway
discovery support, i.e. support for multi-cellular network. We describe AODV and
AODV+ in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 on page 18 and 21 respectively.

Ns-2 maps real world network objects like nodes or links to C++ objects, which
can be parameterized to match reality as close as possible. Physical activities like
the transmission of a packet are stored as events in a queue. During the simulation
run the events are processed from the queue according to the scheduled execution
time. The execution of an event in the simulation takes an arbitrary amount of real
time on the computer, where the simulator runs. Ns-2 also allows to keep track of
all actions and results in so called trace files.

Ns-2 provides two different ways to use it. For the evaluation of already im-
plemented protocols, the scripting language Object Tcl, OTcl allows to specify
simulation scenarios as well as parameters at a very detailed level. For the devel-
opment and evaluation of new protocols, the programming language C++ in which
ns-2 is written, can be used. The support of two languages requires the mapping
between OTcl and C++ objects.

We illustrate a typical simulation run in Figure 5.1 with markers to indicate the
major steps. First, a user writes a script in OTcl, which specifies the simulation
scenario including the node properties as well as the movements and passes it to
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Figure 5.1: Ns-2 exemplary simulation run

the network simulator. Second, ns-2 translates the script using its OTcl interpreter
to initialize the corresponding scenario in the C++ space, where the simulation is
actually performed. During processing, the simulator writes a trace file describing
the events and their results. Last, the user analyzes the trace file with the help of
some utilities and according to the evaluation criteria.

5.4 Implementation of CASHnet in ns-2

CASHnet is a framework which relies on cross-layer communication, because the
packet flow on the network layer is controlled by an upper layer accounting ap-
plication. Thus, information needs to be exchanged among different layers and
cross-layer control mechanisms need to be established. For the implementation
in ns-2 we restrict ourselves to the charging, rewarding, refill and resale function-
ality of our CASHnet scheme. Thus, we leave out the security mechanisms, i.e.
authentication of nodes, signing and verification of packets as well as certificate
updates.

We think that these functionalities mainly stress each node locally and their
impact on the network performance can be approximated accordingly. Thus, we
leave the analysis of the computational and communication overhead introduced
by the CASHnet security mechanisms to our real-world implementation described
in Chapter 6.

Figure 5.2 shows a subset of the ns-2 class hierarchy. The gray-colored ob-
jects indicate the additions and modifications we performed in order to implement
CASHnet. Since we require the node to posses CASHnet abilities (i.e. being
charged and rewarded), we created a new class CASHnetNode which inherits from
CooperationNode which in turn inherits from MobileNode. The rewarding process
is implemented as an agent called CASHnetACK. The refill process requires a ser-
vice station CASHnetServiceStation and a trigger, i.e. the CASHnetTradeTimer to
periodically look for trade opportunities.

We replaced the included AODV routing protocol with AODV+ [Ham03a],
which supports Internet gateways and thereby allows to transform a mobile ad hoc
network into a multi-hop cellular network. We also modified the AODV+ routing
agent and the Agent class itself in order to support cooperation functionality. We
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Figure 5.2: Partial ns-2 class hierarchy with CASHnet extensions/modifications

added a new packet type for the transmission of rewards to the Packet class, trac-
ing support for CASHnet in CMUTrace as well as localization of nodes according
to their hierarchical address level in Address. In addition, we also extended the
scripting interface to easily configure the new objects and their parameters intro-
duced with CASHnet.

Figure 5.3 shows the internal structure of a CASHnet node in ns-2 using hier-
archical addressing. The gray-colored objects and the dashed lines illustrate our
additions/changes to a normal mobile node in ns-2. The numbered markers indi-
cate the packet flow for an intermediate forwarding node. First, the intermediate
node receives the packet from the link layer, where it has arrived from the wire-
less channel. Second, the packet passes the hierarchical address classifiers and is
handed to the routing agent. Third, the routing agent triggers the rewarding of
the previous hop via the CASHnet ACK agent and finally passes the packet to the
wireless channel.

For further details on the CASHnet implementation process in ns-2, we refer
to [Sta04].

5.5 Simulation Setup

We evaluated CASHnet through extensive simulation runs on an AMD Athlon MP
2000+ 1.67 GHz dual-processor machine. In order to make use of the second
processor, we ”parallelized” ns-2 by starting two runs at the same time. A com-
plete run consists of three phases: the simulation, the analysis of the results and
the archiving of the huge trace file. In order to synchronize the parallelized runs,
we created two child processes per phase, one for each run and waited for their
termination before entering the next phase.

As mentioned before, ns-2 supports a variety of protocols and configuration
options for mobile nodes. Table 5.1 lists the parameters we used for the mobile
nodes in our simulation runs. We specify hierarchical addressing, as it allows us to
use subnetworks for different multi-hop cellular networks and thereby identify the
location of a node. We use AODV+ (see Section 2.5.2 on page 21) as ad hoc rout-
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Figure 5.3: Internal structure of a CASHnet node in ns-2

ing protocol with hybrid gateway discovery and a gateway advertisement radius of
4 hops. We select the default link layer type from ns-2 and IEEE 802.11 DCF (see
Section 2.4.1 on page 12) as the medium access control scheme. The radio propa-
gation model uses the Friis free space attenuation (1/r2) at near distances and an
approximation to two-ray ground (1/r4) at far distances. The approximation as-
sumes specular reflection off a flat ground plane. The interface queue gives priority
to routing protocol packets by inserting them at the head of the queue. We keep its
default length of 50 packets. The network interface simulates the wireless medium
by considering collisions and the radio propagation model when receiving packets.
The antenna type is omnidirectional with unity gain. The transmission range for a
mobile node is 250 meters.

5.5.1 Node Movements

To simulate node movements we use the random waypoint mobility model. Al-
though it does not represent well the movement of a node (and the person carrying
the node) compared to real life, the random waypoint mobility model is widely
used in the wireless network research community and agreed upon as a standard
reference. In this model the movement pattern of a node is as follows. The node
starts in an initial location waiting for a specified pause time. The coordinates of a
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Parameter Value

Addressing type Hierarchical
Ad hoc routing protocol AODV(+)
Link layer type LL
MAC type Mac/802 11
Radio propagation model Propagation/TwoRayGround
Interface queue type Queue/DropTail/PriQueue
Interface queue length 50
Network interface type Phy/WirelessPhy
Antenna type Antenna/OmniAntenna
Channel type Channel/WirelessChannel

Table 5.1: Parameters of a mobile node in our evaluation

location are selected independently and uniformly on the given region. The pause
time is selected independently from speed and location. After the pause time has
elapsed a new location and a speed are selected. The speed is chosen uniformly
from an interval < vmin, vmax > and independently from current location and des-
tination. After the node arrives at the destination, it either waits for a new pause
time or moves to a new location.

As stated before, the random waypoint mobility model is widely used and has
been studied extensively. Yoon et al. [YLN03] showed that if the speed is chosen
from an interval < 0, vmax > the mean speed approaches zero over time. They
also find that the probability distribution varies and converges over time to a steady
state also called stationary distribution. Thus, they recommend to start the actual
simulation after the nodes have moved for a while. Bettstetter et al. [BHPC04]
analyze the stochastic properties of the random waypoint mobility model and find
the spatial distribution of this model, which is more concentrated in the center of
the simulation area. Navidi and Camp [NC04] derived the stationary distributions
for location, speed and pause time for the random waypoint mobility model.

Figure 5.4 shows the movement paths of 10 out of 40 nodes, which we ob-
tained from setdest and visualized with the help of gnuplot [WK04]. The arrow on
each path indicates the starting position of the node and its movement direction.
We describe the parameters of our node movements together with the simulation
scenario in which we use them below.

5.5.2 CASHnet Parameters

In CASHnet, mobile nodes obtain several new characteristics (e.g. charge, reward,
refill and resale), which are reflected in the additional parameters a CASHnet node
has. We distinguish between fixed and variable parameters. The first remain un-
changed throughout all simulations, the latter have the strongest influence on our
scheme and vary between the different simulation runs. In the following list, we
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Figure 5.4: Movement paths of 10 nodes in the random waypoint mobility model

describe each parameter in detail and emphasize the variable parameters with a
bold font.

• The packet generation interval specifies how many seconds elapse between
the generation of two packets. A smaller value increases the network load.

• The service stations value indicates how many service stations are deployed
in the simulation scenario. A high number of service stations increases the
probability of a node to be able to refill its traffic credits account and thereby
transmit more packets.

• The amount of nodes, which are allowed to resell their traffic credits for
helper credits to another node, is set with the resellers value. A high number
of reseller nodes increases the probability for nodes to exchange their helper
credits against traffic credits and thus transmit more packets. All nodes are
allowed to engage in a resale with a reseller.

• The transceiving cost specifies the amount of traffic credits an originator
and a recipient of a packet have to pay. The transceiving cost can be dynamic
for each node by setting it equal to the hop count to the gateway or it can be
fixed to a global value every node has to pay.

• The packet counter ACK threshold defines how many forwarding packets a
node has to receive from a single forwarder before it rewards this forwarding
node, i.e. sends an acknowledgement message. A high number reduces the
load on the network and increases the probability of loss. The packet counter
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ACK threshold value is directly connected to the value of the rewards, i.e. the
amount of helper credits debited per reward is proportional to the threshold.

• The initial traffic credits/real money account state sets the amount of (vir-
tual) currency a node has when the simulation starts. A high amount of
traffic credits allows a node to transmit packets for a long time period with-
out the need for a service station in order to refill its account. Real money
can only be traded at service stations, helper credits at service stations and
with resellers.

• The trade threshold at the service station indicates the minimum amount of
helper credits a node needs to possess in order to be able to trade with a
service station.

• The trade amount describes the maximum number of traffic credits a node
tries to trade at once.

• The helper/traffic credits rate specifies how many traffic credits a node can
obtain for its helper credits at the service station.

• The real money/traffic credits rate defines how many traffic credits a node
can obtain for its real money at the service station.

• The distance threshold to the service station sets the radius of the service
station inside which a node is able to trade.

• The reseller amount specifies the maximum number of traffic credits sold in
a single interaction with a reseller.

• When the traffic credits account exceeds the reseller traffic credits threshold,
the reseller node announces itself to its one-hop neighborhood.

• The reseller traffic/helper credits rate indicates how many helper credits a
node can receive for its traffic credits from a reseller.

• If the traffic credits account falls below the buyer traffic credits threshold
and the helper credits account exceeds the helper credits threshold, a node
contacts a known and reachable reseller.

• The exchange interval specifies how often each node checks whether it is in
range of a service station and/or a reseller node.

5.6 Evaluation Criteria

We identified three major evaluation criteria for our CASHnet implementation in
the network simulator: the starvation, the packet flow and the cash flow, which we
investigate in our simulation runs. In the following we describe the three criteria in
detail.
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• With starvation we describe the state, where a node is unable to transmit a
self-generated packet or receive a packet addressed to it due to lack of money.
This situation can occur, if a node is unable to use its earned helper credits
as traffic credits. The node owner is required to regularly refill its traffic
credits account at a service station or with the help of a reseller. A reseller
in turn is required to visit the service station to exchange the received helper
credits when he has not enough traffic credits for resale. The goal is to keep
starvation as low as possible in a multi-hop cellular network.

• The packet flow describes the network performance of a simulation run. We
analyze the number of transmitted (Sent) and received packets (Received)
as well as the amount of rewards sent (CASHnet ACKs sent) and dropped
(CASHnet ACKs dropped). We also investigate the different drop reasons
for the data packets given by ns-2. A high goodput and a low overhead are
the goals regarding the packet flow in a multi-hop cellular network. The
drop reasons, which occurred in our simulation runs were lack of money
(No Cash), no available route (No Route), routing loop (Loop), link break
detection at the routing layer (Callback), a full buffer in the address resolu-
tion protocol and a full buffer in the interface queue. When a route is not
available in AODV, a route request is sent and the packet will be retained
until the route requested succeeds or times out, which leads to the No Route
error. The Callback error indicates that the link detection from AODV has
noticed a link break. When the address resolution protocol resolve an ad-
dress for a packet by sending a request, it buffers the packet until the reply
arrives. If in the meantime, to many new requests arrive, the buffer is full
and the unanswered packets are dropped.

• The cash flow summarizes the distribution of (real or virtual) money within
the network. We investigate the final state of the traffic credits (TCA), helper
credits (HCA) and real money (RMA) accounts. In addition, we keep track
of the amount of traffic credits spent (TCS), traded (TCT) and resold (TCR)
as well as the amount of real money traded (RMT). A stable distribution of
virtual credits (traffic and helper credits) as well as real money spent are the
goals for the cash flow.

5.7 Evaluation in a Static Scenario

In order to analyze and present the influence of the key simulation parameters
mentioned before we conduct simulation runs using a static chain topology. We
use two multi-hop cellular networks with 4 nodes and 1 gateway each as well as an
interconnecting router. We place the nodes at 200 meters distance from each other.
We install a constant bit rate, CBR traffic source on each node, where each node
in the multi-hop cellular network I (1, 2, 3 and 4) transmits packets of 512 bytes
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Figure 5.5: Static simulation scenario

Scenario
1 2 3 4 5 6

Parameter In
iti

al

PG
I

SS R T
C

PC
A

T

Packet generation interval, PGI [s] 1 2 1 1 1 1
Service Station(s), SS 0 0 8 0 0 0
Reseller(s), R 0 0 0 8 0 0
Transceiving Cost, TC [TC] hop count hc hc hc 2 hc
Packet counter ACK threshold, PCAT 1 1 1 1 1 4

Table 5.2: Key simulation parameter settings for the 6 static scenarios

length to its opposite node in multi-hop cellular network II (8, 7, 6, and 5) and vice
versa as shown in Figure 5.5. We choose a total simulation time of 300 seconds.

We created an initial scenario and five additional scenarios. In each we change
a single parameter compared to the initial scenario respectively. Table 5.2 lists the
parameter settings for all six scenarios. In the initial scenario, the 8 traffic sources
transmit packets every 1 second and neither service stations and nor resellers are
available. The transceiving cost for each node are equal to the hop count to the
gateway from the respective node. Also, every forwarded packet is rewarded im-
mediately. In the second scenario, we increase the packet generation interval to 2
seconds. Next, we deploy 8 service stations, one next to each node. In the fourth
scenario, we allow each node to resell its traffic credits for helper credits. Then,
we use an equal transceiving cost of 2 traffic credits for every node. Last, we in-
crease the packet counter ACK threshold to 4, so that only every fourth packet is
rewarded.

Table 5.3 lists the parameter values we used for each CASHnet node in the
initial scenario. CASHnet is a micro-payment scheme, where each transmitted
packet is charged at the originator and recipient as well as rewarded by intermediate
nodes. Thus, the traffic credits account is quickly depleted. For the static scenarios
we choose a relatively low initial amount of traffic credits and a 1:1 exchange rate
between real money and traffic credits in order to provoke packet loss and thus
starvation to better demonstrate the influence of the key simulation parameters.

The goal of these simulation runs in a static chain topology, is to show the influ-
ence of each CASHnet key parameter on the network. In our analysis, we use the
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Parameter Value

Initial traffic credits account state [TC] 500
Initial real money account state [RM] 500

Trade Trade threshold at service station [HC] 10
Trade traffic credits amount [TC] 20
Helper/traffic credits rate 1:1
Real money/traffic credits rate 1:1
Distance threshold to service stations [m] 50

Resale Reseller traffic credits threshold [TC] 100
Reseller traffic credits amount [TC] 20
Reseller traffic/helper credits rate 1:1
Buyer traffic credits threshold [TC] 50
Buyer helper credits threshold [HC] 10
Exchange interval [s] 1

Table 5.3: CASHnet node parameter settings for the initial static scenario

previously defined evaluation criteria. We also visualize our results in a variety of
graphs to justify our reasoning. The graphs are divided into two categories: In the
first we show the overall network performance for each scenario using mean and
total values for the evaluation criteria (see Figure 5.6). Figure 5.6a shows the mean
starvation duration and the number of starvation occurrences, Figure 5.6b breaks
down the total packet flow, and Figure 5.6c visualizes the mean cash flow. In the
second category, we illustrate the individual node performance for each scenario
(see Figure 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 on page 99, 100 and 101 respectively). In the follow-
ing paragraphs, we describe and analyze the results for each of the six scenarios in
detail.

5.7.1 Initial Scenario

In the initial scenario the nodes starve on average 207 seconds, over 2/3 of the sim-
ulation time and 6 out of 8 nodes are actually starving as can be seen in Figure 5.6a.
From Figure 5.6b we find, that half of the packets sent are dropped due to the lack
of traffic credits (No Cash) and the amount of reward messages (CASHnet ACKs)
is almost equal to the amount of transmitted packets. The mean cash flow in Fig-
ure 5.6c indicates that all traffic credits (TCA, TCS) have been spent, that neither
trade (TCT) nor resale (TCR) occurred. On average 230 helper credits (HCA) have
been earned.

The number of dropped packets because of traffic credits shortage is very high
and thus is the starvation duration (see Figure 5.8a and 5.7a). The closest nodes to
the gateway (4 and 5) never starve, because their transceiving cost is equal to 1 traf-
fic credit. With an initial traffic credits account of 500, the cost for the transmission
and reception of all packets (2 x 249) is just covered. Therefore, the accounts of
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Figure 5.6: Overall performance under different parameters in the static scenarios

nodes 4 and 5 are depleted but the nodes do not starve as illustrated in Figure 5.9a.

5.7.2 Packet Generation Interval Scenario

In the second scenario, we increase the packet generation interval (PGI) to 2 sec-
onds, which reduces the total number of transmitted packets by 50%. As a result,
the average starvation duration falls to 147 seconds, half of the simulation time and
leads to half of the nodes starving. Now, 25% of the packets sent are dropped due
to missing traffic credits. The number of reward messages has the double amount
of packets sent. The mean cash flow shows, that on average 60 traffic credits per
node remain at the end of the simulation. The remaining values are close to the
initial scenario.
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Figure 5.7: Starvation per node under different parameters in the static scenarios

In this scenario, we can see that not all nodes are able to spend their initial
amount of 500 traffic credits before the simulation ends. Because of the increased
packet generation interval, which reduces the network load, each node sends and
receives 125 packets respectively. Thus, nodes 4 and 5 have 250 traffic credits re-
maining and nodes 3 and 6 with a transceiving cost of 2 traffic credits just managed
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terval = 2 seconds
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Figure 5.8: Packet flow per node under different parameters in the static scenarios
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(b) Scenario 2: Initial with packet generation in-
terval = 2 seconds
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(c) Scenario 3: Initial with 8 service stations
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(d) Scenario 4: Initial with 8 resellers
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(e) Scenario 5: Initial with transceiving cost = 2
traffic credits
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(f) Scenario 6: Initial with packet counter ACK
threshold = 4
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to pay the last packet as presented in Figure 5.9b. All 4 nodes do not starve as it
can be seen in Figure 5.7b. As expected, the packet generation interval controls the
network load. We see that the initial 500 traffic credits are still not enough to avoid
starvation for all nodes as CASHnet charges per packet.

5.7.3 Service Stations Scenario

In the third scenario, we place a service station (SS) next to each node (8 in total),
enabling the nodes to trade traffic credits against helper credits and real money.
This reduces the average starvation duration to 130 seconds, 43% of the simulation
time. 18% of the transmitted packets are dropped due to shortage of traffic credits.
The number of reward messages is again double as high as the number of trans-
mitted packets. In the mean cash flow, we see that on average 570 traffic credits
remain at the end of the simulation and 930 traffic credits have been spent per node.
Also, 500 traffic credits have been traded for helper credits on average per node. In
addition, the complete amount of real money has been used to trade traffic credits
at the service stations.

The service stations greatly improve the overall network performance as pre-
sented in Figure 5.8c. All nodes are able to exchange their helper credits and real
money for traffic credits. However, as can be seen in Figure 5.9c the two nodes at
the border (1 and 8) never obtain any helper credits since they have no packets to
forward. Combined with the high transceiving cost of 4 traffic credits per packet,
these nodes start to starve soon and are followed by their neighbor nodes (2 and 7)
as shown in Figure 5.7c. Service stations have a huge positive impact on the overall
network performance, as they are the source for new traffic credits for nodes. Of
course their placement needs to be well planned so that the nodes can reach them.

5.7.4 Resellers Scenario

In the fourth scenario, we allow each node to resell (R) its traffic credits for helper
credits (8 in total). The average duration of starvation is now 180 seconds, and all
8 nodes are starving. The packet flow performance is similar to the initial scenario,
with a little more drops caused by traffic credits shortage and more reward mes-
sages. The cash flow is also similar to the initial scenario, with the exception of 60
traffic credits resold on average per node.

We see that the reseller functionality distributes the traffic credits in the net-
work. Nodes with a small hop count to the gateway (3, 4, 5 and 6) fall at a later
time below the reseller traffic credits threshold and can thus resell their traffic cred-
its to their one-hop neighbors for a longer time period. The final helper credits
account state of all nodes in Figure 5.9d illustrates this situation very well. This
leads to all nodes starving, while the starvation duration for the intermediate nodes
(2, 3, 6 and 7) is reduced compared to the initial scenario as show in Figure 5.7d.
Because resellers can not introduce new traffic credits in the network, the overall
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performance is very similar to the initial scenario. But we find that resellers allow
us to balance the distribution of traffic credits.

5.7.5 Transceiving Cost Scenario

In the fifth scenario, we use equal transceiving costs (TC) of 2 traffic credits for all
nodes instead of the individual hop count to the gateway. Although the packet flow
is similar to the initial scenario, the average starvation duration is decreased to 170
seconds, but all 8 nodes starve. The average cash flow is also similar to the initial
scenario, with the exception of an average final account state of 370 helper credits.

An equal transceiving cost leads to a balanced consumption of traffic credits
in the network. Therefore, all nodes approximately run out of traffic credits at
the same time resulting in almost equal starvation durations for each node as de-
picted in Figure 5.7e. For the nodes far away from the gateway, the equalization of
transceiving cost to 2 traffic credits is an advantage as they are now able to transmit
more packets. This gives the intermediate nodes the possibility to earn more helper
credits by forwarding packets for the outbound nodes as shown in Figure 5.9e and
Figure 5.8e. However, the nodes can not take advantage of the helper credits due to
the lack of service stations and so the overall performance stays close to the initial
scenario. We find, that the equal transceiving cost removes a node’s dependency
on its location, as the costs are not anymore bound to the hop count towards the
gateway.

5.7.6 Packet Counter ACK Threshold Scenario

In the last scenario, we increase the packet counter ACK threshold (PCAT), so that
only every 4th forwarded packet from the same forwarder is rewarded. The results
for the average starvation duration, the total packet flow and the average cash flow
are almost equal to the initial results, with the exception in the number of reward
messages, which is now less than half of the transmitted packets.

The increased packet counter ACK threshold greatly reduces the number of
transmitted rewards and thus the network load as can be seen in Figure 5.8f. How-
ever, as the main drop reason in the initial scenario is the unavailability of traffic
credits, rewarding only every 4th packet has almost no effect on the starvation du-
ration as illustrated by Figure 5.7f. Figure 5.9f shows that the amount of helper
credits earned is much less compared to the initial scenario. However as explained
before the helper credits value at the service station is bound to the packet counter
threshold. Under low network load, the reduction of reward messages has no con-
siderable impact.

5.7.7 Summary

The evaluation of the key simulation parameters demonstrates the impact of each
parameter. The results from the increase of the packet generation interval empha-
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sizes the micro-payment properties of CASHnet. A node requires a large amount
of traffic credits to be able to continuously transmit under high network load until it
reaches a service station to refill its account. The service stations play a major role
in CASHnet, as they allow the node to reload its traffic credits account by exchang-
ing helper credits or real money. The optimal deployment of the service stations
is important, especially under node mobility. The usage of resellers balances the
distribution of traffic credits in the network. They can be used in addition to service
station to help a node overcome a period of traffic credits shortage.

When we set a fixed and equal transceiving cost, the charges become indepen-
dent of a node’s location in the network. It is important for the provider to choose a
global transceiving cost which covers the average expenses. For example, the aver-
age hop count can be used as an indicator for the expenses and the revenue can be
regulated via the value of the trade rates for the traffic credits. In addition, the (ac-
curate) hop count information from the routing protocol is not required anymore.
The packet counter threshold aims to reduce the load put on the network. Because
it reduces the amount of reward messages sent, it increases their value at the same
time. Thus, the loss of such a message is more costly. The best solution would
be an adaptive threshold, however this requires information about the current and
future network condition which is beyond the scope of our CASHnet scheme.

5.8 Evaluation in a Mobile Scenario

CASHnet provides a cooperation and accounting framework for hybrid networks.
We want to analyze the impact of CASHnet on a multi-hop cellular network and
evaluate its performance as well as the distribution of the virtual currencies. To do
so, we analyze the starvation, the packet flow and the cash flow for all nodes as well
as for each individual node. The results from the evaluation of the key simulation
parameters in the previous section give us several indicators of the parameters’ im-
pact on the overall network performance. Using these hints as a base, we perform
extensive evaluations of CASHnet under a variety of scenarios.

In order to create a more realistic simulation environment than the previously
used chain topology, we require node mobility over a larger area. We generated
the node movements based on the random waypoint mobility model as described
in Section 5.5.1 with the help of the program called setdest included in ns-2. We
used the movement parameters listed in Table 5.4 to obtain the movement files.
In total, we generate 20 movement files, to average our simulation results. We
distribute 40 nodes over an area of 900x600 meters. The nodes move with an
average speed of approximately 5 meters per second and take an average pause of
10 seconds for a total simulation time of 900 seconds. This results in a rather dense
node distribution, which is required to achieve a minimum connectivity among the
nodes and thus create a multi-hop cellular network. In the literature, the minimum
number of neighbors, a node needs to be connected to in order for the total network
to be connected, is assumed to be between 6 and 8. Takagi and Kleinrock [TK84]
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Parameter Value

Number of nodes 40
Speed type uniformly distributed within < vmin, vmax >

Minimum speed vmin 1 m/s
Maximum speed vmax 10 m/s
Simulation time 900 s
Pause type uniformly distributed within < 0, 2 ∗ p >

Pause time (median) p 10 s
X dimension of space 900 m
Y dimension of space 600 m

Table 5.4: Parameters of the node movement generation

Parameter Value

Packet generation interval [s] 0.5, 1, 2
Service station(s) 1, 2, 5, 9
Reseller(s) 0, 4
Transceiving cost [TC] hop count, 3
Packet counter ACK threshold 1, 5, 10, 15, 20
Movement scenarios 1..20

Table 5.5: Key simulation parameters for the mobile scenarios

derived these numbers for randomly distributed packet radio terminals.
Like in the static simulation scenarios, we vary the five key parameters, which

we introduced before. We use packet generation intervals of 0.5, 1, and 2, which
correspond to packet generation rates of 2, 1 and 0.5 packets per second per node.
We also change the number and location of deployed service stations in a move-
ment scenario between 1 (A), 2 (B), 5 (C) and 9 (D). Figure 5.10 illustrates the four
variations of service stations and their respective scenario letter. In each scenario
a gateway with both a wireless and a wired network interface is placed at the right
border. The gateway provides the interconnection between the multi-hop cellular
network and the backbone of the provider.

Further, we allow 0 or 4 nodes to act as resellers. Also, we test the effect of
dynamic and fixed transceiving cost. For the dynamic transceiving cost, we use the
node’s current hop count to the gateway, for the fixed transceiving cost we use 3
traffic credits, a value which we derived from the analysis of the route lengths in
our plain simulation scenario (see Section 5.8.1). In addition, we investigate the
effect of different packet counter ACK thresholds, i.e. the number of forwarded
packets a node receives, before it sends a reward. A node rewards a forwarding
node after receiving 1, 5, 10, 15 or 20 packets. Table 5.5 illustrates the various key
simulation parameter settings.
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Figure 5.10: Service station variations and resulting scenarios A, B, C and D

Table 5.6 lists the parameter values of each CASHnet node in our mobile sim-
ulation scenarios. We give each node an initial value of 1000 traffic credits. For
example, with an average hop count of 4 to the gateway, a node can send 250 pack-
ets before its account is depleted. Also, each node has 200 real money, which is
worth 4000 traffic credits at a service station, since we set the respective exchange
rate to 20:1. We specify a maximum trade amount of 500 traffic credits for a single
transaction in order to allow nodes to sustain periods where they don’t encounter
any service station. Traffic credits and helper credits are exchanged equally. We
consider the customer of a node able to engage in a trade, if she is within 50 meters
distance to a service station.

In real life reseller nodes will have special discounts with the provider, be-
cause their trade volume is much higher compared to a normal node. To match the
properties of resellers, we give them a higher initial traffic credits and real money
account. We also set the exchange rates for helper credits and real money higher
than for normal nodes. Since a reseller generates packets like a normal node, the
agent allows the resale only if more than 500 traffic credits are available. A re-
seller exchanges a maximum of 50 traffic credits at once, giving more nodes the
opportunity to engage in a resale. We set the same exchange rate for traffic/helper
credits exchange rate as the service station, because the reseller makes profit from
the advantageous trade conditions with the provider at the service station.

Finally, we specified the exchange interval so that every second a node checks
whether a service station or a reseller is within its vicinity, i.e. within the node’s
50 meter radius or in its one-hop neighborhood respectively.

5.8.1 Plain Multi-hop Cellular Network Performance

As a basis for comparison we evaluate a multi-hop cellular network without any
CASHnet functionality, i.e. we assume the nodes cooperate (forward packets)
without any cooperation scheme. Only the mobile node settings in Table 5.1, the
different packet generation intervals and the 20 movement scenarios are used. This
allows us to compare a multi-hop cellular network without a cooperation frame-
work to one with CASHnet. Figure 5.11 shows our plain mobile simulation sce-
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Parameter Value
Standard (Reseller)

Initial traffic credits account state [TC] 1000 (10000)
Initial real money account state [RM] 200 (1000)

Trade Trade threshold at service station [HC] 10
Trade traffic credits amount [TC] 500
Helper/traffic credits rate 1:1 (1:2)
Real money/traffic credits rate 1:20 (1:30)
Distance threshold to service stations [m] 50

Resale Reseller traffic credits threshold [TC] 500
Reseller traffic credits amount [TC] 50
Reseller traffic/helper credits rate 1:1
Buyer traffic credits threshold [TC] 100
Buyer helper credits threshold [HC] 10
Exchange interval [s] 1

Table 5.6: CASHnet node parameter settings for the mobile scenario

X = 1..40 GW R GW

Multi-hop Cellular Network Backbone

XX

X

X

X
X

Figure 5.11: Plain mobile simulation scenario

nario. 40 nodes roam around in an area of 900x600 meters and transmit packets at
a constant bit rate and with 512 bytes length towards the gateway at the specified
packet generation rate. We analyze the packet flow and the route lengths in this
plain mobile simulation scenario.

Packet Flow

The packet flow is an indicator for the network performance. We measure it by
analyzing the trace files from ns-2 and consider the total packet flow of the whole
network. Figure 5.12 illustrates the mean goodput for all nodes and for each packet
generation interval averaged over the 20 movement scenarios. For a packet gener-
ation interval of 0.5 seconds, we measure a mean goodput of 63% with a standard
deviation of 3%. For both packet generation intervals of 1 and 2 seconds, we mea-
sure a goodput of 81% and a standard deviation of 2% respectively. The drop
reasons give us some hints as to where and why the losses occur.

Figure 5.13 breaks down the average number of dropped packets into their
drop reasons for the 20 movement scenarios. We include the following packet drop
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Figure 5.13: Drop reasons in the plain
mobile scenario

reasons: No Route, Callback, Address Resolution Protocol and Interface Queue,
which we explain in Section 5.6 on page 94. We exclude the packets dropped due
to routing loops (Loop) as their number is very small (< 27, < 7 and < 2 for the
packet generation interval 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively).

The main drop reason is Callback, an event which occurs then AODV receives
a link break notification from the link layer in ns-2. Link breaks are typically
caused by mobility. However, when we compare the values for the different packet
generation intervals, we see that doubling the packet generation rate leads to an
exponential increase in packet drops due to Callback. Thus, we conclude that also
congestion leads to a link break notification. The second highest number of drops
occur in the interface queue of each node. This is mainly caused by the length
of the queue, which is set to the default value of 50 packets. However, simply
increasing the queue length leads to an increase of outdated packets, because the
network topology changes quickly. This leads to an increase in Callback drops, as
the neighbors have moved away and a link break notification is given.

We attribute the No Route drops to the node mobility and the hybrid gateway
discovery. We specified a gateway advertisement zone with a radius of 4 hops.
Therefore, nodes located at 5 or more hops from the gateway, will not receive
the gateway advertisements and have to reactively acquire a route to the gateway,
which causes a delay. The address resolution protocol (ARP) drops indicate a delay
in the reply of the address resolution protocol. While waiting for the ARP reply for
a specific address, ns-2 drops any further packet for the same destination.

Route Length

The route length is a good indicator for the network size and the geographical
distribution of transmitting nodes. We measure it by registering the number of hops
to the gateway on each node for each transmitted packet. Figure 5.14 presents the
relative frequency of route lengths, which we obtained by summing up the hop
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Figure 5.14: Relative frequency of route lengths in the plain mobile scenario

count occurrences on each node in all 240 permutations resulting from 3 packet
generation intervals, 20 movement patterns and 40 nodes.

Figure 5.14a shows the route length distribution for each packet generation in-
terval. A smaller packet generation interval results in a higher packet generation
rate and thus in a higher hop count occurrence. Also, the geographical transmission
location of a node changes among the different packet generation intervals. How-
ever, we see that the route length distribution is very similar among the different
intervals.

Figure 5.14b shows the combined route length distribution. We can see that
58% of the occurrences are for route lengths of 2 and 3 hops. That means in our
simulation area, almost 2/3 of all transmissions occur at a distance of 2 or 3 hops
from the gateway. If we look at route lengths between 1 and 4 hops, we comprise
91% of all occurrences. The next 8% cover route lengths of 5 and 6 hops. The high
percentage of short routes can be explained with the size of the simulation area
of 900x600 meters and the node density of 40 nodes. We obtain an average route
length of 2.83 hops, which we use as an indicator for the fixed transceiving cost
in CASHnet. Short average route lengths improve the quality of the connection,
because every additional hop decreases the throughput. At the same time, the high
node density indicates a crowded wireless medium, which decreases the quality of
the connection.

Summary

We find, that in a plain multi-hop cellular network with AODV+ in hybrid gateway
discovery mode, the network performance is not optimal, especially under high
network load, mobility and congestion decrease the throughput to 63% while with
a packet generation interval of 1 and 2 seconds the goodput is 81%. Although
obtained in a simulation, these results show, that the technology and protocols for
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Figure 5.15: CASHnet mobile simulation scenario

mobile ad hoc and multi-hop cellular networks still leave room for improvements.
As we want to investigate the impact of CASHnet on a multi-hop cellular net-

work with current technologies, we take these results as a base for our comparison.
Any improvements in the base technologies and protocols of multi-hop cellular
networks will of course have a positive effect on the results of CASHnet.

5.8.2 CASHnet Performance

After analyzing the performance of a plain multi-hop cellular network without any
cooperation scheme, we deploy CASHnet in the network. We create our simula-
tion scenarios by varying the key parameters listed in Table 5.5 on page 105, which
are the packet generation interval (PGI), the number of service stations (SS) and
reseller (R) nodes, the transceiving cost (TC), the packet counter ACK threshold
(PCAT) and the movement scenarios (MS). This results in a large number of sim-
ulation scenarios, i.e. 3 PGI x 4 SS x 2 R x 2 TC x 5 PCAT x 20 MS = 4800
simulation runs. We use the CASHnet parameters shown in Table 5.6 on page 107.

Figure 5.15 shows the schematic for our CASHnet mobile simulation scenario,
which is identical to the one of the evaluation of the plain scenario except that we
deploy service stations as shown in Figure 5.10. 40 nodes roam around in an area
of 900x600 meters and transmit packets at a constant bit rate and with 512 bytes
length towards the gateway at the specified packet generation rate. We analyze the
starvation, the packet flow and the cash flow in these CASHnet mobile simulation
scenarios.

In the following figures, we show mean values, which we obtained by averag-
ing the results from the 20 simulation scenarios and - in case of the starvation and
the cash flow - the 40 contained nodes. The packet flow results already represent
the overall network performance. We also show the corresponding standard devia-
tion. Thus, we obtain averaged results for 240 scenarios (PGIxSSxRxTCxPCAT).
To present the results of one scenario we require one figure for the starvation, three
for the packet flow and one for the cash flow. Each figure includes all values from
the combinations of the packet generation interval and the number service stations
(3x4) indicated in the second and first line in the x-axis title respectively. As we
can not show every possible combination of the other key parameters, we restrict
ourself to the most significant cases.

In Table 5.7 we list the parameter settings of the selected combinations. In
the first scenario we use no reseller, transceiving costs related to the hop count
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Scenario
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

Packet generation interval, PGI [s] 0.5, 1, 2
Service Station(s), SS 1, 2, 5, 9
Reseller(s), R 0 0 4 4 0
Transceiving Cost, TC [TC] hop count 3
Packet counter ACK threshold, PCAT 1 10 1 10 1

Table 5.7: Parameter settings for the CASHnet mobile scenarios

and acknowledge every packet. In the second, we change the packet counter ACK
threshold, so that every tenth packet is acknowledged. Note, that this implicates
an increase of the value of a single acknowledgement by 10. From our results, we
found the performance to be inferior for lower (1, 5) and higher (15, 20) packet
counter ACK thresholds compared to 10. In case of the lower values, we attribute
this to the still high overhead, in case of the higher values, to the increased value of
lost acknowledgements. Next, we give 4 nodes (out of 40) resale abilities. The re-
sellers have special CASHnet parameter settings, which we presented in Table 5.6
on page 107. In the fourth scenario, we combine resellers and the packet counter
ACK threshold. Finally in the last scenario, we show the impact of a globally fixed
transceiving cost set to 3 traffic credits. We derive this value from the average
hop count, which we determined in the previous evaluation of the plain simulation
scenario.

Starvation

The starvation indicates how long and how often a node is neither allowed to trans-
mit self-generated packets nor receive packets destined to the node over the sim-
ulation time of 900 seconds. Starvation can be affected by different influences.
The direct cause is the lack of traffic credits at the moment of transmission or re-
ception. This in turn, can be caused by few traffic credits refill opportunities (e.g.
service stations) on the movement path of each node. Another reason can be a high
average hop count towards the gateway, which leads to a fast decrease in traffic
credits. And last, the loss of acknowledgement leads to fewer helper credits on the
node and thus less traffic credits when exchanging the helper credits at the service
station. Figure 5.16 shows the mean starvation duration and occurrences for the
5 scenarios, which we previously introduced. The figures on starvation show the
mean duration as bars and the occurrences as points with standard deviation in bold
and dashed lines respectively.

From the results of first scenario in Figure 5.16a, we see that for the highest
traffic load (packet generation interval 0.5 seconds) and 1 service station, the mean
starvation duration per node is around 2/3 of the simulation time with an average
of 1.2 starvation occurrences (periods). Increasing the number of service stations
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(a) Scenario 1 (Initial): no reseller, transceiv-
ing cost = hop count, packet counter ACK
threshold = 1
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(b) Scenario 2: Initial with packet counter
ACK threshold = 10
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(c) Scenario 3: Initial with 4 resellers
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(d) Scenario 4: Initial with 4 resellers and
packet counter ACK threshold = 10
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(e) Scenario 5: Initial with transceiving cost
= 3 traffic credits
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Figure 5.16: Starvation in CASHnet for different parameters
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to 9, reduces the average starvation duration to 58 seconds. As expected, reducing
the network load also reduces the average starvation duration significantly. In the
scenario with a packet generation interval of 2 seconds, almost no starvation occurs
with 5 and 9 service stations. The standard deviation for the duration is very high.
The average number of starvation occurrences per node is around 1. The high stan-
dard deviation indicates that some nodes almost never starve, while others starve
for almost the double of the average duration. This is due to the random movement
of the nodes, which decides about their probability of meeting a service station.
The low number of average occurrences indicates that the few and long starvation
periods occur.

In the second scenario, we increase the packet counter ACK threshold to reward
only every 10th packet. Figure 5.16b shows the results. Compared to the first sce-
nario, we notice a slight reduction in the starvation duration, e.g. for the scenario
with the highest traffic load and 9 service station, the average starvation duration is
now 52 seconds. The standard deviation is very similar to the first scenario.

Figure 5.16c shows the results of the third scenario, where we allow 4 nodes out
of 40 to act as resellers. We notice the highest impact for scenarios with only 1 or 2
service stations, where the starvation duration is reduced by 40 to 50% compared to
the first scenario. At the same time, the number of starvation occurrences increase,
which indicates that on average the nodes starve more often, but for shorter time
periods. The standard deviation for the duration is high as in the initial scenario, for
the occurrences it is significantly increased. This reflects that some nodes are able
to meet a reseller, where they can exchange their helper credits for traffic credits
and thereby interrupting their starvation period more often.

The results in Figure 5.16d show the impact from the combination of resellers
and packet counter ACK threshold of the fifth scenario. We find a considerable
decrease of the starvation duration compared to the first scenario in all combina-
tions of traffic load and number of service stations. We note especially the positive
influence compared to the previous fourth scenario for the cases with only 1 and
2 service station. Also, the standard deviation for the occurrences is considerably
reduced. The reduction of reward messages and the implied increase in their value
to 10 helper credits supports best the scenarios with high traffic load.

In the last scenario, we set the transceiving cost to a fixed value of 3 traffic
credits. Every node, wherever it is located in the network, has to pay this price
whenever it wants to transmit a self-generated packet or receive a packet destined
to it. Figure 5.16e presents the results. Compared to the first scenario, the results
are slightly inferior. We attribute this to the fact, that some nodes have an average
route length shorter than 3 hops towards the gateway, so that in this scenario, they
actually have to spend more traffic credits and thus starve faster. This is underlined
by the observation, that 43% of all routes to the gateway in the movement scenario
are of length 1 or 2 as discovered in the analysis of the route length distribution in
Figure 5.14 on page 109.
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Packet Flow

The packet flow allows us to analyze the overall network performance of CASHnet
and the specific reasons. The packet flow can be affected by many effects. The most
direct is the number of simultaneously transmitted packets, either data or signaling
(CASHnet acknowledgment). Other influences come from the size of the interface
queues and the effects resulting from the interaction of the different protocols.

We analyze the goodput, which we define as the number of received packets,
the different drop reasons for data packets and the overhead in terms of acknowl-
edgements sent. Figure 5.17, 5.19 and 5.18 on page 115, 117 and 116 respectively
illustrate our results. In the following, we combine the discussion of goodput, drop
reasons and overhead for every of the five scenarios. We’d like to recall the re-
sults from the plain mobile scenario, where we measured a goodput of 63% for the
packet generation interval of 0.5 second and 81% for 1 and 2 seconds respectively.

In the first scenario, we see in Figure 5.17a that the goodput is around 42%
for the scenarios with high traffic load (packet generation interval 0.5 s). Even an
increase in the number of service stations does not ameliorate the situation. To
the contrary, the throughput decreases slightly. When we look at the drop reasons
in Figure 5.19a, we find that while the number of packets dropped due to lack
of money (No Cash) decreases, the packets dropped in the interface queue and the
initiated drops by the MAC layer (Callback) increases. We found, that the link layer
trigger in ns-2 interprets congestion as link break and commands AODV to search
for a new route, which worsens the situation. A higher number of service stations
leads to a higher number of acknowledgements, which we can see in Figure 5.18a.

We also observe, that the number of dropped acknowledgements increases with
the number of service stations under high network load even though the number of
transmitted acknowledgements does not increase. We attribute this phenomena to
the congestion. With more service stations, the nodes are able to transmit more
packets. As the network is already congested, these packets place an additional
burden on the interface queues and thus block the transmission of acknowledge-
ments.

In the second scenario, we witness the positive effect of the packet counter
ACK threshold under high network load. Figure 5.17b shows an increase in good-
put for these scenarios. When we compare the drop reasons depicted in Fig-
ure 5.19b with the one from first scenario, we see that the number of packets
dropped by the interface queue is significantly decreased. From Figure 5.18b we
find a reduction of about 30-40% in transmitted acknowledgements.

The third scenario investigates the influence of resellers. Figure 5.17c presents
the results. We note a general increase in goodput compared to the first scenario,
especially in the case with packet generation interval of 0.5 and 1 second. When
we compare the drop reasons in Figure 5.19c to the first scenario, we see that the
number of packets dropped due to lack of traffic credits (No Cash) is considerably
decreased.

With the combination of 4 resellers and the increased packet counter ACK
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(a) Scenario 1 (Initial): no reseller,
transceiving cost = hop count and packet
counter ACK threshold = 1
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(b) Scenario 2: Initial with packet counter
ACK threshold = 10
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(c) Scenario 3: Initial with 4 resellers
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(d) Scenario 4: Initial with 4 resellers and
packet counter ACK threshold = 10
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(e) Scenario 5: Initial with transceiving cost
= 3 traffic credits
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Figure 5.17: Goodput in CASHnet for different parameters
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(a) Scenario 1 (Initial): no reseller,
transceiving cost = hop count and packet
counter ACK threshold = 1
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(b) Scenario 2: Initial with packet counter
ACK threshold = 10
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(c) Scenario 3: Initial with 4 resellers
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(d) Scenario 4: Initial with 4 resellers and
packet counter ACK threshold = 10
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(e) Scenario 5: Initial with transceiving cost
= 3 traffic credits
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Figure 5.18: Overhead in CASHnet for different parameters
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(a) Scenario 1 (Initial): no reseller, transceiving cost = hop count, packet counter ACK threshold
= 1
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(b) Scenario 2: Initial with packet counter ACK threshold = 10
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(c) Scenario 3: Initial with 4 resellers
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(d) Scenario 4: Initial with 4 resellers and packet counter ACK threshold = 100
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Figure 5.19: Drop reasons in CASHnet for different parameters 1/2
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(e) Scenario 5: Initial with transceiving cost = 3 traffic credits0
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Figure 5.19: Drop reasons in CASHnet for different parameters 2/2

threshold, we achieve the best results in this fourth scenario as shown in Fig-
ure 5.17d. The goodput is now at around 57% for the packet generation interval
of 0.5 seconds and around 80% for 1 and 2 seconds respectively. These results
are very close to the plain mobile scenario without any cooperation framework. In
Figure 5.19d we see the reduction in dropped packets due to lack of money (No
Cash) as well as due to a full interface queue compared to the first scenario. The
overhead shown in Figure 5.18d is similar to the previous third scenario.

The last scenario which uses the globally fixed transceiving cost of 3 traffic
credits gives very similar results to the first scenario. The values for the goodput in
Figure 5.19e, the drop reasons in Figure 5.18e and the overhead in Figure 5.17e are
slightly lower compared to the first scenario. Again, we attribute this to nodes with
an average route length below 3. The results show us however, that it is feasible to
use a globally fixed transceiving cost and obtain very similar results compared to
dynamic hop count related charges.

Cash Flow

The cash flow provides important information about the distribution of virtual and
real money in the network. This allows us to optimize the different CASHnet
parameters in order to optimize the operation of our incentive based cooperation
framework. The cash flow can be affected by different influences. The number of
service stations as well as the number of resellers has a direct impact. Also, the
amount of network traffic has a direct impact on the consumption of traffic credits
and the distribution of helper credits.

Figure 5.20 on page 119 displays the cash flow in the five scenarios. We ana-
lyze the average final account states of the traffic/helper credits and the real money
per node. In addition, we show the average amount of traffic credits spent, traded
at the service station, resold by a reseller and the amount of real money traded.

The first scenario demonstrate the effect of CASHnet in Figure 5.20a. We ob-
serve that the average final account state for traffic credits is well above zero, how-
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(a) Scenario 1 (Initial): no reseller, transceiving cost = hop count and packet counter
ACK threshold = 1
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(b) Scenario 2: Initial with packet counter ACK threshold = 10
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(c) Scenario 3: Initial with 4 resellers
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Figure 5.20: Cash flow in CASHnet for different parameters 1/2
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(d) Scenario 4: Initial with 4 resellers and packet counter ACK threshold = 10
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(e) Scenario 5: Initial with transceiving cost = 3 traffic credits
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Figure 5.20: Cash flow in CASHnet for different parameters 2/2

ever the standard deviation is very high indicating that some nodes have a depleted
traffic credits account. As expected, the amount of traffic credits spent increases
with the number of service stations, because the nodes have more opportunities
to refill their account, which is also indicated by the reduced final state account
of helper credits. However, as we previously saw the increased number of traf-
fic credits spent does not automatically result in an improved goodput under high
network load. Also, the number of traffic credits traded is very similar under high
network load, which is caused by the high amount of acknowledgements lost due
to congestion.

Figure 5.20b shows the results of the second scenario with the packet counter
ACK threshold of 10. The values are similar to the first scenario with a significant
difference in the amount of traffic credits traded. The reduced number of trans-
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mitted acknowledgements implies their increase in value to 10 helper credits and
at the same time reduce the traffic load in the network. Again, the high standard
deviation results from the random node movement path.

As the resellers have a positive effect on the throughput compared to the first
scenario, the amount of traffic credits spent increases as depicted in Figure 5.20c.
Since the resellers are deployed in addition to the service station, their effect is
reduced in all cases with a high number of service stations (5 or 9).

In the fourth scenario, the combination of reseller and packet counter ACK
threshold gives the results shown in Figure 5.20d. Both factors lead to an over-
all increase in traffic credits spent, traffic credits traded and traffic credits resold
compared to the first scenario. We also note that the reduced number of acknowl-
edgements leads to a better use of resellers in scenarios with a low number of
service stations.

Figure 5.20e presents the results of the fifth scenario. Compared to the first
scenario, the globally fixed transceiving cost of 3 traffic credits leads to a higher
average amount of traffic credits spent in every single case. So, while the average
packet flow performance is slightly inferior, the average revenue is higher com-
pared to a dynamic transceiving cost equal to hop count. Otherwise, the cash flow
is similar to the first scenario.

Summary

The extensive analysis of the CASHnet mobile simulation scenarios in terms of
starvation, packet flow and cash flow gives us a deep insight in the performance
of our cooperation scheme. The obtained results allow us to draw several conclu-
sions regarding the limitations of CASHnet and give us indicators for the minimal
requirements of CASHnet to perform almost equal to a plain multi-hop cellular
network.

As expected, the traffic load and the number of service stations directly affect
CASHnet. However, an increase in the number of service stations does not result
in a linear performance increase. This is caused by the immobility of the service
station as well as the random node movements. In real life however, we can imag-
ine nodes would start to move directly to a service station before or the moment
they run out of traffic credits.

Because CASHnet introduces additional overhead with the acknowledgements,
the reduction of the frequency of transmitted acknowledgements using the packet
counter ACK threshold is very helpful. However, as mentioned before, increasing
the packet counter ACK threshold automatically increases the value of each ac-
knowledgement and thereby gives a possible loss of an acknowledgement a higher
impact. Acknowledging every 10th packet provided the best results in our simula-
tion scenarios.

The reseller nodes compensate for the immobile service stations. They have the
highest impact in scenarios with few (1 or 2) deployed service stations. However,
as we chose the resellers from the available nodes, they also move according to
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the random waypoint mobility model. Because of that, we suspect their impact to
be higher in real life. The combination of resellers and the packet counter ACK
threshold set to 10 delivered the best results for most cases of packet generation
interval and number of service stations.

The effect of the globally fixed transceiving cost is remarkable in a sense that
compared to dynamic hop count related charges, it increases the number of traffic
credits spent, when we set the transceiving cost to the average hop count from a
node to the gateway in the multi-hop cellular network. The increase is most visible
in scenarios with a high network load. Here, the frequent transmission of packets at
locations distant from the gateway and thus high transceiving cost quickly depletes
the traffic credits account of the node. We find, that with fixed transceiving cost,
the nodes are able to transmit more packets. In real life, this would translate into
an increased sales volume for the provider and should also positively affect the
revenue. However, due to the congestion interpreted as link break in the network
simulator, it does not automatically translate into a higher goodput.

5.8.3 Comparison with Nuglet

In order to compare CASHnet with another cooperation scheme, we also imple-
mented Nuglet in the network simulator ns-2. We described Nuglet extensively
in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1 on page 38. Nuglet is an incentive-based cooperation
framework, with only one virtual currency called Nuglets and a single source of
income for Nuglets, that is the forwarding of other node’s packets. Thus, Nuglet
relies on a self-perpetuating cycle of spending and earning virtual money. As men-
tioned before, this limitation occurred to us as a major drawback and motivated our
work on the resulting CASHnet scheme.

In Nuglet, only the transmission of a self-generated packet is charged. The cost
is equal to the number of intermediate nodes. When a node forwards a packet it
receives one nuglet. In Nuglet each node keeps a pending nuglet counter for ev-
ery neighbor and increases it in case the node receives a forwarded packet from a
neighbor. The counters on all nodes are periodically synchronized by sending the
pending nuglets to the respective node. We implemented the nuglet synchroniza-
tion with the help of a timer which is triggered according to the nuglet synchro-
nization interval parameter.

Figure 5.21 shows the schematic of our Nuglet mobile simulation scenario. It
is identical to the plain mobile scenario presented in Section 5.8.1 on page 106
except that the nodes have Nuglet functionality. We use the same movement files
as in the plain and CASHnet mobile scenarios, where 40 nodes roam around in an
area of 900x600 meters and transmit packets at a constant bit rate and with 512
bytes length towards the gateway at the specified packet generation rate.

Table 5.8 lists the Nuglet node parameters. We set the amount of initial virtual
money to 1000 nuglets. We note that real money does not exist in the Nuglet
scheme and is not equal to virtual money, as it must be exchanged first. Therefore,
we believe the comparison to be fair in a sense that both schemes have the same
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Figure 5.21: Nuglet mobile simulation scenario

Parameter Value

Initial nuglets account state [N] 1000
Nuglet synchronization interval [s] 5

Table 5.8: Nuglet node parameter settings for the Nuglet mobile scenario

initial situation according to their abilities. In the Nuglet scheme, a node needs
to find other nodes and forward their packets to earn nuglets. In the CASHnet
scheme, a node needs to find a service station to exchange the helper credits and
the real money against traffic credits. The weakness in Nuglet lies not in the initial
amount of virtual money, but in the way of earning additional nuglets later on
during operation. The nuglet synchronization process is triggered every 5 seconds.

We analyze the starvation, packet flow and cash flow of Nuglet and compare
the results to the values obtained in the CASHnet mobile scenario and - where
applicable - to the results of the plain mobile scenario, in which no cooperation
scheme is active and all nodes are cooperative. As before, we present the averaged
results over the 20 movement scenarios with their standard deviation. For compari-
son, we choose a CASHnet scenario with the following key simulation parameters:
2 service stations are deployed, 4 nodes our of 40 act as resellers, the transceiving
cost is equal to the hop count to the gateway and for every tenth forwarded packet
an acknowledgement is sent (SS=2, R=4, TC=hop count, PCAT=10).

Packet Flow

Figure 5.22 illustrates the packet flow consisting of goodput, drop reasons and
overhead. From Figure 5.22a, we see that the goodput for the plain mobile scenario
is the highest with 63%, 81% and 80% for the packet generation interval of 0.5, 1
and 2 seconds. Then follows CASHnet with 57%, 79% and 80% respectively. For
Nuglet we obtain the according values of 39%, 73% and 82%. We find that under
high traffic load, CASHnet is able to come closest to the plain mobile scenario
performance, while Nuglet stays far behind. For lower traffic loads, the results
of Nuglet and CASHnet come very close to the plain scenario. We also note the
curious result, that for the packet generation interval of 2 seconds, CASHnet and
Nuglet have slight increase in goodput, which we explain below.

When we look at the drop reasons in Figure 5.22c, we observe that under high
network load, the main drop reason in Nuglet is the lack of virtual money (No
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Figure 5.22: Mean packet flow in the Plain, CASHnet and Nuglet scenario

Cash) followed by drops triggered from the link layer (Callback). For CASH-
net, we find the inverse situation. For the packet generation interval of 2 seconds,
we observe an increased amount of data packet drops in the interface queue for
the plain mobile scenario. This leads to a slightly inferior goodput compared to
CASHnet and Nuglet. We explain this as follows. In the plain mobile scenario, no
signaling overhead is present and thus, more data packets can be transmitted at the
same time and therefore also lost. Whereas in both cooperation schemes, the data
packets compete with the signaling traffic, i.e. the acknowledgements CASHnet
ACK and synchronization messages Nuglet SYNC, which is not accounted for in
the drop reason figures.

Figure 5.22b presents the overhead of all three mobile simulation scenarios.
We see, that the synchronization overhead for Nuglet is much lower compared to
the acknowledgement overhead in CASHnet. The plain mobile scenario has of
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Figure 5.23: Mean starvation duration
and occurrences in the CASHnet and
Nuglet scenario
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Figure 5.24: Mean cash flow in the
CASHnet and Nuglet scenario

course no signaling traffic as no cooperation scheme is deployed.

Starvation and Cash Flow

Both CASHnet and Nuglet are incentive-based cooperation schemes and therefore
we can compare their starvation and cash flow performance. Figure 5.23 depicts
the average starvation duration and occurrences for both cooperation schemes. We
find, that in Nuglet the starvation duration is considerably higher and as are the
occurrences. This shows, that in Nuglet on average nodes starve more often,
which is caused by the periodic synchronization message, which distributes nu-
glets throughout the network. In CASHnet, the distributed rewards can not be used
immediately and must be exchanged at a service station or with a reseller.

Figure 5.24 compares the cash flow for both schemes. We show only the com-
parable values, such as the final credits account state, the credits spent as well as the
credits traded/nuglets received. We note that, for packet generation interval of 0.5
and 1 seconds, CASHnet has more traffic credits left. We attribute this to the fact,
that CASHnet has two sources of income, the helper credits and the real money as
well as two refill opportunities, the service stations and the resellers. This can be
seen in the amount of credits traded/nuglets received which is considerably higher
for CASHnet. In addition, the amount of credits spent is also higher in CASH-
net compared to Nuglet. Considering the initial amount of 1000 virtual currency
units per node in both schemes, we find that in Nuglet, the money in the network
diminishes over time. This effect has also been noticed by the authors of Nuglet
in [BH03b]. The effect is further increased by the lack of an additional source
of income for Nuglets. This makes the long-term operation of Nuglet difficult, as
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virtual money would have to be distributed regularly among the nodes.

Summary

In the comparison of all three mobile simulation scenarios, we identified the bene-
fits and limitations of each cooperation scheme. We showed, that CASHnet outper-
forms Nuglet in all analyzed categories and for almost every simulation scenario.
Only for low traffic load, Nuglet performs equal to CASHnet. The better perfor-
mance of CASHnet, is due to the availability of additional sources of income in
the network as well as the distribution of refill opportunities in the network. The
resellers are moving randomly throughout the network, while the service stations
are immobile.

5.9 Conclusion

We implemented CASHnet and Nuglet in the network simulator ns-2 and per-
formed extensive analysis of our cooperation scheme. We explained the different
key parameters and motivated our evaluation criteria. In order to find the upper
boundaries for the performance characteristics of multi-hop cellular networks, we
conduct simulation runs with a plain multi-hop cellular network, where no cooper-
ation scheme is deployed and the node forward packets out of good will. From the
various results, we identified optimal CASHnet parameter settings.

In our evaluation we showed, that CASHnet comes close to the performance
of a plain multi-hop cellular network, when we use a low or moderate number of
service stations and resellers as well as a packet counter ACK threshold of 10.
A globally fixed transceiving cost equal to the average route length gives similar
results compared to the dynamic cost related to the current hop count and leads to
an increase in sales volume, which should translate into a higher revenue for the
provider.

From the plain mobile scenario, we learned that the upper boundaries set by the
characteristics of the implemented multi-hop cellular network protocols (AODV)
and technologies (IEEE 802.11) as well as the movement scenarios, are quite low.
We expect, that new wireless technology as presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4
on page 11 will provide additional increase in performance. Also, the ongoing
research in the correct detection of the network link state will considerably increase
the performance of the routing protocols.

While it is meaningful to obtain an impression of the CASHnet performance
in a simulator, we consider the evaluation of an implementation in a real world en-
vironment as much as insightful and even more appropriate to draw more realistic
conclusions. In the next chapter, we present the Linux implementation of CASHnet
as well as its performance analysis.



Chapter 6

Implementation of CASHnet in a
Real Environment

6.1 Introduction

The simulations in the network simulator allowed us to analyze and optimize our
CASHnet scheme. While we obtained indicators for the general performance and
the influence of different parameters, we have no information about the processing
delay caused by the security operations of CASHnet. We left out the security
functionality in our network simulator implementation, because we think that the
impact of the security functionality is best evaluated in a testbed consisting of real
computers. Therefore, we implemented a prototype of the CASHnet framework
under Linux and evaluated it using small test scenarios.

In the remainder of this chapter we first motivate our approach. We continue
with a description of netfilter/iptables, which provides the basis functionality for
our work. Next, we explain the design of our CASHnet implementation. Then, we
describe the testbed, the test scenarios and finally our measurement results.

6.2 Motivation

Processing overhead is best analyzed under real conditions with real computers
and networks. Therefore, we decided to implement a prototype of our cooperation
scheme. CASHnet affects the handling of every packet, be it received, forwarded or
generated. Also, CASHnet provides a network layer service, i.e. it encourages the
forwarding of packets, by charging traffic generators and rewarding the forwarders.
Thus, we require access to each packet after it enters and before it leaves a node.
In addition, CASHnet requires cross-layer knowledge (i.e. security and accounting
information). We decided to use Linux as development environment, because it
provides us with the greatest flexibility in accessing the packets on the network
stack.
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We had to make several design decisions regarding performance and trans-
parency. We decided to implement CASHnet at the network layer instead of cre-
ating an overlay network at the application layer. While the latter would give us
more independence from the underlying network and thereby increase the interop-
erability, the existing mobile ad hoc network technologies and protocols have very
limited resources and render the introduction of additional cross-layer communi-
cation unfeasible for now.

We decided to implement CASHnet as a user space daemon instead of a kernel
module. Thereby, we accept a speed penalty caused by the additional communica-
tion between kernel and user space, but we avoid the complexity and the rigidity
of the monolithic Linux kernel. As a user space daemon, we have no permission to
directly access the packets on the network stack. Therefore, we require the help of
a program which establishes a bridge between kernel and user space. We use the
netfilter/iptables [RW+05] package to perform this task.

For the test environment we require a mobile ad hoc routing protocol with
gateway functionality as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2 on page 21. Several
implementations exist, but only two are recommended by the authors of AODV on
their website [AOD05]. The first implementation is called Kernel AODV [KB04].
As the name suggests, the complete routing logic is implemented as a kernel mod-
ule and runs in kernel space. The second called AODV-UU [Nor04] implements
the routing logic in a user space daemon and uses netfilter/iptables to access the
packets. We chose AODV-UU, because we found more documentation about its
architecture and internal operation, such as in [Wib02]. [CBR04] describes the
different approaches to implement the AODV routing protocol and presents some
implementations.

6.3 Netfilter/iptables

Netfilter and iptables [RW+05] are building blocks of a packet processing frame-
work for the Linux kernel versions 2.4 and 2.6. Netfilter/iptables is widely used as
firewall and for network address translation (NAT).

Netfilter provides a set of hooks inside the network stack of the Linux kernel,
that allow a kernel module to register callback functions. A registered function is
called every time a packet traverses the respective hook in the network stack. Also,
each hook allows to alter packets. Iptables provides a generic table structure for
the definition of rule sets. A rule within iptables consists of a number of classifiers
and an associated action, which is executed when a packet matches the classifiers.
Thus, iptables allows to control the packet flow and netfilter provides the required
access to the network stack of the Linux kernel.

In Figure 6.1 we show the different netfilter hooks and their location in the
Linux kernel network stack as well as three example packet flows. We distin-
guish between packets destined for the current node (local delivery), packets to be
forwarded (forwarding) and packets generated by the current node (local genera-
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NF_IP_PRE_ROUTING NF_IP_POST_ROUTINGNF_IP_FORWARD

NF_IP_LOCAL_OUT

Routing

NF_IP_LOCAL_IN

Routing

Local Process

Incoming packets Outgoing packets

Local Delivery Local GenerationForwarding Netfilter hook

Figure 6.1: Netfilter hooks

Table Chain Netfilter Hook

filter INPUT NF IP LOCAL IN
FORWARD NF IP FORWARD
OUTPUT NF IP LOCAL OUT

nat PREROUTING NF IP PRE ROUTING
OUTPUT NF IP LOCAL OUT
POSTROUTING NF IP POST ROUTING

mangle PREROUTING NF IP PRE ROUTING
OUTPUT NF IP LOCAL OUT

Table 6.1: Tables, chains and hooks in iptables/netfilter

tion). An incoming packet first passes the NF IP PRE ROUTING hook. Then,
the kernel routing process decides whether this packet is to be forwarded to an-
other node or delivered to a local process. In case the packet is destined for a local
process, it traverses the NF IP LOCAL IN hook before it is delivered to the local
process. If the packet is to be forwarded, it traverses the NF IP FORWARD and the
NF IP POST ROUTING hook before it leaves the network stack. A locally gen-
erated packet first traverses the NF IP LOCAL IN hook. Then, the kernel routing
process decides about how to route the packet (e.g. next hop, network interface).
Before the packet leaves the network stack it passes the NF IP POST ROUTING
hook.

Iptables consists of tables, chains and rules. A table is a combination of chains
for packet processing. A chain is a combination of rules applied to each packet
traversing a specific netfilter hook. A rule describes the matching criteria (e.g.
packet type) and the resulting action for a matched packet also called target (e.g.
accept or drop). Iptables contains three pre-configured tables: filter, nat and man-
gle. Each of them provides access to packets at specific places in the network stack.
Table 6.1 lists the tables, their chains and the hooks respectively. AODV-UU and
CASHnet use different tables, which we explain in the next section.

Because packet processing is done in the network stack of the kernel space, a
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user process can not access the packets directly. However, netfilter/iptables pro-
vides a mechanism to pass a packet out of the stack and queue it in user space.
There, the user process can modify the packet and define an action before it is in-
serted back into the kernel. A queue handler is responsible for passing the packets
to and from user space. The standard queue handler in Linux is the kernel mod-
ule ip queue. Once this module is loaded, a new target named QUEUE becomes
available in iptables. The library libipq provides the interface to this queue for user
processes.

6.4 Implementation of CASHnet under Linux

The CASHnet framework consists of different components and functionalities. A
CASHnet node runs a daemon, which is responsible for charging the generated
traffic and rewarding the forwarded traffic. The daemon also exchanges certificates
for the authentication and is responsible for the creation and verification of digital
signatures. In order to reduce the complexity, our implementation does not include
the secure storage of cryptographic keys, i.e. we omitted the interaction with the
smart card. Our main focus in this implementation lies on measuring the introduced
computational overhead and resulting delay in a network.

We implemented CASHnet in C++ under Linux using the GNU Compiler Col-
lection, GCC as well as the libipq library from netfilter/iptables. For the cryp-
tographic functionality such as the creation and verification of digital signatures,
we use the RSA reference implementation called RSAREF [RSA93]. As netfil-
ter operates on the network layer, we deal with IP packets. In particular, we add,
remove and verify digital signatures in the IP packet payload. Figure 6.2 shows
the interaction of CASHnet and netfilter/iptables in the context of the Linux sys-
tem. CASHnet runs in user space and has no direct access to the network stack
of the Linux kernel. In order to access all locally received, forwarded and gener-
ated packets, we use the respective chains of the filter table from iptables (INPUT,
FORWARD and OUTPUT), which in turn use the respective netfilter hooks. All
packets traversing these hooks are sent to the QUEUE target, a buffer in the user
space. The libipq library allows us to initialize this queue, manipulate each packet
as well as decide about its verdict, i.e. accepting or dropping. In addition, we use
an UDP socket for the generation of the CASHnet control messages, i.e. the cer-
tificate advertisement CADV and reply CREP as well as the acknowledgement
ACK. We receive these control messages by intercepting them via the INPUT
chain, because netfilter had difficulties in delivering them to the UDP socket.

Our CASHnet implementation consists of several classes for the different tasks.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the classes of our CASHnet implementation. The main pro-
gram acfi creates the daemon process and initializes the other classes. The Config-
uration class reads in a configuration file, which specifies the CASHnet parameters
on the current node. The Filtering class handles all packets, which traverse the
designated netfilter hooks. Depending on the classification of a packet, a specified
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Figure 6.2: CASHnet and netfilter/iptables interaction in the Linux system

acfi

Security DeviceUDP socketAccounting

ConfigurationFiltering

Figure 6.3: CASHnet implementation classes

action is taken. The Security Device class is responsible for managing certificates
as well as creating and verifying signatures. The UDP socket class is used to gener-
ate all the CASHnet control messages. The Accounting class contains all charging
and rewarding functionality and is used to manage the credits accounts.

Figure 6.4 presents the detailed operation of the CASHnet implementation. In
the flow chart we distinguish between four end states, which are gray-colored. We
can either tell netfilter to accept or to drop a packet. When a signature for the
verification of a packet is missing, we queue the packet and decide later about its
verdict. In case we receive unknown packets, we enter an error state.

In the following, we describe the main procedures from the flow chart accord-
ing to the different packet types handled by CASHnet. We distinguish between
AODV, CASHnet control (CADV , CREP and ACK) as well as data packets.
Although, the packets are passed to the same QUEUE, libipq allows us to find out
via which iptables chain they entered. AODV packets are immediately accepted
and not further processed.

When we receive CASHnet control messages three possibilities exist. For an
acknowledgement ACK destined for the current node we reward the node, other-
wise the message is forwarded. When a certificate advertisement CADV is inter-
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cepted, we add the certificate to the authenticated nodes list. If the current node is
the destination, we generate a certificate reply CREP . In case a CREP is filtered,
we add the certificate to the authenticated nodes list. If the current node is not the
destination, we forward the certificate reply.

In case we intercept a data packet, also three possibilities exist. When the
current node generated this packet, we charge the node’s account as well as sign
and transmit the packet. If the current node is the destination, we also charge the
node as well as remove all additional data and deliver the payload to the local
process. In case neither is true, the current node is forwarding the packet. Thus,
we remove the signature from the previous hop and add one from the current node.

For further details on the CASHnet implementation process under Linux, we
refer to [Lat05].

6.5 Testbed Setup

In order to evaluate our CASHnet implementation we set up a small testbed shown
in Figure 6.5. In this testbed four laptops (A, B, C and GW) are interconnected
in a chain topology. One laptop (GW) acts as a gateway between the wireless and
the wired network. Each laptop has a recent processor: Node A and C have an
Intel Celeron 2.40 GHz with 128 KB cache, node B has an Intel Pentium M 1.86
GHz with 2 MB cache and the gateway has an Intel Pentium M 1.4 GHz with 1
MB cache. The laptops all have an internal wireless network interface card com-
pliant to IEEE 802.11g, which allows a maximum gross data rate of 54 Mbit/s.
The gateway has an Ethernet link with 100 Mbit/s (IEEE 802.3u) to the backbone.
All laptops run Slackware Linux 10.1 [The05] with the Linux Kernel 2.6.8, netfil-
ter/iptables 1.2.11, NdisWrapper 1.2 [FP05] for the driver of the wireless cards and
AODV-UU 0.9 [Nor04]. AODV-UU uses the nat table from iptables and therefore
receives packets from the POSTROUTING, OUTPUT and PREROUTING chains.
In addition, AODV-UU tunnels all packets leaving the multi-hop cellular network
via a gateway. To do so, it intercepts the packets via the POSTROUTING chain
and adds the tunnel information, i.e. an own protocol number and recomputes the
CRC. However, CASHnet intercepts the packets via the OUTPUT chain to digitally
sign them. Because AODV-UU modifies the packet for tunneling after CASHnet
digitally signs it, we can not verify the signature correctly at intermediate nodes.
In order to avoid the tunneling of AODV-UU, we had to restrict the test range from
laptop A to the laptop operating as gateway. Fortunately, this does not affect our
evaluations, as the gateway performs the verification and removal of the signature
as if a backbone host would be the recipient. The only difference is, that instead of
forwarding the packet, it is delivered to the local process.

Both, AODV-UU and our CASHnet implementation require netfilter/iptables
to filter packets and queue them to user space for further processing. So we en-
able the respective options in the Linux kernel (CONFIG NETFILTER, CON-
FIG IP NF QUEUE and CONFIG IP NF IPTABLES). To simulate a chain topol-
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Figure 6.5: Testbed

ogy in our laboratory room, we set up a MAC address filter such that each node
only receives packets from its direct one-hop neighbor(s). On the gateway laptop
we enable the gateway mode of AODV-UU and specify a locality netmask prefix
to let AODV-UU distinguish the mobile ad hoc network from the normal network.
For simplicity we use private addresses. On each laptop, we generate a public-
/private-key pair as well as the corresponding digital certificate using RSA and
MD5 for the hash generation. We use a key length of 1024 bit, which we regard
as a reasonable trade-off between security and performance considering the short
certificate lifetime on a node, which we set to 5 minutes in the test scenario.

We identified five variable key parameters for the evaluation of our CASHnet
Linux implementation. These parameters have a strong influence on the CASHnet
implementation and provide us with high flexibility when conducting performance
measurements. The following list explains the parameters in detail.

• Source & destination: We vary the source as well as the destination of our
delay measurements between the four Laptops. The distance between source
and destination expressed in the number of intermediate hops strongly influ-
ences the end-to-end delay measurements, because each intermediate node
processes the packet, i.e. it verifies and creates digital signatures.

• Data/acknowledgements signed: As mentioned before, we distinguish be-
tween different packet types. In order to measure the impact of the crypto-
graphic functions, we allow to specify whether data packets and/or acknowl-
edgements are digitally signed in the respective test scenario. This directly
affects the processing time on the node, and thus the end-to-end delay be-
tween source and destination.

• Packet counter ACK threshold: The packet counter ACK threshold has the
same effect as described in the previous Chapter 5, Section 5.5.2 on page 92.
It defines how many forwarding packets a node has to receive from a single
forwarder before it rewards this forwarding node, i.e. sends an acknowledge-
ment message.
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6.6 Evaluation Criteria

With the Linux implementation of CASHnet, we want to measure the performance
of our scheme under real-life conditions. We are interested in the end-to-end delay
and jitter of a connection as well as the packet processing time on a node.

• The delay specifies the time a packet takes to travel from one point to an-
other point in a network. While the delay does not affect the quality of the
received data, it degrades the perceived quality in real-time applications. For
example, in IP telephony or video conferencing, delay introduces a disturb-
ing walky talky effect. The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
(ITU-T) published the recommendation G.114 [ITU03] for one-way trans-
mission time of voice. It recommends a maximum delay of 150 ms (i.e. a
round-trip time of 300 ms) for good quality and if echo cancellers are used
to remove the own voice from the returning audio stream. With a delay
between 150 and 400 ms acceptable quality can be achieved, if the adminis-
trators are aware of the impact on quality. Delays above 400 ms are generally
unacceptable for most applications.

The delay is typically introduced by the packet processing on the nodes in the
network (e.g. routers or in our case CASHnet nodes). The jitter describes
the variance of the delay measured over time from one point to another. This
fluctuations in the delay affect streaming applications, which rely on a rather
constant arrival time of packets. For example, when streaming audio or video
data, a high jitter results in the client application not being able to restore the
respective signal in time, which in turn leads to unintelligible audio or video.
With buffers in the network equipment and the client application, the effects
of jitter can be reduced.

The delay can be measured in either one-way or round-trip delay. One-
way delay measurements are difficult to obtain as they require expensive
equipment, round-trip delay measurements are fairly simple to conduct. The
round trip delay consists of the time, the packet requires to travel to the
destination, the time of generating a reply at the destination, and the time for
the reply to travel back to the requestor. A common approach is to divide the
measured round-trip time by 2 in order to obtain the one-way delay.

The Internet Control Message Protocol, ICMP is used for diagnostic infor-
mation exchange among network layer devices and is an integral part of
every Internet Protocol, IP implementation. ICMP also implements the echo
request and echo response commands. A network layer node, which receives
an echo request packet must answer with an echo response packet. The pro-
gram ping generates echo requests, transmits them to a given destination
and waits for the echo replies. It measures the round-trip time between the
calling node and the destination.

• The packet processing time describes the amount of time, a packet spends
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inside the CASHnet implementation. Because CASHnet uses public key
cryptography the processing can take quite a long time. The packet process-
ing time of each node adds to the end-to-end delay between two communi-
cation partners. We do not measure the additional overhead resulting from
the communication between user and kernel space.

We measure the processing time for each of the five packet types distin-
guished by our CASHnet implementation, i.e. AODV, CASHnet control
(certificate advertisement CADV , certificate reply CREP and acknowl-
edgement ACK) and data packets. This allows us to draw conclusions re-
garding the impact on processing delay of each packet type and their possible
interactions, i.e. data signed by an unknown originator triggering the genera-
tion of certificate advertisements. We measure the packet processing time by
logging each packet with a timestamp, when it enters and exits the CASHnet
implementation.

6.7 Evaluation of the CASHnet Implementation

The security functionality contained in the Linux prototype implementation en-
ables us to test the real-life performance of our cooperation scheme. In the previ-
ous Chapter 5 we focussed our simulation analysis on the starvation, packet flow
and cash flow in static and mobile scenarios. With the Linux implementation of
CASHnet, we are interested in the end-to-end delay and jitter as well as the packet
processing time on each node. For simplicity, we deactivate the accounting func-
tionality of CASHnet. In our tests, we use ping to transmit 2000 packets at a rate
of 1 packet per second.

Table 6.2 lists the various key parameters for the testbed scenarios. We vary
the source and the destination of our measurements between all the four laptops
and illustrate the effect of the number of intermediate hops. In order to show the
impact of the different security mechanisms in CASHnet, we distinguish between
securing the data packets and/or the acknowledgement packets with digital signa-
tures, i.e. data (not) signed and acknowledgement (not) singed. As in the previous
chapter, we investigate the effect of different packet counter ACK thresholds, i.e.
the number of forwarded packets a node receives, before it sends a reward. A node
rewards a forwarding node after receiving 1, 5, 10, 15 or 20 packets.

As in the previous evaluations, we restrict the presentation of results to five
main test scenarios, which we list in Table 6.3. In the first scenario (plain) no
CASHnet functionality is activated. Here, we obtain an indicator for the optimal
performance of our testbed. In the second scenario (pass), we activate CASHnet,
but do not use the security functionality. This scenario gives us information about
the delay caused by processing the packet in user space. The third scenario (partial)
allows us to measure the delay caused by digitally signing data packets. With the
fourth scenario (full) we study the delay caused by the complete security operations
of CASHnet, i.e. data and acknowledgements are digitally signed. In these four
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Parameter Value

Source A, B, C, GW
Destination A, B, C, GW
Data signed, DS yes, no
ACK signed, AS yes, no
Packet counter ACK threshold, PCAT 1, 5, 10, 15, 20

Table 6.2: Key parameters for the testbed scenarios

Scenario
1 2 3 4 5

Parameter Plain Pass Partial Full PCAT

Source A, B, C A, B, C A, B, C A, B, C A
Destination GW GW GW GW GW
Data signed, DS - no yes yes yes
ACK signed, AS - no no yes yes
PCAT - 1 1 1 1, 5, 10, 15, 20

Table 6.3: Parameter settings for the testbed scenarios

scenarios, we let each node ping the gateway consecutively, resulting in three sub
scenarios for each main scenario. In the fifth scenario, we analyze the delay caused
by different packet counter ACK thresholds.

In the following, we compare different scenarios for the round-trip time mea-
surements and packet processing times. We note that in a real test environment
the number of possible influences is huge and that phenomena are difficult to iso-
late. During our measurements, we found that the simple channel scanning on
the wireless medium by other computers greatly affected the performance. Also,
we measure sporadic outliers independent of the scenario, which we attribute to
retransmission on the medium access control, MAC layer or possible variations in
the processing time of intermediate nodes. The first is typically caused by transmis-
sion errors on the wireless medium, the latter by the packet processing applications,
e.g. CASHnet and AODV-UU. Nevertheless, we think that the results give some
indication as to how CASHnet performs in a real environment and show possible
improvements.

6.7.1 Round-Trip Time

The round-trip time is an indicator for the end-to-end delay and jitter between two
communication partners. We measure it by analyzing the output from the ping
program under each testbed scenario. Figure 6.6 presents the mean round-trip time
as well as the standard deviation. The expected behavior would be a round-trip
time decrease when approaching the gateway in the sub scenarios and an increase
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Figure 6.6: Mean round-trip times and standard deviation for all testbed scenarios

between main scenarios, when including more and more security functionality.

As expected the first plain scenario shows the best performance with average
round-trip times below 2, for both node A and B, and 1 ms for node C pinging
the gateway. In the second scenario, all packets from the respective chains are
processed by CASHnet in user space, however the security functionality is dis-
abled. Therefore, the average round-trip times slightly increase compared to the
first scenario. When we start to apply a part of the security operations in scenario
3, i.e. digitally sign data packets, the round-trip times increase considerably. We
obtain mean round-trip times of 239, 164 and 88 ms for node A, B, and C pinging
the gateway. In the fourth scenario, we use the normal CASHnet operation mode,
where data and acknowledgements are digitally signed. Here, the results are 358,
212 and 88 ms. The results from our fifth scenario, where we test different packet
counter ACK thresholds, when node A pings the gateway are as follows: We ob-
serve round-trip times of 358, 260, 251, 247 and 246 ms for packet counter ACK
thresholds of 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 respectively.

The delay on node C does not increase between scenario 3 and 4, because in
CASHnet the packet originator does not receive a reward. Since there is no inter-
mediate forwarding hop between node C and the gateway, i.e. C is the originator of
the echo requests and the gateway is the originator of the echo responses, no pack-
ets get acknowledged. When node B pings the gateway in scenario 4, the gateway
and node B send an acknowledgement to node C for every echo request and echo
response respectively. This increases the delay by 41 ms compared to scenario 3.
In case node A pings the gateway in scenario 4, node C and the gateway acknowl-
edge every echo request to node B and C respectively. In addition, node A and B
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(a) Scenario 1 (Plain): CASHnet is not running

Figure 6.7: Round-trip times for scenario 1 - 4 when node A pings the gateway 1/2

acknowledge every echo response to node B and C respectively. These operations
increase the delay by 119 ms compared to scenario 3. The results of scenario 5
show a significant decrease in delay by 98 ms when we acknowledge every fifth
instead of every single forwarded packet. The continuous increase of the packet
counter ACK threshold decreases the delay in small steps. In fact, the delay ap-
proaches the 239 ms, which we measured in scenario 3, where we did not digitally
sign any acknowledgement.

In the following figures, we analyze selected round-trip time measurements on
different nodes in detail. Figure 6.7 compares the performance of node A in the
scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4. In Figure 6.8 we show the impact of the full CASHnet
functionality (scenario 4) in relation to no CASHnet functionality at all (scenario
1) when node B and C ping the gateway. Figure 6.9 shows the results of scenario
5 on node A. For each node we use two figures. The first figure shows the mea-
sured round-trip time for each ping identified by its ICMP sequence number. It
also presents the mean, maximum and minimum as horizontal lines. Further, the
standard deviation is included in the legend. Round-trip time values, which fall
below the minimum line represent dropped packets. The second figure shows the
frequency of measured round-trip times using a logarithmic scale on the y-axis.

Figure 6.7a shows the round-trip time in the first scenario, when node A pings
the gateway without CASHnet running. We notice a very low end-to-end delay as
well as a very small jitter, where 1834 measurements have a round-trip time of 2
ms. When we let CASHnet process the packets without performing the security op-
erations, the round-trip time slightly increases to 4 ms as can be seen in Figure 6.7b
for scenario 2. The jitter also slightly increases, where 1657 measurements have a
delay of 3 ms. We observe two outliers, which we attribute to retransmissions on
the MAC layer. Besides the two outliers, no significant differences to the first sce-
nario appear. This changes in scenario 3 presented in Figure 6.7c, where the data
is digital signed and verified by the nodes. We notice an increase in the average
round-trip time by 234 ms as well as in the jitter. The first can be explained by the
digital signature calculated for every outgoing packet. The latter, by the signature
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(b) Scenario 2 (Pass): CASHnet does not sign data nor ACKs
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(c) Scenario 3 (Partial): CASHnet signs data, but does not sign ACKs
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(d) Scenario 4 (Full): CASHnet signs data and ACKs

Figure 6.7: Round-trip times for scenario 1 - 4 when node A pings the gateway 2/2

verification process, where the required certificate might not be available immedi-
ately and the packet must be queued until a certificate reply has arrived. Also, 2
packets are lost, which we attribute to the exceeded number of allowed retransmis-
sions on the MAC layer (7 by default in IEEE 802.11). In Figure 6.7d, we see the
effect of digitally signing both data and acknowledgement packets. Compared to
the previous figure, the average round-trip time increases by 119 to 358 ms due to
the additional signature generation and verification for the acknowledgements on
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(b) Scenario 4 (Full): CASHnet signs data and ACKs when node B pings gateway

Figure 6.8: Round-trip times for scenario 1 and 4 when node B and C ping the
gateway 1/2

the respective nodes. Also, the jitter increases, with a peak of 1082 occurrences for
357 ms delay.

Next, we compare the first (plain) and the fourth (full functional CASHnet)
scenario on node B and C to see the impact of our cooperation scheme in depen-
dence of the number of intermediate nodes towards the gateway. We like to recall
Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7d from the previous discussion, which illustrate the re-
sults when node A pings the gateway. In these figures we observe a considerable
increase in the delay to 359 ms and a slight increase in the jitter introduced by
CASHnet. Figure 6.8a and Figure 6.8b show the round-trip time, when node B
pings the gateway without any and with full CASHnet functionality. As expected,
the average round-trip time decreases for both scenario 1 and 4. We observe three
equal outliers of 485 ms in the plain scenario, which indicate an equal source for
this delay. We suspect an internal packet processing delay in either the Linux net-
work stack or AODV-UU as a disturbance on the wireless channel is not likely
to produce three independent outliers with equal delays. We measure 1846 occur-
rences for a delay of 1 ms in scenario 1 and 1135 occurrences for a delay of 212 ms
in scenario 4. This is a slight decrease in the jitter compared to the results of node
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(c) Scenario 1 (Plain): CASHnet is not running when node C pings gateway
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(d) Scenario 4 (Full): CASHnet signs data and ACKs when node C pings gateway

Figure 6.8: Round-trip times for scenario 1 and 4 when node B and C ping the
gateway 2/2

A. The results for node C are presented in Figure 6.8c and Figure 6.8b. Here, we
observe a very similar jitter for the plain and the full scenario. The delay in the full
scenario increases to 88 ms. We find that the increase in delay from 0 to 1 interme-
diate hop is 124 ms and from 1 to 2 intermediate hops is 147 ms. The difference
of 23 ms is caused by the different number of acknowledgements, which have to
be created and verified by the corresponding nodes. Thus, when we increase the
number of intermediate hops in the full scenario, we observe an increase in the
delay and in the jitter compared to the plain scenario.

The total number of generated acknowledgements depends on the value of the
packet counter ACK threshold. If we acknowledge every packet, it is equal to the
number of transmitted packets times the number of intermediate nodes from the
current node to the gateway. For example, in scenario 4 when node A pings the
gateway (2 intermediate hops) the total number of transmitted acknowledgements
is 8000, because ping consists of two messages (echo request and response).

We continue with the analysis of different packet counter ACK thresholds in
scenario 5, when node A pings the gateway and all nodes have full CASHnet func-
tionality. We already described Figure 6.9a, where every single packet is acknowl-
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(a) Packet counter ACK threshold = 1
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(b) Packet counter ACK threshold = 5
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(c) Packet counter ACK threshold = 10

Figure 6.9: Round-trip times for scenario 5 under different packet counter ACK
thresholds 1/2

edged. When we acknowledge every fifth packet, we generate a total of 1600 ac-
knowledgements instead of 8000. As shown in the Figure 6.9b, the average round
trip time decreases by 98 ms from 358 to 260 ms. We note an oscillating effect
on the measured round-trip time and thus a clustering of the jitter with two peaks
at approximately 239 ms with 1012 occurrences and at 356 ms with 150 occur-
rences. The other measured delays lie close to one of the two peaks. The first peak
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(d) Packet counter ACK threshold = 15
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(e) Packet counter ACK threshold = 20

Figure 6.9: Round-trip times for scenario 5 under different packet counter ACK
thresholds 2/2

represents the packets, which do not trigger an acknowledgement (1-4) and the sec-
ond peak for the fifth packet in a row from the same forwarder, which trigger the
generation of an acknowledgement. In case we increase the packet counter ACK
threshold to 10 (total of 800 acknowledgements) as shown in the Figure 6.9c, we
witness another decrease in the mean delay by 9 to 251 ms. Here, the first peak
slightly increases to 1219 occurrences and the second peak decreases to 111 oc-
currences. This is due to the reduction in the frequency of the acknowledgement
generation. In Figure 6.9d we acknowledge every 15th packet and thus generate a
total of 533 acknowledgements, which results in an average round-trip time of 247
ms. We also notice an increase in the jitter of the first peak and a further reduction
of the second peak. In Figure 6.9e we use a packet counter ACK threshold of 20
(total of 400 acknowledgements) and measure a mean delay of 246 ms. The slow
down in the reduction of the delay is caused by the linear increase of the packet
counter ACK threshold. Our results from scenario 3 (partial, no acknowledge-
ments signed), which we previously described in Figure 6.7c, indicates that the
lower boundary for the mean delay on node A is approximately 239 ms. A further
increase in the packet counter ACK threshold will approach this delay.
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6.7.2 Packet Processing Time

The packet processing time directly affects the delay on the network and gives
us information about the impact of specific CASHnet operations in relation to the
packet type. We note, that because of the computationally expensive security func-
tions, the processor type in the node affects the measured results. We distinguish
the data packets according to the chain via which we intercepted them, i.e. in-
coming, forwarded or outgoing data. In addition, we gather the processing time
for acknowledgements on nodes which receive them. Besides, we monitor how
much time the processing of certificate advertisements CADV , certificate replies
CREP and AODV packets consumes. Figure 6.10 contains the average packet
processing time for all nodes in scenario 5, where node A pings the gateway under
different packet counter ACK thresholds. In this scenario node A generates the
echo requests and the gateway generates the echo responses. Both nodes do not
receive any acknowledgements because they are the endpoints of the bidirectional
communication. Node B and C are intermediate forwarding nodes and therefore
receive acknowledgements. Figure 6.10a shows the processing time for all packets
on the respective nodes in the case, where we acknowledge every packet. Fig-
ure 6.10b shows the mean processing time on each node for those data packet
types, where we measured considerable changes for the different packet counter
ACK thresholds. Changes occur in the processing of the incoming and the for-
warding data on the respective node, because the processing time for data packets
includes the time to generate and transmit an acknowledgement.

From Figure 6.10a we see the time it takes to process the different packet types
on each node, when we acknowledge every packet in scenario 5. On all nodes, we
measure very low average processing times for AODV and certificate advertise-
ment packets. Both vary between 50 and 200 µs. We explain the variation with the
impact of the operating system scheduler. As illustrated in Figure 6.4 on page 133,
AODV packets are immediately accepted, i.e. handed back to the network stack,
upon interception. Certificate advertisements are also immediately accepted unless
the current node is the destination. In this case, the node creates a certificate reply.

In scenario 5, node A is the originator of the echo requests. CASHnet requires
on average 36 ms to digitally sign these packets on node A (outgoing data). The
processing of this echo request at the gateway requires 54 ms (incoming data),
which includes the time to generate an acknowledgement for the last forwarding
node C. The gateway sends back an echo response and CASHnet takes an average
of 50 ms to digitally sign it (outgoing data). Node A requires 40 ms to process this
response (incoming data). Again, this duration includes the generation of an ac-
knowledgement for the last forwarding node B. We note, that the processing of both
incoming and outgoing data takes 14 ms longer at the gateway compared to node
A. We explain this difference with different processor speeds on node A (2.4 GHz)
and the gateway (1.4 GHz). The intermediate nodes B and C only forward data.
Thus, they receive acknowledgements from their respective next hops. CASHnet
on node B requires 52 ms to verify and digitally sign the data (echo requests and
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(a) Node A, B, C and the gateway with packet counter ACK threshold = 1
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(b) Data on node A, B, C and the gateway for different packet counter ACK threshold

Figure 6.10: Mean packet processing times and standard deviation of all nodes for
scenario 5

responses) as well as acknowledgement the responses forwarded by node C. The
same processes takes 57 ms on node C. Again, we attribute the difference to the
distinct processors of node B and C. The first is a new Pentium M with 2 MB cache,
the latter an older Celeron with 128 KB cache. The total processing delay for data
packets in CASHnet on all nodes sums up to 289 ms. From the round-trip time
measurements we obtained a delay of 358 ms. We explain the missing 69 ms with
influences from outside CASHnet in the operating system or from the possible in-
teraction of AODV and CASHnet while using netfilter. The verification of received
acknowledgements (incoming ACK) last 2 ms on both nodes.

In addition, the time to process a certificate reply changes between the different
nodes. Every 5 minutes or 300 pings, the certificates must be refreshed and thus the
nodes send a certificate advertisement and answer with a certificate reply. The re-
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ception of a certificate reply causes the processing (digital signature) of eventually
queued packets. Depending on the number of packets in the queue this can cause
a significant delay, which is included in the processing time of the certificate reply.
From Figure 6.10a we observe that the average processing delay on the sender and
receiver nodes is lower than on the intermediate nodes. In contrast to node A and
the gateway, the intermediate nodes B and C receive acknowledgements for their
forwarding and have to process them. Thus, in case a certificate becomes invalid
more packets wait in the queue and must be processed when the certificate reply
arrives, which in turn results in higher delays. As for the forwarding data, we at-
tribute the difference between node B and C to the more powerful processor in
node C.

Figure 6.10b shows the average data packet processing time on all nodes. Node
A and the gateway generate and receive data. However, only incoming data shows a
change in the processing time for different packet counter ACK thresholds. We see
that, an increase in the packet counter ACK threshold reduces the processing time
for the incoming data, e.g. from 40 to 10 ms on node A and from 54 to 13 ms on the
gateway, when we acknowledge every fifth instead of every single packet. When
CASHnet receives a packet destined to the current node, it rewards the forwarding
node before it passes the packet to the local process. Thus, the reduced number
of acknowledgements, which need to be transmitted for the same amount of data
received, reduce the processing time for the incoming data packets. As in the
previous round-trip time measurements we noticed a slow-down in the decrease
for higher packet counter ACK thresholds (10, 15, 20), because the number of
generated acknowledgements decreases slowly.

Because B and C are intermediate node, they receives data packets to be for-
warded. The processing time for forwarded data packets decreases from 51 to 38
ms on node B and from 57 to 42 ms on node C, when we increase the packet
counter ACK threshold from 1 to 5. Compared to node A and the gateway the
reduction is not so high, because the intermediate nodes still have to verify and
digitally sign data packets in both directions. Node A and the gateway have no
packets to forward and thus only need to digitally sign outgoing packets. In ad-
dition, the intermediate nodes have to process incoming acknowledgements from
their one-hop neighbors.

6.7.3 Summary

In the tests with our CASHnet implementation, we showed the impact of the differ-
ent operations on the packet processing time on each node as well as the round-trip
time between communicating nodes. We found the average round-trip time for a
communication over three hops to be 358 ms. We could reduce this delay to 246
ms by acknowledging only every 20th packet. With a one-way transmission time
of 123 ms, we are below the recommended maximum delay of 150 ms for good
voice quality using echo cancelers. We note, that these results are from our first
implementation of CASHnet and that we see some room to improve the perfor-
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mance of the code. We found our test environment and in particular the processing
power of the laptops as well as the disturbances on the wireless medium to influ-
ence the results. The latter are difficult to detect without disturbing the ongoing
measurement.

6.8 Conclusion

We implemented CASHnet under Linux using netfilter/iptables and conducted sev-
eral evaluations in a small testbed using laptops with wireless network interfaces in
order to measure the end-to-end delay imposed by CASHnet. To support the identi-
fication of the cause for the delay, we analyzed the processing time for each packet
type distinguished by the CASHnet implementation. The results of the evaluation
indicate high but acceptable end-to-end delays for communications over three hops
in our testbed.

The implementation helped us to adapt our CASHnet algorithm to a real envi-
ronment and showed us possible limitations. The processing power of the nodes is
a limiting factor, as the security functionality is computationally expensive. Also,
high variations in the processing power of the nodes causes certain nodes to take
longer to process packets from queues, which in turn increases the jitter. We see
possible improvements in the optimization of the code, such as the queue handling
as well as the test environment, e.g. longer interval between periodic certificate
one-hop broadcasts and shorter key length with an appropriate certificate lifetime.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we studied cooperation schemes for multi-hop cellular networks,
that stimulate the packet forwarding among nodes with the help of incentives. We
proposed and designed a complete cooperation and accounting framework, which
gives the provider a secure and profitable way of operating a multi-hop cellular
network and the customer the benefits of increased wireless broadband coverage.
We implemented our cooperation scheme in the network simulator to analyze and
evaluate its performance as well as to identify its optimal operation parameters. In
addition, we performed an implementation under Linux and conducted evaluations
in a testbed with laptops.

As we motivated in Chapter 3, cooperation among nodes must be ensured - oth-
erwise connections over multiple hops become impossible and the network falls
apart. This is true, especially when we consider the commercial application of
multi-hop cellular networks, where individual customers have no pre-established
social links and thus no reason to forward packets from other nodes. Instead, the
customer will act selfish and give priority to her own packets, because she is con-
cerned about the power consumption on her device. Cooperation can be ensured in
two ways: detection-based approaches use the fear of punishment in case of selfish-
ness, motivation-based approaches use the hop for rewards in case of cooperation.
We believe, that motivation-based approaches are more suitable in civilian appli-
cation scenarios. Most detection-based approaches have a decentralized design,
while the majority of motivation-based approaches rely on a centralized design.
However, centralization takes away the flexibility and dynamics of the multi-hop
cellular network architecture and thereby limits the possible application scenarios.
This situation motivated us to research an architecture, which retains the flexibility
of the mobile ad hoc communication pattern and at the same time assures cooper-
ation among the individual customers.

Our research led to a cooperation and accounting strategy for hybrid wire-
less networks called CASHnet, which we proposed in Chapter 4. CASHnet is
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motivation-based and therefore introduces rewards as well as charges in the form
of virtual money. We raise charges for both, the transmission of self-generated
packets and the reception of packets destined to the current node. And we issue
rewards for forwarded packets. The architecture and mechanism for the charg-
ing and rewarding is completely decentralized and operates independently on each
node. In order to keep the provider of the multi-hop cellular network in control and
reduce the risk of misuse, we designed a centralized refill process. We introduced
a new component called service station, where the customer can load up her virtual
money account. The service station is an immobile terminal with a low-bandwidth
connection to the accounting center of the provider, much like a terminal for pre-
paid cards. To ensure the regular visit of service stations, we decided that the
rewards can not be directly used to cover the charges, but must be exchanged at
the service station first. In addition, the customer can buy additional virtual money
at the service station using real money. To compensate for the immobile charac-
teristics of service stations, we introduce resellers, which are allowed to trade the
rewards from other nodes for their own virtual money.

In order to ensure the correct tracking of the rewards and charges, we must
protect CASHnet against misuse. Our security mechanisms rely on public-key
cryptography and we use digital signatures to ensure the integrity of messages, as
well as the authentication of their origin. The virtual money accounts are stored on
a tamper-resistant device along with credentials.

CASHnet has the advantage, that it gives more freedom to the provider and
the customer at the same time. First, CASHnet does not rely on source routing, it
only requires the hop count to the gateway - or in case of globally fixed charges
not even that information is required. So the provider has a free choice in the
deployed routing protocol. Second, CASHnet does not require a centralized au-
thentication based on sessions at the gateways, which provide the interconnection
to the backbone network. Thus, neither customer nor provider need to maintain a
security session. Third, the support for sender and receiver-based charges allows
the provider to separate the costs between incoming and outgoing traffic for the re-
spective multi-hop cellular network. This is especially important considering, that
a large percentage of traffic is directed downstream, from the gateway to the cus-
tomer and sessions would need to be maintained in order to correctly attribute the
involved costs. Also, all three characteristics increase the level of supported node
mobility. Further, CASHnet provides instruments to support network management,
in particular network planning.

The probably biggest disadvantage of CASHnet is the use of public-key cryp-
tography, because this results in a high computational overhead. However, in con-
trast to secret-key cryptography, public-key cryptography truly supports a decen-
tralized and distributed authentication infrastructure with the use of the certificates.
Another possible drawback of CASHnet is, that, due to the decentralized account-
ing, it requires the customer to visit a service station or contact a reseller periodi-
cally. However, as the reseller is mobile, he can go to the customers and offer his
service on site. Last, CASHnet does not provide strong protection against mali-
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cious attacks from adversaries. It does however provide the possibility of identi-
fying an attacker, because every node has to authenticate before it can take part in
the network. Further, the service station can be used to report suspicious nodes and
the short certificate lifetime ensures that even the attacker has to regularly visit the
service station, where the provider can deny the renewal of the certificate.

In order to evaluate CASHnet regarding its impact on the network performance,
we implemented it in the network simulator ns-2. We described the implementa-
tion process and analyzed the simulation results in Chapter 5. We also implemented
Nuglet, an incentive-based cooperation scheme for mobile ad hoc networks which
inspired our work and compared it with the CASHnet performance. From our
simulation results we find, that CASHnet can come close to the performance of
a multi-hop cellular network without any cooperation mechanisms deployed. We
also identified the optimal operation parameters for CASHnet in the respective
simulation scenario. But we also found, that the decentralization imposes a con-
siderable burden on the network performance. In particular, the normal data traffic
has to compete with the reward messages.

While the simulations allowed us to evaluate and optimize CASHnet, we were
interested in the real-life performance of our cooperation scheme and therefore
conducted a Linux implementation, which we described in Chapter 6. In particular
we analyzed the introduced end-to-end delay and jitter as well as the computa-
tional overhead imposed on a node. In our first implemented prototype, we found
the introduced delay to be tolerable (within ITU recommendations for good voice
quality) for a route length of 3 hops from the node to the gateway. Longer routes to
the gateway imply more intermediate forwarding nodes, which introduce more de-
lay, because of the computationally expensive security functions. However, we see
room for optimizations in the used cryptographic library as well as in the message
processing on the node.

We summarize the main conclusions from the work performed as follows. The
attractiveness of multi-hop wireless network clearly lies in their low infrastructure
requirements, and the thereby gained flexibility which is expressed in the decen-
tralized design pattern of these networks. However, most of the existing incentive-
based cooperation schemes for multi-hop wireless networks follow a centralized
paradigm. In order to keep track of the node participation (transmission, forward-
ing or reception), they use traces, which are collected at central locations. This
typically leads to restrictions, which reduce the flexibility of multi-hop commu-
nications, e.g. by requiring source routing. In the decentralized paradigm, the
authentication and accounting is performed among the nodes. Here, each node
requires some tamper proof device to securely store the virtual money and creden-
tials. The only decentralized cooperation scheme so far is targeted at mobile ad hoc
networks and assumes a self-perpetuating cycle of virtual money in the network.
To find the right balance between a centralized and decentralized paradigm for the
cooperation schemes is a challenging task.

We proposed CASHnet, a framework to ensure cooperation in multi-hop wire-
less networks, which follows a decentralized design pattern. We designed CASH-
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net to address the drawbacks of existing cooperation schemes, that it retains the
flexibility of multi-hop networks and ensures an almost continuous availability of
virtual money. We achieved the flexibility by using decentralized authentication
as well as charging and rewarding mechanisms. For a continuous flow of vir-
tual money we incorporate service stations, where customers can refill their virtual
money accounts. Wee see CASHnet as a possibility to make multi-hop cellular
networks commercially viable.

7.2 Outlook

While we studied incentive-based cooperation schemes for multi-hop cellular net-
works, we discovered several issues directly related to cooperation or to multi-hop
wireless networks in general, which were however out of scope of this thesis. Co-
operation clearly is a cross layer subject, like management and security. In the
following, we briefly analyze these open research questions.

Incentive-based cooperation schemes use the hope for rewards of the customer
in order to motivate their cooperation. In contrast to detection-based approaches,
punishment of nodes based on neighborhood monitoring is typically not intended.
However, by introducing incentives in the fundamental network operation, the at-
tractiveness for fraudulent adversaries increases and thus the risk of corresponding
attacks. Therefore, the protection of the charging and rewarding mechanisms is
of great importance. Unfortunately, the decentralized characteristics of multi-hop
cellular networks make this a challenging task. With multi-hop wireless connec-
tions, the provider has no direct control to what happens beyond the first hop from
his gateways. After the first hop, the provider can only rely on reports conducted
by monitoring network participants. To be of any use, the non-repudiation of these
reports must be assured, i.e. their originator must be identifiable and their integrity
verifiable.

In CASHnet, we digitally sign all transmitted messages and thereby ensure
their non-repudiation. The possibility of being identifiable reduce the attractiveness
of fraudulent and also malicious attacks. However, we did not further investigate a
possible monitoring framework for the provider of a multi-hop wireless network.
We believe this to be a challenging and interesting task for future research.

Closely related to the monitoring framework is the management of multi-hop
wireless networks. A provider requires means to ensure the correct operation of his
network as well as indicators for the future planning. We briefly described possible
planning indicators (both general and specific to CASHnet) and how to interpret
them. However, this is far from complete and it remains a challenging task to make
multi-hop wireless networks manageable and thereby support the commercial suc-
cess.

With the current version of CASHnet, we target multi-hop cellular networks
operated by a provider. An interesting direction would be to extend our framework
to also stimulate cooperation in mobile ad hoc networks, which are currently toler-
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ated as coexistent. For security reasons, we envision an architecture with a central
instance such as a certificate provider to whom possible misuse could be reported.
Again, this requires a monitoring framework with possible reporting functionality
(at the service stations) to the provider.

A point, which we encountered during the implementation phase in the network
simulator as well as under Linux were the problems caused by the non-existing or
weak cross-layer communication. In the simulator, congestion was interpreted as
link break and caused the routing protocol to search for new paths, which further
increased the load on the network. Also, in real implementations, the link layer
triggers are not optimal and current routing information of AODV is difficult to
obtain. Cross-layer design is an emerging field, that gained particular attention with
the increase of research in the area of multi-hop communication, e.g. in mobile ad
hoc and wireless sensor networks. Cross-layer tasks like cooperation, management
and security will surely benefit from the eased access to information and triggers
in such a design.

In the area of cooperation, we see possibilities for further conceptual research.
CASHnet focusses on individual customers in small multi-hop networks with 50 to
probably 100 nodes. An interesting task will be the adoption of CASHnet to large
scale ad hoc networks. A solution could be the formation of groups to coopera-
tion clusters, for example based on pre-established social links. Here, two types
of cooperation exist, intra-cluster and inter-cluster cooperation. In general, the co-
operation level inside the cluster will reflect on the cooperation between clusters,
because if nodes inside a cluster do not forward packets, no packet can travel over
multiple clusters (containing many selfish nodes). Therefore, it suffices for the
provider of the incentive-based cooperation framework to handle the clusters and
charge for their originating traffic and reward the transit traffic. In this scenario,
we see room for a variety of problems to research.

Further, we’d like to comment on the privacy issue, which is very popular, espe-
cially in the area of (multi-hop) wireless networks. In these networks, the commu-
nication passes via computers operated by individual customers, and not only by
some providers. An individual customer must therefore extend her trust to a multi-
tude of unknown people, which can retrieve information about her communication,
i.e. the virtual identity of originator and destination as well as the communication
content. We think, that communication is by default not anonymous. There is
always an originator of and a recipient for the exchanged information. Further,
we believe that there is no anonymity, only pseudonymity in communication. The
link between the pseudonym and the true identity is only protected via trust to the
pseudonym provider. Incentive-based cooperation schemes rely on the collection
of charges and the distribution of rewards. To correctly attribute these actions to
the concerned people, a unique and verifiable identity is required. Another advan-
tage of the verifiable identification of a network participant is, that it reduces the
attractiveness of misuse from his side as the actions can be easier tracked to its
source. To find a good balance between security and privacy remains a challenging
task.
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